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1  
Introduction to II-VI Semiconducting 

Nanomaterials 
 
 
 
This Chapter introduces the reader to the entire work of the Ph. D. thesis and to its 
main topic of research, which is focused on structural and microstructural 
characterization of colloidal quantum-dots. Initially, colloidal syntheses and relevant 
applications of nanocrystalline semiconductors are briefly rationalized, highlighting 
the key points and the recent achievements of this global research activity, which 
has undergone a huge acceleration in the last decades, soon after the discovery of 
the quantum confinement effect. The most important synthetic approaches to II-VI 
semiconducting nanomaterials, that are the “hot-injection” and the “heat-up” 
protocols, are presented and discussed, with a brief section of mechanistic flavor and 
a critical view on their possible limits. A brief paragraph follows, dedicated to new 
characterization methods of II-VI semiconducting materials using the advanced X-
ray diffraction techniques. On the basis of the themes here described, the final part 
of this Chapter intends to clarify the motivations for this thesis and to outline its 
objectives and its structure. 
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1.1 The Explosion of Research on Quantum Dots 
 
In the last three decades, soon after the discovery of the quantum confinement 

effect by L. E. Brus in 1983,1 the research on nanostructured or nanosized 

semiconducting materials has enormously increased. These efforts have pushed 

several branches of Science to study these amazing materials, from the synthetic 

aspects, to the development of new analytical and structural characterization 

methods, to computational work and to surface or core doping, with all efforts 

eventually targeted toward the understanding and optimization of the related opto-

electronic properties. 

A proof of this statement can be easily obtained by performing a search on the topic 

keyword within the Web of Science database (webofknowledge.com) that shows a 

total number of 122.958 manuscripts (as per September 1st, 2018), a value that has 

systematically increased since 1983 (see Figure 1.1). Also astonishing is the number 

of disciplines in which these materials were investigated and employed (more than 

100), spanning from applied physics (16%), to materials science (multidisciplinary) 

(15%), nanoscience and nanotechnology (11%) and, for what is of interest for this 

Thesis, crystallography (1%) (see the pie charts in Figure 1.2). Indeed, the extreme 

versatility and tunability of these materials make them highly popular, mainly thanks 

to their attractive optical properties and consequent appeal, at both the academic 

and industrial levels. Quite obviously, investigation on these materials is of different 

nature depending on the field. For example, one of the most cited paper2 on QDs 

reports on the cytoxicity (the quality of being toxic to cells of living a organism) of 

nanoparticles and their accumulation in the human body. Alternatively, biomimetic 

functionalization of the QD surface (as Lysine-ZnS@CdSe QDs) has been tested in 

order to exploit luminescence properties as a contrast medium for clinical imaging 

diagnostics.2 In the engineering field, applications are manly focused on the 

implementation of QDs in high performance devices such as displays and solar 

cells.3–5 Chemists mainly target they studies to the synthesis and functionalization 

of QDs, aiming at improving their optical properties and managing with the 

upscaling process fostering their introduction into the of market of high-tech 

goods.6–8 
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Physics-based works include experimental techniques, such as spectroscopic 

methods aiming at investigating the nature and the origin of photoluminescence, 

often supplemented by computational tools,9–11 or nanomaterial fabrication by top-

down processes (lithography) to structural characterization by X-ray diffraction 

methods and, to some extent, microscopies of the different kinds. 

Starting from a quick glance on the scientific and patent literature, or simply 

analyzing the wide market of sensors, displays, batteries and other devices filling 

our world, it is fully clear that these materials have a high impact on our society and 

that chemistry and physics are the master disciplines offering the most effective 

characterization tools able to deeply investigate these materials. Needless to say, 

basic research and the understanding of still unknown fundamental features on QDs 

have the potential to promote, or increase, the usage of these materials in many 

technological fields, way beyond our present knowledge and expectations. 

Best suited to my Thesis in Chemistry, the following paragraph is dedicated to 

providing an overview of the synthesis process and the most appealing applications 

of CdSe QDs, one of the most investigated II-VI semiconducting materials. 

 

 
Figure 1.1. The histogram represents the number of articles published every year 
according to a bibliographic research on webofknownledge.com based on the “Quantum-
Dots” keyword (accessed September 1st, 2018). 
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1.2 CdSe Quantum-Dots: an Overview on Synthesis and 
Applications 
 

The discovery of the so-called quantum confinement effect in 19831 widely raised 

the interest on semiconducting materials and on their tunable properties in the 

visible and infrared spectrum, achievable by an accurate size and shape control.3,12–

15 Understanding why this happens is facilitated by what inserted in Figure 1.3, 

which schematically shows the origin of the quantum confinement effect; briefly, 

the extreme downsizing of the crystalline domain of an intrinsic semiconductor 

modifies the conduction (CB) and valence (VB) bands by increasing the energy band 

 
Figure 1.2. The pie charts represent the percentage of published articles on “Quantum 
Dots” on different fields during the last thirty years. The crystallography slice (the pink 
sector in the right panel) corresponds to a mere 1% of the whole pie, revealing that most 
of the research efforts were dedicated to the synthesis, properties and applications, with 
a much lower focus on structural and microstructural characterization at the atomic and 
nano levels. Data were taken from a bibliographic research on webofknownledge.com (as 
per September 1st, 2018). 
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gap (!"). This effect is particularly evident when the spatial extent of the electronic 

wave function becomes comparable with the (nano)particle size. In a quantitative 

description, quantum effects become very important when the particle size is lower 

than the Bohr excitation radius1 of the bulk, forcing material’s properties to be 

(extremely) size dependent. The presently available theory predicts that, for an 

electron-hole pair sitting in the lowest CB and the highest VB orbitals, respectively, 

the coulombic interaction model induces a size dependent band gap, the analytical 

formulation of which is shown in Equation 1.1.1 

 

!" ≃ !$%&' +
ℏ*+*

2-*
.
1

01
+

1

02
3 −

1.87*

8-
	 

!:. 1.1 
where: 

!$%&' : band gap energy of the bulk material(J) 

- : particle radius (m) 

8 : dielectric constant of the material (C2/(Nm2)) 

01 : electron effective mass (kg) 

02 : hole effective mass (kg) 

7 : electron charge (C) 

ℏ: reduced Plank constant (J s) 

 

Equation 1.1 shows that the band gap energy depends on the band gap of the bulk 

material, which is modified by two terms related to the size of the nanocrystal (as 

described by their inverse - dependence). Semiconductors having different !$%&' 

values (e.g. ZnS 3.6 eV, CdSe 1.74 eV, PbS 0.37 eV), falling already at, or near, the 

typical photon energies of the visible range, can then be used to tune the absorption 

and emission peak profiles at optical wavelengths, by simply controlling the size of 

the NCs.13 Among these, CdSe QDs emerged for applications in displays, thanks to 

their wide tunability in the whole visible spectrum, from pale green (; = 495 nm, D 

= 2.36 nm) to dark red (;	= 595 nm, D = 4.37 nm), as shown in Figure 1.4. 

Additionally, the high technological impact of CdSe-based QDs has enormously 

benefitted from other appealing properties, which include their high quantum yield 

emission and chemical stability and the easiness in obtaining extremely 

monodisperse materials. 4,16–19 
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Since NCs with different sizes may emit radiation with markedly different colors 

(photon energies or wavelengths), the control of the size dispersion (especially for 

ultra-small NCs) plays a predominant role in determining a narrow emission profile.  

Such a condition, in turns, means that a neat, precise and unblurred, color hue is 

generated. In this line, the first stable colloidal synthesis of CdE (E = S, Se, Te) NCs, 

proposed by Bawendi and co-workers in 1993,20 enabled the isolation of high quality 

Cd-based cQDs (ranging from 2 to 6 nm) with an high degree of monodispersity 

within a single, and purportedly simple, reaction. This synthetic approach is 

nowadays known as the “hot injection” method, because the reaction promoting 

the formation of colloidal NCs starts with the direct injection of one or more 

precursor solutions (i.e. a Se source as [Se-ODE]) in a high boiling solvent (e.g. 1-

 
Figure 1.3. Graphical representation of the quantum confinement effect and its impact on 
the energy band gap on nano and bulk materials. This figure intends to show that lowering 
the size of the NC (i.e. moving to the left) brings about an increase of the energy band gap, 
with radical consequences on the absorption and emission properties. 
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octadecene) where the other precursor (e.g. the Cd ions source) has been previously 

dissolved at high temperature. 

The hot-injection synthesis and its crucial steps are graphically summarized in Figure 

1.5. This method relies on the generation of an oversaturation condition of 

precursors at high temperature that promotes a single “burst nucleation” event 

where numerous nuclei simultaneously form and start to growth. In order to obtain 

highly monodisperse NCs, nucleation must indeed occur simultaneously in a single 

event, meaning that the largest fraction of nuclei need to form in a very short time-

window of the early stage of the reaction. In such a way, no additional nucleation 

crystal growth occurs which would inevitably produce polydisperse samples.21 

The thermodynamic description of the hot-injection colloidal synthesis requires the 

definition of the energy barrier profile for the homogeneous nucleation. Following 

ref 21, the Gibbs free energy term for the formation of a spherical NC of radius < in 

supersaturation conditions (∆>) can be expressed as the sum of a surface 

 
Figure 1.4. A practical example of the size effect on optical properties of CdSe materials. 
Samples from 1 to 12 were synthetized according to ref22 from the same reaction batch 
and extracted from the same mixtures at different times, restoring after each withdrawal 
extra Se-ODE suspension in order to continue the NCs growth. The picture on top 
represents high diluted samples under a UV light emitter. The plot on the bottom reports 
the absorption spectra of all 12 samples shifted upwards for a matter of clarity. 
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contribution (<* − dependent) and the energy difference between the monomers 

and the bulk crystal (∆>?), as follows:  

 

∆> = 4+<*B +
4

3
+<D∆>? 

										!:. 1.2 
Where: 

B : surface energy per unit area (J/m2) 

< : radius of a spherical particle (m) 

∆>? = (−-F(ln I) KL⁄ ) : monomer to bulk Gibbs energy change per unit volume (J/m3), 

with: 
I : supersaturation I = [O] [OQ]⁄  (I > 1 supersaturated solution) 

[O]: monomer (precursor) concentration 

[OQ]: monomer (precursor) concertation in saturation condition 

KL : molar volume of the bulk crystal (m3/mol) 

 

Since the surface tension B of a naked particle is always positive and the ∆>? 

contribution in supersaturation conditions (I > 1) is negative, the ∆> function is 

not monotonic and, typically, shows a maximum in < space. By simply differentiating 

Equation 1.2 with respect to <, it is possible to obtain the critical radius <S  (Equation 

1.3), 

 

<S = −
2B

∆>?
 

										!:	1.3 

 

which expresses the radius corresponding to the maximum ∆> value, ∆>LTU. 

Substituting Equation 1.3 into Equation 1.2, the Gibbs free energy needed to form a 

stable cluster of diameter 2<S  is obtained (Equation 1.4). 

 

∆>LTU =
16+BD

3(∆>?	)*
 

													!:. 1.4 

 

From Equation 1.4, it is possible to understand the fundamental role in choosing the 
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correct amount of precursors (the supersaturation condition included in the ∆>? 

term) at a well-defined and controlled temperature. Such a control would then 

trigger the nucleation process by maximizing its probability with subsequent 

(nano)crystal growth, which proceeds when the critical radius of the formed nuclei 

has been reached. 

 
Figure 1.5. General scheme of the hot-injection synthesis and nucleation process. In a and 
b, the precursor concentration plot and a pictorial sketch of the steps of “hot-injection” 
synthesis, respectively, are shown. In panel b, step 1 represents the injection of precursors 
(depicted as black wavy segments). Subsequently, oversaturation is reached and, in the 
nucleation step, the formation of nuclei (blue spheres in b) with critical radius <S Is 
activated. Once step 2 is over, the nucleation process stops and the extra precursor may 
only contribute to a fast growth of the particles (yellow to red spheres in b and d). The last 
steps in panel b refer to quasi equilibrium and final ripening towards the sought NCs 
dimension. At point 3 of panel a, the reaction is over. c: laboratory set-up for the “hot-
injection” synthetic process. d: graphical representation of the solvent/antisolvent 
purification procedure of the raw reaction mixture; the strategy relies on the precipitation 
of the NC fraction permitting the elimination of the extra precursors in the mixture. 
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With reference to Figure 1.5, the description of the hot-injection method of CdSe 

colloidal QDs synthesis, is hereafter reported. The reaction starts with the fast 

injection of the Se source into a high boiling solvent where the Cd precursor is 

dispersed at high temperature (0-1 injection phase, T depends from the crystal 

phase and capping agents; 220 to 360 °C). The fast addition of the Se precursor 

provides the supersaturation condition, as previously described, and the beginning 

of the nucleation process (1-2). Once the supersaturation condition vanishes, the 

nuclei stop to form and the remaining precursors contribute to the growth of the 

nuclei generated in the nucleation step (2-3: fast growth phase in Figure 1.5). Since 

the growth kinetics depend on the concentration of the precursors, and on the 

reactivity of the exposed surface, the crystal growth rate right after the fall of the 

nucleation process is extremely high but tends to decrease over time. 

The desired NC size is then obtained quenching the reaction (ideally instantly), by 

cooling down the crude suspension at RT with sand baths, water or compressed air 

after seconds or minutes, depending on the crystal phase and capping ligand used. 

Once the reaction stops, the NCs are washed through solvent/antisolvent 

precipitation cycles and re-dispersed in the host solvent.  

During the synthesis, the crystal growth is strongly dominated by the temperature 

and the interaction of ligands with the surface. Recent reports on CdSe QDs show 

the fundamental role of the ligands in guiding the preferential formation of the 

specific crystalline ZB23–25 or WZ6,7,24–26 polymorphs in CdSe QDs. However, the hot-

injection synthesis allows a high control at the lab scale only. Indeed, when upscaling 

of these reactions is required for industrial applications,27 the hot injection 

synthesis, unfortunately, cannot be easily adopted because: 

a) the increasing volume of the reactor dramatically affects the mixing time 

and does not enable a precise control the nucleation phenomenon; 

b) large reaction volumes cannot be quickly (instantaneously) cooled down; 

c) the injected solution volume represents 10 to 50% of the reaction mixture; 

therefore, managing a fast injection in large volumes and controlling their 

temperature becomes very problematic; 

d) injection can produce effects on the batch-to-batch reproducibility, since 

the stint of injection can unpredictably vary, and may also depend on the 

skills and efforts of the different operators. Not to be forgotten, this is also 
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an issue at the lab scale. 

For these reasons, in the last years, the so called “heat-up” approaches were studied 

and developed for optimizing the upscale process while limiting the above listed 

problems.27,28 [In addition, other synthetic approaches based on selenourea and 
cadmium nitrate precursors and triggered by the fast injection of a base have been 
reported in the literature29 but are not described here since they are much less 
related to the synthetic methods adopted in this thesis.] 
The “heat-up” process relies on mixing the precursors at low temperature (RT) and 

subsequent heating up of the solution (to ca. 240 °C) to promote the nucleation, 

reducing complications related to the mixing time temperature control and to the 

overall reproducibility. However, since the heat-up synthesis cannot rely on a short 

“burst-like” event that controls the nucleation process, the reaction must be 

accurately designed, if the isolation of NCs with a comparable quality to the ones 

produced with the hot-injection synthesis is pursued. Hyeon et al. reported28  that, 

for the hot-injection synthesis, the formation of the nuclei can be likewise described 

by Equations 1.2-1.4, confirming that the nucleation rate is strongly dependent on 

the temperature and on the surface tension (the latter, tuneable with the use, or 

addition, of suitable ligands). For an efficient synthetic procedure, the heat-up 

synthesis has to match two fundamental requirements (see Figure 1.6): 

a) the nucleation rate (W[X] WY⁄ ) must be zero at RT; this is managed by 

controlling the surface tension, e.g. by selecting the nature of the capping 

ligands; 

b) the nucleation rate has to be extremely temperature-sensitive up to a 

maximum T value, a condition at which nuclei start to grow (this is normally 

managed by the carefully controlling the concentration of the precursors – 

supersaturation) 27. 

As a consequence of a strict control of reactants, concentrations, surfactants and 

temperature ramp, this new class of reactions reached a considerable success in the 

upscaling process, though further engineering improvements are still required. 

 

The main success of II-VI colloidal suspensions of NCs, in particular of CdSe, can be 

certainly attributed to their excellent stability during the time. This feature is 

provided by the ligands, typically long-chain organics (oleate or oleamine) that 
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passivate the surface of the NCs impeding sintering and making the QDs soluble and 

stable in apolar solvents. However, some issues in having organic ligands at the 

surface are still present. Among the most relevant, the following ones can be 

highlighted: 

a) they act as an insulating shell, impeding charge transfer processes, making 

ligand-covered QDs unsuitable for some applications; 

b) capping ligands can produce surface strain and non-radiative trap states 

between the valence and conduction bands that drastically decrease the 

photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY). 

Accordingly, in the last decades, these findings pushed material chemists to 

investigate new solutions. One way out consists in replacing the organic ligands with 

inorganic ones,8,30 aiming at solving the problem of limited charge transfer. 

Alternatively, surface passivation of QDs was obtained by epitaxially growing a 

 
Figure 1.6. Qualitative representation of three nucleation rate functions during a heat-up 
synthesis. The red dashed trace has non-zero nucleation rate at RT, meaning that the 
nucleation process starts right after the mixing of the precursors, and, therefore, should 
be avoided. The solid orange line presents a nucleation rate ideal for a heat-up synthesis 
at RT. However, since it is not extremely temperature sensitive, the nucleation rate is not 
able to provide a “burst nucleation” process producing a highly monodisperse population 
of NCs. The green solid line represents a close-to-ideal nucleation rate vs time curve, since 
it is able to reproduce a violent nucleation event comparable to that occurring in the hot-
injection synthesis. 
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crystalline shell of a different II-VI material, removing, at the same time, trap states 

that significantly reduce the PLQY.31–35 Another fundamental problem related to 

CdSe QDs is the occasional occurrence of “blinking” dots.9,36,37 This phenomenon 

drastically suppresses the PLQY, since a fraction of CdSe are “turned off”. Starting 

from 2008, up to now, thanks to the contribution of Dubertret and co-workers37 that 

demonstrated the control of blinking by the shell design and thickness, more 

complex solutions have been tested, reaching high performances in terms of PLQY 

improvement. These solutions include the following strategies: 

a) in 2008: growing a thick shell of CdS on spherical CdSe cores obtaining core-

shell heterostructures; 38 

b) in 2013: growing a shell on atomically thin nPLs (80% PLQY); 39 

c) in 2015: preparing CdSe/CdS core-shell heterostructures with a decreasing 

alloying ratio moving toward the surface (99% PLQY). 40 

All these efforts were addressed toward the minimization of the strain induced by 

the outer shell. It was clear indeed from these studies that the PLQY is not only 

dependent on the nature of the ligand but also on the strain generated by the 

passivating agent. Worth of note is that the upscale production of these high 

performance heterostructures is still a challenging and mostly unresolved task, since 

their syntheses are based on hot-injection methods, which, as we have seen, are not 

easily transferrable to large(r) volumes. 

Today, the II-VI semiconductor NCs family is widely employed in modern 

displays.41,42 Despite the fact that CdSe is considered highly toxic (Cd ions can be in 

principle released to the environment), its band gap makes this material ideal for 

applications in high quality displays, being CdSe NCs easily tunable to green and red 

light emission with extremely pure colors. Presently, many large TV-screen brands 

use a GaN blue backlight (; = 450 nm) and make use of two different quantum dot 

sizes, green (; = 525 nm) and red (; = 625 nm). While absorbing the blue 

radiation, they emit bright radiation at their own wavelengths, making it possible to 

generate a large set of colors in RGB based displays. Figure 1.7 shows one of the 

most recent QLED displays marketed by Samsung. 

The continuous evolution of the QDs engineering pushed this technology to surpass 

the pre-existent OLED technology; nonetheless, a wide margin of improvement is 

still present.43 
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Finally, II-VI semiconductor QDs have been finding application in several other fields 

such as: 

a) infrared applications for photovoltaics;5,44 

b) single dots devices (quantum computers);45,46 

c) optical devices/Instruments (Lasers);47 

d) in vivo imaging.48 

Despite the impressive improvement in the synthesis and engineering of these 

systems, most of their physico-chemical characterization is performed by using 

conventional laboratory techniques such UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy, 

transmission electron microscopy and X-ray powder diffraction. In particular, 

conventional XRPD characterizations are typically addressed to phase identification 

and quantification, as more complex analyses are limited by the finite size of the 

crystalline domains49 or by the presence of a high density of defects and strain at 

the core/surface interface.50–52 

 

 
Figure 1.7. New generation 4K QLED tv (based on Q7 tech) that implements QDs 
technology.  (www.samsung.com) 
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1.3 State of the Art of Structural and Microstructural 
Characterization of CdSe QDs 
Several attempts in characterizing this class of materials have been made with 

advanced X-ray based diffraction techniques but a robust method able to describe 

these systems in terms of structure, density of defects, morphology and surface 

structure by a unique and unified approach is still missing. A first attempt in 

performing structural characterization of nanosized CdSe systems was done by 

Bawendi and co-workers in 1989 using the Debye Scattering formula (for simulation 

only), without including corrections for anomalous scattering factors and Compton 

scattering.53 Despite this method relied only on simulations of equally sized 

spherical nanocrystals with different probability of stacking disorder, this pioneering 

study unveiled that ZB powder diffraction patterns do not necessarily reflect an 

underlying ZB structure. The high impact of these materials joined to the high 

potentiality of Wide Angle X-ray Total Scattering Techniques (WAXTS) and the 

improved performance of modern processors pushed chemists and physicists to 

develop new experimental and modelling methods for semiconductor 

characterization. In 2005, Neder and co-workers proposed a method based on the 

DSE for stacking fault characterization in CdS and ZnS NPs. Their model aimed at the 

introduction of multiple phases (ZB and WZ structures) within a cluster with a 

defined size and shape and variable volume fractions of Zincblende and Wurtzite 

phases. Despite the great potential of the analysis, the authors admitted, in their 

work, the limits of the proposed model: only a single nanocrystal was considered, 

and not a population of structurally related nanoparticles. They also highlighted the 

need to produce stochastic growth models for a more statistically robust treatment 

of the stacking fault probability and generation.54 Few years later, several attempts 

in characterizing CdSe materials with the real space Pair Distribution Function (PDF) 

method have been proposed by Billinge and co-workers. In 2007, a first try in fitting 

CdSe QDs PDF data with atomistic models was proposed through the synergic use 

of the DISCUS and PDFgui computational analyses.51 Despite such convincing 

method, the inability to refine the SF probability, together with the large CPU time 

required, favoured, in early 2013, the development of a fast(er) method for SF 

quantification using a biphasic model in the direct space using PDFgui.52 Despite 
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being physically far from reality, this crude approach gave sensible indication on the 

presence, if not on the quantification, of stacking faults. Since PDFgui makes 

extensive use of periodic lattices and the local structure of the WZ or ZB crystal 

phases can be defined within a distance corresponding to the stacking of three 

“atomic” planes, a PDF refinement was performed on the very low-r portion of the 

G(r) function, enabling the rough estimation of the SF percentage for nanoparticles 

with 2 nm (or slightly larger) diameters. In the same year, the need to increase the 

accuracy and the robustness of nanomaterial analysis fostered the evolution of the 

modelling towards a “complex” modelling coupling Small Angle X-ray Scattering and 

atomic pair distribution function data available from separate experimental set-

ups.55 This study revealed the high value of using a “complex modelling” in testing 

the reliability of physical parameters, granted by the simultaneous use of multiple 

data sources. Despite this finding, the presence of a model able to extract, and 

refine, structural information on II-VI semiconductor materials with the use of a 

population of atomistic models within an affordable computational time is still 

missing and here is where this thesis intends to give its significant contribution. 

 

 

1.4 Motivation and Goals of this Thesis 
 
Despite the lack of advanced models and data analysis protocols for the 

characterization of very small II-IV NCs, Wide Angle X-ray Total Scattering 

techniques (WAXTS), coupled to the Debye Scattering Equation (DSE) approach (not 

restricted to ideally periodic and ordered materials), can be used to deeply 

investigate structural and microstructural features of cQDs. The use of these 

models, ideally matching X-ray diffraction traces on both the small angle and the 

wide-angle regions, represents a great opportunity to investigate simultaneously 

morphological, structural and microstructural features of quantum dots, with 

atomic scale precision. The development of such a complex model is intended to: 

a) unveil and understand optical, chemical and functional properties related 

to the core and/or surface structure; 

b) provide fundamental information for further improvement and upscaling 
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of the synthetic procedures and engineering of these materials. 56 

 

Starting from these considerations, this Ph.D. project is based on: 

1) The understanding of CdSe nanomaterials, ranging from synthesis to 

conventional characterization, up to X-ray scattering data collection at large 

scale facilities (synchrotrons), followed by preliminary data reduction preceding 

for the complete DSE analysis (Chapters 1-4); 

2) The development of an original and flexible model and of a stable protocol that 

enables, with the use of the DSE, the characterizing, with atomic precision, of 

structural, microstructural and surface features (down to the pm scale) of 

materials affected by planar defects with affordable CPU times (Chapter 5); 

3) The application of this complex model to real systems (Organic ligand-capped 

CdSe cQDs and Pt NPs), discovering new features and opening the way to 

improving the upscaling of their synthesis and the engineering of their 

performances, with a special care toward their impact on future technologies 

(Chapters 6-7). 

This introductory Chapter, which contains a brief introduction on CdSe-based 

nanomaterials, is followed by Chapter 2, dedicated to the description of 

conventional and unconventional characterization methods at the nanoscale, 

discussing their limits and potentiality in characterizing real nano-systems. Chapter 

3 serves as a mathematical description of the DSE, and its implementation in the 

DebUsSy suite for the characterization of real ensembles of nanosized samples. 

Therein, the data collection and reduction procedures are also reported, together 

with a brief section in which the DSE to PDF approaches are compared. The need of 

introducing strains and defects in the complex atomistic model of CdSe nanocrystals 

makes it necessary to describe these defects, with a brief state of the art of their 

characterization methods (Chapter 4). Chapter 5 is completely dedicated to 

describing the computational model used for the characterization of cQDs and its 

use as a part of the overall data analysis strategy. The final Chapters focus on the 

application of the model to real systems in which its potentiality and sensitivity are 

tested on different materials, disclosing new size-dependent fault driven relaxation 

and faceting features in CdSe cQDs. An additional section presents an alternative 

method for the characterization of metallic NPs with larger sizes, but (much) lower 
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stacking fault probabilities. Finally, at the end of the manuscript, the list of 

publications produced in this doctoral path are collected for the interested reader. 
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2  
Characterization Methods at the Nanoscale 

 
 
 
As presented in the previous Chapter, the functional properties of nanosized 

materials are deeply influenced not only by their atomic-scale structure, but also by 

additional properties, such as the crystal size and morphology, composition and 

surface reconstruction or by the presence of various kind of defectiveness. More 

relevantly, the impact of structural defects on the properties of semiconducting 

nanocrystals are still not fully understood. This aspect underlines the need of 

increasing both the knowledge about defects in nanoparticles and the power of 

experimental and computational tools for their investigation. This Chapter briefly 

introduces a number of conventional and advanced methods of physico-chemical 

characterization which have been used in this Ph.D. project and discusses their 

potentiality and limits in investigating materials at the nanoscale (in particular for 

II-VI semiconducting nanocrystals). Conventional laboratory methods used in this 

project include: Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), also in High Resolution 

(HRTEM) mode, Absorption/Emission Spectroscopy and X-ray Powder Diffractometry 

(XRPD). Advanced methods of characterization include: Wide Angle X-ray Total 

Scattering (WAXTS), Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) and Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance (NMR), the latter as an innovative mode, hereafter presented. 

This section further addresses the importance of a multiple scale characterization, 

built upon the combination of several and complementary techniques and the need 

of a robust strategy for characterizing complex, highly defective, CdSe-based 

colloidal QDs. 
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2.1 Conventional (Laboratory) Methods of Nanocrystal 

Characterization 
 

2.1.1 (High Resolution) Transmission Electron Microscopy 

 

Transmission Electron Microscopy is by far the most used imaging technique for 

studying materials at the nanoscale. The reason for the incredible success of TEM is 

due to its ability to produce pictures of nanoparticles at atomic-resolution (in real 

space) for “direct” observation (not requiring a complex modeling or information 

retrieval). The image is obtained using a high voltage electron beam (100-300 kV) 

passing through the sample and creating a high-resolution image. Today, TEM is a 

versatile tool for the direct investigation of a single particle or of a limited number 

of them, enabling an immediate interpretation. However, TEM may be not 

extremely informative if the particle is too small,1 too sensitive to the electron 

beam2 or highly defective. 

Important aspects to be taken into account about microscopies in general is that 

they do not bear a high statistical relevance: the extracted information comes from 

counting single particles from a small portion of the sample, making this approach 

less-than-ideal for large-scale implementation.3 

In TEM, the conventional sample preparation consists in dropping few µl droplets of 

a diluted nanocrystal dispersion in a non-polar solvent onto a carbon-coated 

copper-grid. The analysis is performed in high vacuum and can only provide 2D-

information on 3D-objects. Despite the fact that TEM is the most used technique for 

studying QD size, size-dispersion and morphology, a major problem related to TEM 

and HRTEM emerges when dealing with colloidal suspensions of semiconductor 

nanocrystals. For example, in the case of CdSe and, more in general, of nanosized 

metal chalcogenides, several issues arise due to the intrinsic properties of these 

samples. Indeed, a “chemically stable”, non-coalescing, nanoparticle is typically 

coated with a thick shell of organic/inorganic ligands that avoids particle 

sinterization/aggregation and provides a high stability to the sample. In order to be 

well investigated, the nanocrystals need to be washed properly several times to 

reduce the residual precursors and the excess of organic matter on the carbon- 
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coated copper-grid, which typically provides additional blurring effects on the final 

image. The standard washing process requires cycles of precipitation and re-

dispersion of the nanoparticles (by a solvent/anti-solvent treatment), playing on the 

particles solubility. Every time a cycle is completed, a small fraction of particles is 

selectively erased (generally the smallest fraction remains in the waste solution), 

changing the average size, size-dispersion of the sample and sometimes causing 

unwanted alterations, such as coalescence, if some ligands are removed from the 

nanoparticle surface. Another problem related to CdSe is the presence of stacking 

faults (treated in depth in Chapter 4) that brake the periodicity of the crystal and 

tend to produce irregular surfaces, disfavoring a correct orientation of the 

nanocrystal for (HR)TEM analysis4 (see Figure 2.1). Despite these limitations, the 

 
Figure 2.1. TEM pictures of CdSe nanoparticles from highly monodisperse samples with 

average diameter of 3.8 nm. The single pictures show the main problems related to TEM 

and HR-TEM analysis such as: crystal coalescence due to the washing process (a), badly 

defined surface due to the presence of SF (b), blurry pictures due to excess of ligands (c) 

and poorly defined structure due to less than ideal particle orientations (d). 
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technique is able to provide “easy to interpret” 2D pictures of faulted CdSe NCs, and 

important information about the nature of the crystalline phase can be retrieved 

therefrom. 

 

In this Ph.D. thesis, TEM pictures of CdSe NPs were obtained using a JEOL JEM-

2200FS electron microscope operating at 200 kV, located at the Inorganic Chemistry 

Department of ETH Zurich, in collaboration with Prof. Maksym Kovalenko’s group. In 

Chapter 7, TEM pictures acquired on Pt NPs are also shown, which were provided by 

Dr. Andrea Migliori of the Institute of Micro Technology and Microsystems of CNR 

(Bologna, Italy), and measured on a FEI TECNAI F20 electron microscope operating 

at 200 kV. 

 

 

2.1.2 Absorption/Emission Spectroscopy in the Visible Range 

 

As explained in Chapter 1, II-VI semiconductors are very appealing materials, some 

of which already filling the market of high-tech devices, mostly thanks to their 

optical properties tunable with size.5 Using this criterion, and considering that a real 

sample is made by several particles represented by an average size, a size-dispersion 

and a concentration, one can ideally calculate an absorption profile as being shaped 

by the sum of the contributions from all the particles which constitute the sample. 

The experimental absorption peak height, position and FWHM are indeed related to 

the NPs average size, their size-dispersion, sample concentration and QD extinction 

coefficient. Thanks to this dependence, with the simple measurement of an 

absorbance spectrum, it is theoretically possible to obtain a series of valuable 

information about size, size-dispersion and concentration of a colloidal sample of II-

VI semiconducting QDs. Using this approach, Yu et al.6 and Jasieniak et al.7 calculated 

the molar extinction coefficient, e, and the UV-Vis spectral dependence in highly 

monodisperse CdSe samples with sizes ranging from 1.5 to 8.0 nm, combining 

Absorption spectroscopy, Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission 

Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and TEM evidences. The used strategy requires, for each 

CdSe sample: 

• the measurement of the full absorption spectrum; 
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• the quantitative analysis of Cd2+ ions concentration, after the digestion of a 

known quantity of colloidal suspension in aqua regia and using calibration 

standards of known Cd(NO3)2 concentration; 

• the calculation of the particle volumes using TEM sizing curves; 

• the calculation of [QDs](M) in the original solution, using the density of WZ 

crystal structure (5.81 g/cm3) and the Cd/Se stoichiometric ratio (1.15:1) 

reported in the literature. 

The molar-extinction coefficient at the peak maximum !	($−1'(−1) was obtained 

from the absorbance spectrum using the Lambert-Beer law, as follows: 

 

! =
[,-]
/01

2 

									34. 2.1 

 

where 2 is the optical path length and /01 is the value of maximum absorbance. 

In the original paper,7 the observables were fitted using an empirical function, a 

fourth order polynomial in 7, thus obtaining phenomenological expressions able to 

predict microstructural parameters such as average size (-) and material 

concentration ([89:;]<=>). These equations follow: 

 
-(?() = 	59.60816 − 0.547367 + 1.8873 × 10JK7L − 2.85743 × 10JM7K

+ 1.62974 × 10JN7O 

																																			34. 2.2 
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where: 

!PR($JP'(JP) = 155507 + 6.67054 × 10PK;WJ
XYZ

[.P[\\P] 

 ∆3PR,TUTV : Half-width-half-maximum of the first absorption peak on the low energy side.  

 

Thanks to these two equations, one can rapidly identify the average size and size-

dispersion (from Equation 2.2) and the concentration (from Equation 2.3) of the as-
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prepared sample. Information about size and concentration is particularly important 

for the synthetic chemist and the material engineer, since it enables to: 

• test applications by precisely knowing the nanoparticles size and the 

amount of nanoparticles used; 

• use the newly synthetized sample for successive synthesis steps (such as 

ligand/cation exchange or shell growth) and calibrating the stoichiometry of 

the reaction. 

Assuming that all the particles contained in the colloidal suspension are spherical 

and the number-based size-distribution follows known (say, log-normal) law ^<(-), 

a step forward in estimating the average diameter (< - >) and diameter dispersion 

(s) from the absorption curve has been developed in Como by the To.Sca.Lab 

group.8 

Given < - > and s, by numerically calculating Equations 2.1 and 2.2 to obtain 

3P>(;a) and !PR($JP'(JP) as a function of the crystal diameter from the curve 

proposed by Jasieniak et. al,7 we found it possible to compute the absorption curves 

by convoluting the log-normal number-based distribution ̂ <(-) with !PR(-), taking 

into account the full 3PR(-) dependence, and adding a physically-sound broadening 

term b(3, -), as follows: 

 

/01(3) ∝ d b(3, -)
e

[
^<(-)!PR(-)9- 
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where: 

b(3, -) = ;
fJXJXYZ
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j
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3PR(;a) = 1022.1 − 1627.6- + 979.34-L − 262.87-K + 26.514-O 

								34. 2.6l 

7(?() = 4.8806 − 1.7959- + 0.4426-L − 0.0499-K + 0.0021-O 

								34. 2.60 
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P
L
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k

hk 	 
									34. 2.6' 
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!PR($JP'(JP) = 300773 − 140906- + 33478-L 

										34. 2.69 

 

with tu = 0.0255	;a (as derived from the frequency of the lowest infrared Raman 

active mode from the bulk,9 corresponding to the most populated vibrational level 

at room temperature). The application of this model to the cases studied in this 

Ph.D. thesis will appear in Chapter 6. 

Since optical, electronic and structural properties also depend from the actual 

crystal phase, in recent years, Lim and coworkers,10 extending the absorption 

measurement range to NUV (Near UV) and MUV (Medium UV), revealed interesting 

absorption profile differences in MUV region for ZB and WZ CdSe cQDs. The goal of 

this recently reported study relies on the use of the absorption spectroscopy for the 

crystal phase identification, enabling, through a fast measurement, to 

simultaneously extract information about the predominant crystal phase and the 

average size of the NPs constituting the sample. 

In spite of its limitation on morphological and structural characterization, 

absorption, in combination with the emission spectroscopy, is the mother technique 

for absolute PL quantum yield (QY) measurement.11 The standard procedure 

adopted by many consists in a separate PL measurement of a certified dye molecule 

taken as a standard,12 and performing the following calculations:11  

 

,v> × /01> × ?>on(>)
L

w>
=
,vg × /01g × ?>on(g)

L

wg
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L  
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where: 

wx :  Integrated intensity of the Photoluminescence spectra 

/01x :  Absorbance at the excitation wavelength 

?>on(x) :  Solvent refractive index 

y :  specie; y = - dye and y = : sample 
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In this Ph.D. thesis work, UV/VIS absorption spectra were collected on colloidal 

suspensions of CdSe QDs using a JASCO V670 spectrometer and PL profiles using a 

Fluorolog iHR 320 Horiba Jobin Yvon spectrofluorometer at the Inorganic Chemistry 

Department of ETH Zurich, in collaboration with Prof. Maksym Kovalenko’s group. 

 

 

2.1.3 Conventional X-Ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD) 

 

As for bulk materials, XRPD is the most popular structural characterization 

technique for (poly)crystalline powders. In microcrystalline samples, this technique 

has reached a high degree of maturity; the methods of analysis rely on the 

hypothesis of a long-range order of the atomic arrangement in the crystal structure. 

In this case, the X-ray diffraction trace potentially contains a lot of information such 

as crystal phase, crystallite size (coherent domain), shape and lattice strain, 

interpretable through the classical whole pattern profile fitting procedures (e.g., the 

structureless Le Bail13 or Pawley14 approaches or the commonly used Rietveld 

method15). As for most experimental techniques which rely on instruments with 

finite resolution broadening, it is also important to outline that any XRPD pattern 

z(2{), is always the convolution of two independent contributions, | and }: 

 

z(2{) = d|(2{′)}(2{ − 2{′)92{′

�

[

 

										34. 2.9 

 

|(2{) originates from the instrument and }(2{) originates from the sample. As a 

consequence of this fact, the broadening of diffraction peaks has two main different 

sources, which normally include sample-dependent and sample-independent 

contributions. 

• Peak broadening originating from the sample:  

o finite size effects; 

o crystal lattice distortion; 

o structural defects (e.g. point, linear or planar); 
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• Broadening originating from the instrument:  

o not perfectly monochromatic X-ray source; 

o axial divergence of the incident/diffracted beam; 

o size of slits and detector type; 

o diffractometer misalignment; 

o sample transparency and size; 

o and more… 

 

When dealing with nanomaterials, the magnitude of the crystalline domains is 

drastically reduced, making the instrumental broadening contributions, in many 

cases of extreme downsizing, negligible. For this reason, many papers in the field 

report the simple and direct use of Scherrer’s Equation16 (reported in Equation 2.10) 

for the determination of the crystal size, apparently, and arbitrarily, completely 

disregarding the contribution of lattice distortions and other structural defects to 

peak widths and shapes. 

 

< - >=
Ä7

Å cos {
 

										34. 2.10 

 

where: 

Å : Full-Width-Half-Maximum (or, more precisely, the integral breadth – rarely used)  

Ä : Shape factor, 0.94 for spherical particles 

7 : Operational wavelength [Å] 

2{ : Diffraction angle  

 

Recently, several papers presented and discussed the highly defective nature of very 

small nanoparticles, attributed to the high fraction of surface atoms. In particular, 

nanoscale II-VI semiconductors, such as CdS, CdSe, CdTe, ZnO, ZnS, etc., due to the 

presence of stacking defects that strongly contribute to peak broadening,17–19 

discredited the use of this equation making it only a rough approximation, providing, 

if taken in a more critical way, a lower limit for the average crystal size. For this 

reason, in this thesis, laboratory XRPD data on CdSe were used only for rough phase 
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identification, restricting the analysis to the simple peak indexing and to a 

qualitative ranking of nanomaterial sizes. 

Even if Scherrer’s equation is considered a too rough approximation, also Rietveld 

refinement methods may fail in reproducing the correct mass-based average 

nanoparticle size. The main reasons that turn Rietveld methods (sensu lato) 

unsuitable for nanomaterials are: i) the vanishing of the assumption of the infinite 

periodicity of the crystal lattice along all the crystallographic directions; and ii) 

neglecting, by definition, the contribution of diffuse (non-Bragg) scattering 

generated by the finite crystal size and its distribution, crystal shape and 

defectiveness and other kind of static or dynamic disorder, which Bragg theory alone 

cannot cope with. For these reasons, innovative diffraction/scattering routes to the 

investigation of nanomaterials are required which, as later reported are central to 

this work. 

 

In this Ph.D. thesis, laboratory XRPD measurements of dry CdSe QDs were performed 

on a STOE STADI P powder diffractometer, operating in transmission mode (capillary 

mounting) at the Inorganic Chemistry department of ETH Zurich, in collaboration 

with Maksym Kovalenko’s group and on a RIGAKU MINIFLEX powder diffractometer, 

operating in reflection mode (flat plate mounting) at the Department of Science and 

High technology of the University of Insubria, Como, Italy. 

 

 

2.2 Advanced Characterization Methods 
 

2.2.1 Wide Angle X-Ray Total Scattering Techniques (WAXTS) 

 

Dealing with nanomaterials, lowering the size of the coherent domains down to few 

nanometers can be naively considered as constructing a defective replica of the 

corresponding bulk material; nevertheless, the information from the XRPD 

experimental data is generally highly degraded, while the complexity of the 

structure is much greater.20 The failure of the conventional crystallographic 

methods in determining with high precision the atomic arrangement in 
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nanostructured materials (including defects) is known as the nanostructure 

problem.21 Finite size effects significantly broaden the Bragg peaks and increase 

their overlap; a diffuse scattering appears between and below them. Additionally, 

anisotropic shapes of the nanoparticles affect the width and shape of Bragg peaks 

and the distribution of the scattered intensity. The substantial portion of atoms 

belonging to the surface (due to the higher surface/volume ratio, upon lowering the 

sizes) gives importance to phenomena that are usually neglected at the bulk scale; 

in particular, surface relaxation effects, as a consequence of the minimization of the 

surface energy that induces surface strains, can also modify the core structure and 

the nature of stable extended defects.22 In colloidal synthesis, the surface structure 

of the nanoparticles is also strongly influenced by the chemical environment and by 

the nature of the passivating surfactant agents.23,24 Many other structural defects 

may occur, depending on the type of the nanocrystal (e.g. stacking faults in fcc and 

hcp structures),3 resulting in additional diffuse scattering in the diffraction patterns 

and less predictable peak broadening and shifts, no longer interpretable by the 

conventional crystallographic laws of ideally periodic systems. 

According to these considerations, there is an urgent need of developing advanced 

characterization techniques to tackle the complex problem of fully characterizing 

nanoscale materials, in terms of structure, composition, size, shape, and their 

distribution. Starting from WAXTS data collection, two complementary methods for 

nanoparticle characterization are presently used, and are based on the: 

• Debye Scattering Equation (DSE); 

• Pair (or Radial) Distribution Function (PDF). 

Since the effects of the presence of structural distortions and disorder on the X-ray 

powder diffraction pattern induces additional peak broadening and an increase of 

the diffuse scattering beyond and below the Bragg peaks, disentangling those from 

size effects is not a trivial task. 

Significantly, in the DSE and PDF approaches, which are not restricted to the 

presence of long-range order, it is possible to simultaneously reproduce, or deal 

with, both Bragg and diffuse scattering, where the structural and defects 

information are simultaneously encoded. For this reason, DSE and PDF are called 

Total Scattering Methods. 
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For both DSE and PDF approaches, the physically-based theory behind the two 

methods, their use, and details on data collection and treatment, are presented in 

more details in the next Chapter. 

 

In this thesis, WAXTS diffraction profiles for DSE analysis were collected at the Swiss 

Light Source (SLS) of the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), at the Material Science Beamline 

MS-X04SA, and WAXTS diffraction profiles for PDF analysis were collected at the 

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) at the 28-ID-1 XPD beamline of the NSLS II 

synchrotron by Dr. Federica Bertolotti (Aarhus University & To.Sca.Lab). 
 

 

2.2.2 Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) 

 

SAXS is an X-Ray-based structural and analytical method for the characterization of 

particles in terms of supramolecular structure, average size, size-dispersion and 

shape, and is best suited for systems lying at 1 to 100 nm length scale. This technique 

is presently used for the characterization of a large variety of biological systems, 

colloids, minerals, etc. and it is here presented with particular reference to 

nanocrystalline materials of few nanometers in size.  

As for many other scattering methods, measurements performed at a given Q 

enable the investigation the “density” variability (inhomogeneity) in a sample on a 

distance regime inversely proportional to Q (see Equation 2.11 and Figure 2.2). 

 

-RÖÜR =
2á
,
	 

									34. 2.11 

where: 

, = (4á sin {) 7⁄  : scattering vector [Å-1] 

 

Using this relationship, it is therefore possible to envisage which kind of features 

can be studied at different experimentally accessible Q values, depending on the 

analyzed sample. 
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The SAXS pattern can be then divided in three regions: 

• High Q or Porod domain (small D): gives information about the surface 

properties and faceting; 

• Intermediate Q (or Fourier) domain: gives information about the NPs size 

and shape (form factor); 

• Low Q (or Guinier) domain (large D): gives information about the 

interactions in the system (structure factor). 

How much signal is measured in a SAXS experiment, and how spread in space, 

depend on the radiation-matter interaction at such small Q values (which are orders 

of magnitude smaller than in WAXTS ones). Specifically, if an X-ray beam hits a 

nanoparticle embedded in a matrix of different electron density, its electron cloud 

will scatter the X-ray wave, producing an interference pattern at the detector 

position which, though appearing featureless at first glance, may indeed provide 

important structural, or, best said, morphological, information. This trace is 

 
Figure 2.2. Graphical representation of probed sample length scale in SAXS experiments. 

Large Q values (i.e. small D’s as in red circle) promote the study of small “windows” giving 

information about the particle surface while, decreasing Q (i.e. at larger D’s, see green to 

blue circles), larger lengths are explored, providing information on size, shape and 

particles aggregation.  
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distinctive of a specific shape and it is called form factor. When a particle with an 

electron density of  ãP is surrounded by a matrix of electron density ãL, the intensity 

measured by a SAXS experiment can be expressed as shown in Equation 2.12: 

 

wå(,) = w[(∆ã)LaåLç(,) 

											34. 2.12 

Where: 

wå(,): scattered intensity 

w[: intensity of the incoming beam 

∆ã: electron density difference between the material and the matrix 

aå: volume of the particle 

ç(,): form factor 

 

For real cases, a sample is composed by a large number of particles that are 

simultaneously irradiated by the same radiation, producing a more complex signal, 

which than depends on the entire sample features. Simple cases can be however 

identified and summarized by: 

• monodisperse and diluted samples of NPs; 

• monodisperse and concentrated sample of NPs; 

• size- and shape-polydisperse samples. 

In monodisperse diluted samples, where the distance of each single particles with 

its neighbor is significantly larger than the operational wavelength, the scattering 

profile virtually corresponds to the form factor. For this reason, Equation 2.12 can 

be rewritten into Equation 2.13, valid an ensemble of particles of equal size, shape 

and composition (that is, sharing an identical electron density). 

 

w(,) = é ∙ wå(,)	 

									34. 2.13 

Where: 

wå: intensity scattering contribution of a particle 

é: number of rigorously equal but non-interacting particles 

 

In monodisperse, but concentrated (e.g. packed) samples, the scattering profile 

contains the contribution of multiple interference processes. Despite in some 
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analysis one prefers to avoid such multiple scattering process, in other cases this 

scattering contribution, originating from the juxtaposed particles (that, in 

combination with the form factor, produce the structure factor), becomes a highly 

valuable source of information about the nanoparticle packing or, in other words, 

provides information about the relative position of a single particle with respect to 

the others. Therefore, Equation 2.13 can to be re-written into Equation 2.14. 

 

w(,) = é ∙ wå(,) ∙ :(,) 

											34. 2.14 

Where: 

wå: intensity scattering contribution of a particle 

é: number of equal particles 

:(,): structure factor 

 

In real samples of non-interacting particles (i.e., when :(,)=1), where a finite, 

though small, nanoparticle size distribution is present, the scattering curves can be 

obtained by summing up all the individual form factors, weighted by the relative 

contrast and volume of each i-th particle.25  

 

w(,) = w[ ∙ë(∆ã)í
Laí

Lçí(,)
<

íìP
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Where: 

w[: intensity of the incoming beam 

é: number of nanoparticles 

(∆ã)í: electron density difference between the matrix and the i-th particle 

aí: volume of the i-th particle 

çí(,): form factor of the i-th particle  

 

The small set of equations presented above is, therefore, sufficient to make us 

aware that, in the low Q section, a lot of “structural” information is encoded, which 

can fruitfully be extracted by a careful control of both the experimental data 

collection process and the subsequent data analysis step. 
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Notwithstanding, SAXS modeling is not a simple “push-button” procedure of 

immediate and safe use, as it requires the introduction, and control, of separate 

physically-based descriptors (including complex analytical formulae even for simple 

convex polyhedral shapes), not discussed here. Thus, SAXS can provide additional, 

and independent, information on sample morphology, average size and size 

dispersion. As anticipated, this technique is completely blind to atomic-scale 

structural defects, which are absolutely not visible in the low Q-range. Though this 

appears as a limitation, this feature is also a power of the technique, which, by 

definition, sees morphology, rather than “structure”, making it possible to 

disentangle, in joint SAXS/WAXTS analyses, their relative contribution to the peak 

broadening in WAXTS experiments. 

Additionally, the information about the morphology (as mentioned, sometimes 

blurred by nanocrystal defectiveness in WAXTS data) can be used to determine the 

nature and size of the exposed facets (particularly if monodisperse samples are 

studied). This can be an extremely important finding in investigating (nano)crystals 

growth and their interactions with the chemical environment (particularly in the 

presence of capping agents, that induce surface reconstruction phenomena).26,27 

Worth of note is that the experimental SAXS pattern can be also fitted using 

atomistic model through the innovative use of DSE developed in the course of this 

Ph.D. thesis project. Aspects of this assertion are explained in more details in 

Chapters 4 and 6. 

 

In this work, SAXS experiments and data modeling were performed at Aarhus 

University, in collaboration with Prof. Jan Skov Pedersen and Dr. Federica Bertolotti. 

SAXS data were collected on colloidal CdSe QDs using a Bruker AXS NanoSTAR 

instrument, equipped with a liquid metal (Gallium) jet source from Excillum AB, 

Sweden, and homebuilt scatterless slits.28 This experimental set-up provided very 

clean SAXS signals, later analyzed by locally available software. In a much more 

recent experimental session, further CdSe-based nanocrystalline samples (of the 

CdSe nanoplatelets and CdS@CdSe core-shell type) were measured on the same 

experimental set up, but they are still awaiting a complete analysis. 
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2.2.3 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP), Phase Adjust Spinning Sidebands 

(PASS) with Incremented Echo-Train Acquisition (PIETA), Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance (NMR) 

 

The complete characterization of a nanomaterial and of its properties requires a full 

understanding of its core structure and of its surface structure-chemistry. The non-

periodic structure and the different chemistry of surfaces are fundamental aspects 

to be investigated to better understand how they can influence the nanomaterial 

properties. Today, characterizing the surface and its surrounding is an essential step 

to control and tune properties of nanomaterials, toward their useful incorporation 

in many fields of technology. NMR is an analytical method affording all specific and 

detailed information about the connectivity, oxidation state, distribution and 

symmetry one might desire in the study of NCs surface. In order to investigate these 

fundamental aspects, solid-state and solution NMR have been extensively used in 

materials science29–34 but its wide application, particularly to inorganic materials, 

suffers from intrinsically low sensitivity. For the specific CdSe case under study, this 

problem is mainly attributable to: 

• low gyromagnetic ratio (113Cd = 56.9x106 rad/(s T)); 

• low natural abundance of NMR active isotopes (113Cd = 12.26%); 

• inhomogeneous nanocrystal surface. 

Thanks to many developments in the field, a signal enhancement protocol was 

recently reported using a Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) approach.35 A detailed 

description on the method is out of the scope of this project thesis and can be found 

in specialized text.35,36 However, a short, perhaps naive summary, follows. 

DNP makes use of the large polarization of unpaired electrons of radicals (e.g., 

TEKPol, see Figure 2.3) generated by a flux of microwaves, at the vicinity of their 

Larmor frequencies, and rapidly transferred to the protons of the solvent (e.g., 

1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane, TCE). Spin diffusion spreads polarization throughout the 

whole pool of strongly coupled proton spins, from where the polarization transfer 

is realized to the Cd nuclei in NPs via cross polarization (CP) by irradiating with 

additional radiofrequencies. 

DNP experiments must be run at low temperature (100K) in order to limit the 

electron and nuclear relaxation, but, in such conditions, the colloidal NCs inevitably 
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aggregate and precipitate, thus becoming inaccessible to the polarization source. In 

order to reduce this phenomenon, a large fraction of porous-silica with nanosized 

pores is impregnated with the nanoparticles sample, acting like a cage and avoiding 

NCs aggregation. 

Despite the enormous DNP-NMR signal enhancement, the defective nature of 

nanoparticles (due to their reduced domain size and high surface to volume ratio 

that cause a large environment spin anisotropy for every single spin) makes the 

interpretation of the broad 1D signal still troublesome. A different approach, which 

exploits DNP enhancement, has been developed at ETH Zurich in order to separate 

the information of the Chemical Shift Anisotropy (CSA) from the isotropic 

components using a Phase Adjust Spinning Sidebands (PASS) in combination with a 

Phase Incremented Echo Train Acquisition (PIETA).31 In this very innovative way, it 

is possible to discriminate the isotropic chemical shift of 113Cd species and evaluate 

its anisotropy in different CdSe-based cQDs samples. This approach was used in 

order to capture information about the core and surface order and, at the same 

time, on faceting and surface chemistry of different types CdSe NPs. The pertinent 

results are discussed in Chapter 6. 

 
Figure 2.3. Schematics of the DNP-PASS-PIETA-NMR experiment on colloidal QDs. The use 

of mesoporous silica limits the aggregation of the particles, producing an enhanced signal 

due to the efficiency of the polarization transfer on Cd atoms. 
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In this work, DNP NMR spectra were acquired using a Bruker Advance III NMR 

spectrometer equipped with a 395 GHz gyrotron microwave source at the Inorganic 

Chemistry Department of ETH Zurich, in collaboration with Maksym Kovalenko’s 

group. 

 

 

Conclusions 
 
As discussed above, the complete and exhaustive characterization of complex nano-

systems cannot be accomplished with a single technique. In this thesis, conventional 

characterization methods, of more general usage, have been supplemented by the 

advanced methods here briefly described. In particular, dealing with very small and 

highly defective materials such as CdSe cQDs, disentangling size and shape from 

defects-induced effects on the position, width and shape of the WAXTS peaks using 

a DSE-based approach alone, is not a trivial task and makes it necessary resorting to 

complementary, “atomic structure insensitive”, techniques, such as Small Angle X-

ray Scattering (SAXS). This analysis is described in Chapter 6. In order to complete 

the picture, an additional DNP-based NMR method has been here presented and 

used as an ancillary technique, providing primarily NMR signals originating from 

cadmium ions populating the nanoparticles surface. 

At variance, the elemental Pt nanoparticles embedded in a mesoporous silica matrix 

discussed in the last part of the thesis (Chapter 7) could not take advantage from 

any complementary characterization technique, leaving our Wide Angle X-Ray Total 

Scattering analysis as the dominant source of information for this complex 

nanocomposite system. 
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3  
Theoretical and Experimental Aspects of the 

Debye Scattering Equation Method 
 
 
 
The limited size of the crystalline domains and the presence of various kinds of 

defectiveness make the conventional crystallographic techniques not ideal for a full, 

and accurate, characterization of the nanosized materials. At variance, Wide-Angle 

X-Ray Total Scattering techniques, not being restricted by the crystalline long-range 

order, can simultaneously model both Bragg and Diffuse scattering, providing more 

precise atomic-scale information of the analyzed systems. The intrinsic potential of 

this approach requires careful and well-designed data collection and data reduction 

strategies, which, in Wide Angle Total Scattering analyses, entail a rigorous control 

of all experimental and numerical treatment steps. In this Chapter, fundamentals on 

the derivation of the Debye scattering equation are presented, in addition to data 

collection and data reduction aspects; significantly, a robust procedure for 

measuring scattering data from concentrated colloidal samples is also discussed. 

Since Wide Angle Total Scattering data can be analyzed both by fitting them directly 

in the reciprocal-space via the Debye Scattering Equation (DSE) and in direct-space 

via the Pair Distribution Function (PDF) methods, a brief comparison of these two 

approaches will be shown, highlighting their complementarity. 
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3.1 The Debye Scattering Equation 
 

The analysis of a Wide Angle X-Ray diffraction trace of a nanocrystalline sample in 

reciprocal space, enabling the contribution of Bragg and diffuse scattering to be 

treated, is called Debye Function Analysis (DFA). This technique makes use of the 

Debye Scattering Equation originally proposed by Peter Debye more than a century 

ago, in 1915,1 initially developed for liquids. The DSE reproduces the elastic and 

coherent scattering from a randomly orientated collection of isotropic materials, 

such as randomly oriented nanocrystals, in the solid state and in colloidal 

suspension. Here, a brief derivation of this equation, based on the kinematic 

approximation of the radiation-matter interaction, is reported and discussed 

adopting the treatment and formalisms from the book “Crystallography for Health 

and Bioscience”2 edited in 2012 by A. Guagliardi and N. Masciocchi, Co-Supervisors 

of this Ph.D. thesis.  

 

Let us consider a parallel and spatially uniform X-ray beam that hits a single point-

like atom and being diffused. The intensity (!") of the incoming beam is given by the 

number of incident photons on the sample per unit time and unit area, while its 

diffusion can be associated to the elastic scattering cross section (#); therefore, the 

total number of photons per unit time diffused by a single point-like atom in the 

entire solid angle (4p) is ! = !"#. 

However, the information gained from diffraction is mostly contained in the angular 

distribution of the diffused photons within an infinitesimal portion of a solid angle 

(dW) around the wave vector (k’ in Figure 3.1, which is the direction of deflection of 

the photons, coinciding with the direction of observation). The diffused intensity can 

then be expressed as follows (Equation 3.1): 

 

! = !" %
&#
&Ω
()Ω 

										+,. 3.1 

 

Of the highest importance, the differential cross section (&# &Ω⁄ ) is what is actually 

measured in a diffraction experiment.  
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If we consider an incident beam represented by a plane wave as shown in Equation 

3.2: 

 

1"(3) = 5!"6789:3 

										+,. 3.2 

where: 

5!" : amplitude of the wave 

2<:3 : phase of the wave 

: : propagation vector of the wave (its length is =>?). 

 

once the plane wave hits a “diffusion center” in position 3@, the radiation is 

elastically diffused and can be represented by a spherical wave. At the detector 

position, located at |B − 3@| distance, far away from the diffusion center along the 

direction of observation :′, the resulting spherical wave 1(3) is represented by 

Equation 3.3. 

 
Figure 3.1. Graphical schematization of the scattering process of a point-like atom. In light 

blue, the incoming planar wave described by Equation 3.2 in line with its propagation 

vector k; in pale red, the spherical wave described by the Equation 3.3 generated by the 

scattering of the point-like atom in position r1; In green, a portion of the detector dS in 

position R that received the scattered spherical wave as a planar wave with a propagation 

vector k’. The magnification shows the need to consider that the detector can collect only 

a projection of the area inscribed in the solid angle described by Equation 3.4. 
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1(3) = −5!"6789:3@
E

|B − 3@|
6789:F|B>3@| 

										+,. 3.3 

where: 

E : scattering length of the point-like atom 

:′ : propagation vector of the diffused wave (since the scattering is elastic, |:′| = |:|) 

2<:′|B − 3@| : phase of the diffused wave  

 

Since the scattering is coherent, there is a precise phase relation between the 

incident and scattered beams. The negative sign in Equation 3.3 indicates a p phase 

offset among the two, a well-known feature of Thomson scattering. 

Considering that the distance of the detector, R, is very large compared to the 

operational wavelength (R = 760 mm at the X04SA-MS of the SLS, see later – but this 

holds for every experimental setup, also in the laboratory), the spherical wave 

entering the detector and propagating along the propagation vector :′ can be 

treated as a plane wave. This wave 1(3) hits the detector element of area )G (not 

perfectly or necessarily perpendicular to the propagation vector :′), enabling the 

collection by the detector of only the projection of the plane wave on that area, 

)G cosK (as schematized in Figure 3.1). The resulting solid angle of the 

measurement is, therefore, represented by Equation 3.4: 

 

)Ω =
)G cosK
|B − 3@|7

 

										+,. 3.4 

 

The number of photons per unit time measured by the detector within the solid 

angle )Ω is then obtained by taking the squared modulus of Equation 3.3, |1(3)|2, 

and multiplying it by the projection on the detector element )G, finally obtaining 

Equation 3.5. 

 

|1(3)|7)G cosK = !"E7
)G cosK
|B − 3@|7

 

										+,. 3.5 
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By combining Equations 3.1, 3.4 and 3.5, the differential cross section is obtained: 

 

N#
NΩ

= E7 

										+,. 3.6 

 

Equation 3.6 tells us that, in case of a point-like atom, the differential cross section 

is the square of its form factor and is independent of the scattering angle. 

If a target with more than one scattering point is considered, such as a molecule or 

an entire nanoparticle, each point atom produces a spherical wave, and Equation 

3.3 turns into a sum of waves, es expressed by Equation 3.7. 

 

1(3) = −5!"P
EQ

RB − 3SR

T

QU?

6789:3S6789:FVB>3SW 

										+,. 3.7 

 

Like in the previous case, the distance of the sample from the detector is much larger 

than the distances 3S among atoms, and the term RB − 3SR can be reasonably 

approximated by |B|, permitting to rewrite Equation 3.7 as follows (Equation 3.8): 

 

1(3) ≈ −5!"
6789:FB

|B|
PEQ

T

QU?

6789(:>:F)3S  

										+,. 3.8 

 

Defining [ = : − :′ as the scattering vector (, = 2 sin ^ =⁄ ), it is possible to 

calculate the intensity measured at the detector and deriving the differential cross 

section, again “squaring” Equation 3.8 and multiplying both members by )G cosK, 

as shown in Equation 3.9: 

 

|1(3)|7)G cosK = !"
)G cosK
|B|7

_PEQ

T

QU?

6789(:>:F)3S_

7

 

										+,. 3.9 
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from which Equation 3.10 can be obtained: 

 

N#
NΩ

=
|1(3)|7)G cosK

!")Ω
= _PEQ

T

QU?

6789(:>:F)3S_

7

 

										+,. 3.10 

 

Using algebra and Eulero’s formulae (69b + 6>9b = 2 cos d), and separating i = j and 

i ¹ j terms, it is possible to obtain Equation 3.11. 

 

N#
NΩ

=PEQ
7

T

QU?

+ P EQE9V2< cos [V3e − 3SWW

T

Qf9U?

 

										+,. 3.11 

 

Within Equation 3.11, one can appreciate that the differential cross section (the 

term on the left) depends on the entire set of interatomic vectors of the system 

under analysis and on the direction and amplitude of the scattering vector. 

Let us now consider a system composed by millions/billions of particles (or 

molecules) with ideally random orientations. As explained in Chapter 2 (for the SAXS 

analysis discussed in Paragraph 2.2.2), the interference effects among the different 

particles contributing to the experimental signal is appreciable only at very low 

diffraction angles. For this reason, in the wide-angle regime, or even in the Porod 

section of the small-angle scattering section, the particles can be considered non-

interacting one to each other.  

Under such assumptions, the spherical average of the differential cross section can 

be performed by integrating along all the orientations (i.e., over the b Î [0,2p] and 

f Î [0,p] angles), ending up into Equation 3.12: 

 

〈
N#
NΩ
〉 =

1
4<

i )j
78

"
i sin(k)

N#
NΩ

8

"
)k 

=
1
4<

i )j
78

"
i sin(k)
8

"
)k lPEQ

7

T

QU?

+ P EQE9V2< cos [V3e − 3SWW

T

Qf9U?

m 
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=PEQ
7

T

QU?

+
1
2<

P EQE9

T

Qf9U?

i )j
78

"
i )(cos(k)) cosV2<,)9Q cos(k)W
?

>?
 

=PEQ
7

T

QU?

+ 2 P EQE9

T

Qf9U?

sinV2<,)9QW

2<,)9Q
 

										+,. 3.12 

 

Here, j and k are the azimuthal and polar angles of a spherical coordinates 

reference system. 

Equation 3.12 represents the DSE for a powder diffraction pattern ideally made of 

identical (single sized) NPs containing point-like atoms only. However, DSE reported 

in Equation 3.12, is still a crude approximation to reality, and, in this formulation, it 

is not suitable to model the scattering trace of real samples and to refine their 

relevant structural and microstructural parameters. Specifically, corrections for 

several physically-based features of real single atoms / molecules / nanocrystals 

need to be introduced. This point can be easily understood by considering that: 

a) X-rays interact with the entire, and spatially diffuse, atomic electron-cloud, 

making atoms very different from the ideal point-like scatterer model 

assumed above; 

b) Atoms are never at rest, that is they are not fixed at their equilibrium 

positions, due to their inherent, often complex, thermal motion; 

c) Real nanocrystals can present a statistical or correlated set of missing atoms 

or ions, i.e. vacant sites. 

Point a) is clearly related to the spread in space, typically limited to a few Å, of the 

electronic cloud around the atomic nucleus. This makes the constant scattering 

length EQ  totally inappropriate for X-rays experiments (but not for elastic neutron 

scattering, where the scattering centers are the nuclei, the size of which is orders of 

magnitude smaller than their de Broglie wavelength); therefore, for real sample, a 

more realistic angle- (or q-) dependent atomic form factor nQ(,), known with high 

precision,3,4 is used instead of EQ. 

As for point b), since the position and the spatial distribution of the scattering 

centers is of fundamental importance in calculating the scattered intensity of a real 

sample (which depends on the entire set of interatomic distances), the atomic 
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oscillations around their equilibrium position need to be considered as well. By 

considering the time scale of these motions (occurring at the femto-second scale) 

with that of the diffraction experiments (seconds to hours), only a statistical average 

of atomic displacements becomes accessible. Since these motions can be 

considered (in most cases) harmonic and uncorrelated, Debye Waller Factors oQ(,) 
5,6 (i.e. a Gaussian damping correction in q space) can be used, modifying the form 

factors of atoms at rest.  

Finally, point c) addresses the necessity of modifying atomic site occupancy factors 

(s.o.f.) to values lower than 1.0. Indeed, s.o.f.s represent the probability of finding 

an atom in its site, an approximation which is fully valid if a randomly distributed 

disorder only occurs. 

For all these reasons, the scattering form factor nQ(,) is further modulated as 

nQ(,)oQ(,)pQ  obtaining an expanded version of the DSE, shown in Equation 3.13: 

 

〈
N#
NΩ
〉qr. = !(,) =PnQ(,)7pQ7

T

QU?

+ 2 P nQ(,)7oQ(,)7pQ7n9(,)7o9(,)7p97
T

Qf9U?

sinV2<,)9QW

2<,)9Q
 

					+,. 3.13 

 

where: 

n9(,) : atomic form factors 

o9(,) : atomic thermal motions 

p9: atomic site occupancy factor 

 

 

A careful analysis of Equation 3.13 shows that it contains two distinct terms: 

a) The “self” term (the first summation) represents the summation of the zero 

distances between an atom and itself (summation of the main diagonal 

elements of a	s × s matrix where s is the number of atoms of the 

nanoparticle), that normally acts as a smoothly changing “background” 

term. This term is related to stoichiometry, rather than to structure.  
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b) The “interference” term (the second summation), representing the 

summation of the off-diagonal s × (s − 1) terms, provides the structural 

information. 

Equation 3.13 can now be used to reproduce the Wide Angle intensity pattern of an 

X-ray scattering experiment from a population of real clusters of the same size and 

randomly oriented, not necessarily possessing translational symmetry. 

Significantly, DSE can also be used for the analysis of a population of nanocrystals 

with different size and even in the presence of multiple populations, each defined 

by a specific law. These aspects will be presented in Paragraph 3.4, in which the 

software used (the Debussy Suite of programs) and its versatile and highly 

performing features will be introduced. However, the coherent and elastic 

scattering measured during an X-ray diffraction experiment is not the only 

contribution to the overall intensity collected in the XRPD trace. Section 3.2 will 

focus on these extra contributions, with the goal of understanding, and quantifying, 

these additional phenomena and enabling their correct numerical treatment, which 

can precede (in the data reduction process) the entire DSE analysis or occur 

simultaneously with the DSE calculation while performing a reciprocal-space total 

scattering study. 

 

 

3.2 Experimental Aspects and Corrections in DSE 
 

The Debye scarring equation provides a function able to model the elastic and 

coherent scattering of a powder-like ensemble of particles of equal size. It is 

therefore necessary obtaining an XRPD trace from a real sample representative of 

the coherent end elastic scattering of the nanoparticle in it only. Several physical 

phenomena (absorption, polarization effects, XRF, inelastic Compton scattering, 

etc.) and extra scattering (air, sample holder, etc.) occur during a conventional XRPD 

acquisition but, the DSE is inherently not able to model these “extra” contributions 

encoded in raw XRD data. Since it is not possible to separate most of these effects 

during the data correction, a specific setting and type of the instrumentation 

(detector, X-ray source, etc.) and a protocol of data acquisition is recommended in 
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order to avoid or minimize these contributions, that will be introduced in Paragraph 

3.3. Subsequently to the description of the experimental issues, a protocol for data 

collection and data reduction recently developed at the X04SA-MS beamline from 

the group of my supervisors, in collaboration with the beamline scientist, is 

presented. 

 

 

3.2.1 Compton Scattering 

 

Inelastic scattering was originally presented by Arthur Holly Compton in 1922,7 and 

describes the decrease in energy of the scattered photon immediately after the 

interaction with a free electron, and its relation with the deflection angle. 

Generally speaking, the inelastic interaction of these particles depends of the state 

of the electron that interacts with the photon.8 For a completely free electron, a 

simplified description using the conservation laws of energy and linear momentum 

can be used. Considering = and =′ as the incoming and outgoing wavelengths and 

2^ the angle of deflection of the photon, the variation of =, ∆=, can be expressed as 

in Equation 3.14. Such a value can be easily associated to an energy variation term 

between the two (incoming and outgoing) photons, ∆+v . 

 
Figure 3.2. Graphical representation of the Compton scattering phenomenon. The 

incoming photon (red sphere) hits a stationary free electron (blues sphere) loosing part of 

its energy by recoil. 
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∆= = =F − = = %
ℎ
xyz

( (1 − cos 2^) = ={(1 − cos 2^) 

									+,. 3.14 

where: 

={ = 0.02426Å : Compton wavelength  
 

In real samples, the primary radiation hits electrons bonded to the nucleus within 

each atom; in these cases, the balance between the elastic (Thomson) and inelastic 

(Compton) scattering depends on the electron bonding energy +}. If ∆+v > +}, then 

the inelastic component prevails over the elastic one and vice versa. This means 

that, if the electron is strongly bonded, the elastic scattering prevails. For this reason, 

the main origin of the Compton scattering is associated to the external and less 

bounded electrons. In the context of quantum-mechanics, since the scattering 

intensity is defined by the scattering factor n (the Fourier transform of the electron 

density), the intensity of “diffraction” generated by a single electron (in electronic 

units) is given by Equation 3.15, where the Thomson and Compton scattering terms 

are suitably partitioned. 

 

!y,ÄqÄ(Å) = !y,Ç(Å) + !y,v(Å) = ny7(Å) + [1 − ny7(Å)] = 1 

										+,. 3.15 

where: 

!y,ÄqÄ(Å) : total intensity scattered from one electron 

!y,Ç(Å) : intensity generated by Thomson scattering 

!y,v(Å) : intensity generated by Compton scattering 

ny(Å) : electronic scattering factor 

 

Despite for a single electron the elastic and inelastic scattering are anticorrelated 

and !y,v(Å) = Ö1 − n6
2(Å)Ü, when considering an atom with Z electrons, the 

contributions of all “single electrons” has to be summed-up. The summation of the 

coherent scattering produces positive interference and generates the well-known 

atomic scattering factor n"(Å) that, once it is squared, produces a scattering 

intensity that is maximized for á → 0 and is equal to â7. On the other side, the 

summation of incoherent scattering contributions produces a smooth function that 

increases with á up to a maximum value of â when Q is large (ideally, for á → ∞). 
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Thanks to these considerations, it is evident how the increase of the atomic number 

â implies a relative reduction of inelastic scattering effects, which, at variance, is 

large for light elements, and in organic materials. In total scattering analyses, this 

contribution acts as a background that can be calculated taking into account the 

tabulated incoherent diffusion factors4,5 and then added, after suitable scaling, to 

the DSE pattern model (as done by Debussy) or previously subtracted from the 

experimental pattern, as normally done when performing PDF analyses. 

 

 

3.2.2 X-ray Fluorescence 

 

In total scattering analyses, fluorescence is a phenomenon that appears when a 

photon possesses enough energy to remove an electron from core levels, causing 

atomic ionization and subsequent emission of less energetic radiation from the 

sample (see Figure 3.3). The energies of the emitted photons area characteristic of 

the material composition, and the probability of such process to occur is heavily 

dependent on the incident beam energy, in l3 fashion curves, separated by several 

(material-dependent) absorption edges. The emission is caused by the relaxation of 

the atom to its original state and generates extra signal at the detector. 

 
Figure 3.3. Graphical representation of the XRF effect. The X-ray source promotes the 

removal of an electron of the inner orbital of an atom, causing the appearance of 

characteristic radiations (here labelled as Ka and Kb, but many other are possible), 

generated by the relaxation of the external electrons while restoring the stable electronic 

configuration. 
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It is however possible to manage these annoying effects using: 

a) an appropriate wavelength which minimizes XRF emission (if possible); 

b) a detector able to apply a cut-off energy threshold, a few keV away from 

the operational photon energy. 

Needless to say, the deliberate choice of the incoming beam wavelength for a 

specific scattering experiment is viable only at synchrotron facilities. However, as it 

depends on several experimental requirements making the option a) not always 

applicable, this careful energy selection may require an appropriate experimental 

set-up, which includes detector optimization by recording long overnight flatfield 

calibration files, one per each different energy threshold. 

 

 

3.2.3 Lorentz-Polarization Correction 

 

In conventional crystallographic modeling, the Lorentz correction factor is necessary 

to obtain the differential elastic cross-section from Bragg intensity. In DSE, its 

computation does not need; the Debye equation approach calculates directly the 

differential cross section, i.e. the “observed” intensity value. At variance, a 

polarization correction must be fully considered and applied, depending on the 

experimental geometry and on the polarization state of the incident beam. In 

synchrotrons, since the electric field is (practically) 100% polarized in the orbital s 

plane (which, at the SLS Material Science beamline, is perpendicular to the 

scattering plane), a polarization correction is not needed. At variance, in the 

laboratory, where the X-ray sources are rotating anodes or X-ray tubes, the radiation 

is completely unpolarized and the scattered intensity is modulated by an angular 

dependent factor ã(2^)9 (additional polarization effects might be introduced by 

primary or diffracted beam monochromators, but not by filters, but are not 

considered here). 

Let us consider two extreme cases: 

a) when the polarization is perpendicular to the plane of scattering, ã = 1 

b) when the polarization is in the plane of scattering, ã(2^) = cos7(2^) 

In 100% unpolarized radiations (rotating anodes and X-ray tubes), a weighted 

mixture of the two cases should be considered (as in Equation 3.16). 
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	ã(2^) =
1 + cos7(2^)

2
 

										+,. 3.16 

 

and applied, as a multiplicative correction factor, to the DSE calculated trace. 

 

 

3.2.4 Absorption Correction 

 

Very similarly to what already presented in Paragraph 2.1.2 for the UV-Vis 

absorption spectroscopy of CdSe materials or suspensions, also X-ray beams, 

passing through a sample of thickness åç{, can be significantly attenuated by their 

inelastic interaction with the electronic clouds. The attenuation normally follows an 

exponential decay (as present in the common the Lambert-Beer Law), shown by 

Equation 3.17: 

 

! = !"6
[>é(è,v,b)êëí] 

										+,. 3.17 

where: 

!": intensity of the incoming beam 

ì(+, î, d): attenuation coefficient [M-1 cm-1] 

+: beam energy 

î: concentration or packing of particles [M] 

d: particles composition 

åç{: optical path inside the sample (sample thickness) [cm] 

 

In this Ph.D. thesis all measurements performed at the SLS synchrotron were 

performed on inorganic compounds and/or metallic nanoparticles with operational 

energies in the 20 - 22keV range, resulting in non-negligible sample absorption 

effects. To make the story slightly more complex, the beam passes through different 

materials (with different ì(+)), such as the capillary walls, the sample and, in 

principle, the air surrounding the sample holder. The attenuation coefficient of the 

capillary can be calculated using the NIST table for sample-holders (typically of 
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nominal and known Glass 50 composition) and known wall thickness of 0.01 mm, 

using the data freely accessible on https://www.nist.gov/.4  

In the case of the sample, its ì(+, î, d) depends of the powder packing (or colloidal 

suspension concentration, C) and on the composition x, which are not always well-

known for each sample; for these reasons, the direct experimental estimation of the 

attenuation coefficient via transmission (radiographic) measurement turns to be 

more accurate. Once the linear attenuation coefficient is obtained therefrom, 

starting from the Lambert-Beer law and using a complex ray-tracing procedure,10,11 

it is possible to calculate: 

 
Figure 3.4. Graphical representation of the beam attenuation passing through a capillary 

filled with an absorbing sample. The green line represents the decay of the intensity of the 

incoming beam passing through the sample. In X-Ray tracing approaches a large number 

(generally 1000) of scattering points of coordinates R, 2q are considered in order to 

calculate their paths inside the capillary and as consequence their attenuation effects on 

the incident beam. 
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a) the angular dependent attenuation corrections ï(2^); 

b) the angular dependent absorption curves ñ(2^); 

for the empty capillary, the ideally free-standing sample and capillary filled with 

the sample. 

 

 

3.3 Data Collection and Data Reduction 
 

In Paragraph 3.2 the general aspects to be considered when performing accurate 

WAXTS data collections were discussed, aiming at understanding and explaining the 

choice of a specific experimental set up. Table 3.1 summarizes possible solutions for 

the several effects discussed above. 

 

 

Problem/Effect Solution 

Compton scattering 
NOT AVOIDABLE 

Calculated and added to the Debye-based model 

XRF 
(NOT) AVOIDABLE 

Use of advanced detectors with energy cut-off threshold 

LP correction 
AVOIDABLE 

Use of a synchrotron source and DSE-based analysis 

Absorption 
NOT AVOIDABLE 

Calculated and subtracted from the experimental pattern 

 
Table 3.1. This table summarizes possible experimental problems and their most 

accessible solutions related “scattered-beam contamination” effects and other issues, 

illustrated above in Paragraph 3.2. 
 

 

Worth of note is the geometry of the diffraction setting chosen for the analysis. The 

control of experimental effects and their correction, not to mention the physical 

state of the sample (e.g., a colloidal suspension), strongly suggest, if not force, the 

use of the Debye Scherrer geometry (in transmission mode) instead of the Bragg-
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Brentano geometry (in reflection mode). Therefore, despite DSE experiments can be 

performed also with laboratory instruments (since very high-Q resolution is not-

strictly mandatory), the WAXTS data acquisition of all samples treated in this thesis 

were performed at the material science beamline MS-X04SA of the Swiss Light 

Source (SLS) of the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI).12,13 The experimental setup available 

therein uses a horizontal mounting for capillaries, which is often found to be optimal 

for a number of reasons (size, shape and polarization of the beam; type of detector, 

etc.). The data collection and their data reduction processes were performed in 

collaboration with the beamline staff with locally developed program, portable on 

UNIX and MAC platforms. [It should be however noted that other beamlines at 

different synchrotrons (ESRF, APS, BNL, etc.) use different specimen mounting and 

positioning of 2D detectors, optimized for PDF studies and less prone to reciprocal-

space DSE analyses]. 

The MS-X04SA beamline works in Debye-Scherrer transmission geometry and it is 

equipped with a high efficient 1-D single photon-counting solid-state silicon 

microstrip detector called MYTHEN (Microstrip sYstem for Time-rEsolved 

experimeNts, sketched in Figure 3.5).14 

Its peculiar properties are: 

a) the angular resolution of 0.0036° with a sample-to-detector distance of 760 

mm (thus contributing in a negligible way to the instrumental broadening) 

and fast acquisition times (from few seconds up to 1 hour). It can collect 

simultaneously diffraction data over a 120° 2q range; this wide-angle region 

is covered by 24 distinct modules of 1280 silicon microstrip sensor each, for 

a total of 30720 simultaneously active detectors; 

b) the absence of dark noise; 

c) the possibility of setting an electronic energy cut-off, i.e. a threshold 

eliminating low-energy XRF signals and undesired inelastic scattering 

contribution in the measured trace. 

Before starting data collection procedure on the actual samples, a microcrystalline 

silicon powder (NIST SRM 640d, with certified cell parameter)4 is measured in the 

same experimental conditions and used as standardized reference to accurately 

determine the operational wavelength and possibly correct minor capillary offsets 

(axial mis-centering).  
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Once the instrument becomes calibrated, depending on the sample nature and on 

its scattering power (related to concentration, size and composition of the 

nanocrystals), several repetitions (generally from 4 up to 16) with a desired 

acquisition time (20 to 60 seconds each) are performed. Since MYTHEN II is built by 

modules able to cover 4.83° each, a systematically blind portion between modules 

(0.17° wide) produces a discontinuous XRPD trace. In order to obtain a complete 

and manageable diffraction trace, modules are rotated in four different position, 

enabling the data collection even in gap regions (after outlier rejection and dataset 

merging, see Figure 3.6).  

 
Figure 3.5. The Debye-Scherrer diffraction geometry is here presented with a general 

scheme of the MYTHEN 2.0 detector. In red, all the 24 elements of the detector are 

presented, highlighting in the magnified insert, the inability of this detector to cover the 

entire range of 120°. For this reason, the elements are slightly shifted in four different 

positions (rotating the whole detector about the goniometer axis by fractions of a degree) 

in order to collect the scattered X-rays also on the gap region and providing individual 

datasets to be managed by an additional merging process, with outlier rejection. 
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For a single data collection, the exposure time can be approximatively calculated as 

follows: 

 

ïó(ò) = sôsrïö 

										+,. 3.18 

where 

sô: number of MYTHEN positions (generally 4)  

sr: number of repetitions  

ïö: seconds per single acquisition 

 

The number of acquisitions permits to increase the signal to noise ratio and, at the 

same time, to monitor the diffraction experiment and check the sample under 

irradiation. Since the goal of data collection and data reduction is obtaining the 

scattering pattern of the sample only (Gç), devoid of capillary contributions, and 

 
Figure 3.6. Experimental patterns (Intensity vs Channel number) of CdSe QDs acquired 

with the MYTHEN 2.0 in different positions. From the plot one can appreciate that “blind 

sections” fall at multiples of 1280 (the number of Si stripes per element) and can be healed 

by collecting the same X-ray scattering trace in four different detector positions, offset by 

less than 1° each. 
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corrected for absorption (G = Gçñç), a series of independent measurements, listed 

below, are performed (and schematically collected in Figure 3.7).15 

The experimental scattering pattern (Gybô) collected on the sample (filled capillary) 

contains different contributions: 

a) Gç: scattering from the sample with absorption effects; 

b) G{: scattering from the capillary attenuated by the sample; 

c) Gy: scattering from air/He attenuated by the sample and the capillary. 

In order to isolate and separate these contributions, three scattering measurements 

are performed (Figure 3.7, panel b): 

1) Gy,ybô: environmental (air/He) scattering (red trace in Figure 3.7, panel a); 

2) G{,ybô: empty capillary in its environment (air/He) scattering (blue trace in 

Figure 3.7, panel a); 

3) Gç,ybô: capillary filled with the sample in its environment (air/He) scattering 

(yellow or black traces in Figure 3.7, panel a). 

All these contributions are affected by angle-dependent beam attenuation (sample 

and capillary absorption), which we numerically calculate by X-ray tracing methods 

(as briefly explained in Paragraph 3.2). As packing density and sample stoichiometry 

are not easily known, two further transmission measurements are required in order 

to experimentally derive the “effective” linear absorption coefficient of the sample: 

4) direct beam footprint (i.e. beam travelling in the air/He, grey trace in Figure 

3.7, panel a) 

5) transmitted beam footprint after passing through the sample-filled capillary 

in its environment (air/He) (green trace in Figure 3.7, panel a). 

 
Resulting from a complex analytical treatment, the various attenuation functions 

ï(2^) are calculated as follows (Equations 3.19 to 3.24): 

 

ï{(2^) = 6>éíêí(õ,7ú) ; ñ{(2^) =
Tí
Äí

 

										+,. 3.19; 3.20 

ïç(2^) = 6>éëêë(õ,7ú)>éíêí(õ,7ú) ; ñç(2^) =
Të
Äë

 

										+,. 3.21; 3.22 
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ï{ç(2^) = 6>éëêë(õ,7ú)>éíêí(õ,7ú) ; ñ{ç(2^) =
Tíë
Äíë
	 

									+,. 3.23; 3.24 

 

û{,	ûç, û{ç: number of scattering points during the X-ray tracing procedure falling within the 

capillary walls, in the sample and in the capillary walls (û{ç = û{ + ûç), and sample 

respectively. 

 

The scattering from the environment is obtained starting from the experimental air 

scattering pattern, taking in to account the attenuation coefficient of the filled 

capillary and the empty capillary as follows (Equation 3.25): 

 

Gy = Gy,ybôï{ç 

										+,. 3.25 

 

The scattering from the capillary is obtained from i) the experimental pattern 

collected on the empty sample-holder and ii) the scattering of the air attenuated by 

the empty capillary and corrected for the absorption functions  ñ{ç and ñ{. 

 

G{ = (G{,ybô − Gy,ybôï{)
ñ{
ñ{ç

 

										+,. 3.26 

 

Finally, using Equation 3.27, it is possible to obtain the scattering contribution of the 

sample only, corrected for absorption. This is the main ingredient of the total-

scattering study, as it is this G dataset which is ready to be modeled with a DSE-

based method. 

 

Figure 3.7. a) merged experimental patterns and transmission plots needed for the data 

reduction; the reported traces belong to a real case of colloidal CdSe QDs. b, c and d) 

graphical representation of the measurement sequence enabling a correct and complete 

data reduction. This procedure ideally provides the scattering contribution from the 

sample only, as if it was freely floating in vacuum and 100% transparent to the X-ray beam. 
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G = Gçñç = ñç üGybô − VG{,ybô − Gy,ybôï{W
ñ{
ñ{ç

− Gy,ybôï{ç† 

										+,. 3.27 

 

 

3.4 The DebUsSy Suite of Programs 
 

As demonstrated in Paragraph 3.1, using the Debye scattering equation it is possible 

to reproduce the elastic and coherent scattering of an ideal ensemble of 

atoms/molecules/crystals with random orientations. Despite its enormous 

potential, the DSE shown in Equation 3.13 is not able, as it is, to extract strong 

information on real samples, since it is limited to the ideal case of equal replicas of 

a single entity, valid only for ideally monodisperse samples. Another issue of the DSE 

approach, and perhaps the main reason of its limited use, is represented by the 

computational time required for complex simulations, of for large enough 

nanocrystals. Indeed, in order to reproduce the entire Total Scattering pattern, a set 

of interatomic distances must be calculated from atomistic models of NPs, a 

problem which, in recent years, has been partially solved. It was indeed proved that, 

for truly periodic and not disordered systems, the number of terms to be calculated 

before they are summed up in the DSE shows a °7 dependence (D being the 

diameter of a spherical NP), but rises up to °¢ for amorphous materials.15  

An open source suite of programs, released in 201016 and recently improved in 

2015,17 is able to manage all these major aspects of DSE calculation and, at the same 

time, to reduce CPU usage by orders of magnitude. An overview of the suite and its 

strategy is given in Paragraph 3.4.1. In this thesis, since non-periodic systems can be 

easily inserted in the DSE strategy, this suite of programs has been used and 

expanded in order to: 

a) manage and characterize planar defects (in metal chalcogenides NPs and 

metallic NPs, using different, but motivated, approaches) using mostly the 

Wide-Angle scattering region; 

b) deal with subtle morphological properties (here, NC faceting) using the 

Small Angle scattering region. 
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In doing this, we resorted to many computational tricks and optimization strategies 

encoded in the main suite and linked our original treatment of planar faults into the 

database construction, one of the preliminary steps required by Debussy. 

 

 

3.4.1 The Debye User System Suite (DebUsSy) 

 

The Debye User System is an open source suite of programs downloadable at 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/debussy/. It makes use of fast calculation 

algorithm taking advantage, whenever possible, from the crystal symmetry and the 

implementation of a Gaussian sampling18 of the interatomic distances. This last step 

is crucial to “rapidly” perform a complete DFA analysis with structural and 

microstructural parameter refinement. A series of papers and the detailed manuals 

supplied with the programs16–18 explain the mathematical tricks used to speed up 

the calculations. 

Hereafter, the core structure of the suite is briefly presented. This section is thus 

intended to clarify how the program works, as the development of a new advanced 

models for defects characterization, one of the major focus of this Ph.D. thesis, must 

cope with the general framework of the entire suite. 

The Debussy Suite is composed by two separate units, labelled Claude and Debussy, 

and some ancillary utilities (the latter are not described here): 

1) Claude deals with the generation of databases of sampled interatomic 

distances, starting from a minimal set of (easily accessible) crystallographic 

information; 

2) Debussy deals with the DFA actively using the databases calculated by 

Claude. 

 

Claude 
 

Claude is the suite of modules that aims at generating the sampled interatomic 

distances of a population of NCs of selected shape and progressively increasing size, 

which are then stored in a suitable database, to be later be used in the DSE for the 

calculation of total-scattering patterns. The database generation requires a list of 
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basic information that varies as a function of the “cluster type”, i.e. a morphological 

descriptor of the nanoparticles. According to the suite strategy, it is possible to build 

isotropic or anisotropically-shaped NCs, starting from the set of fractional 

coordinates and other metrical or symmetry data, stored, for example, in 

conventional Crystallographic Information Files. The cell parameters, the content of 

the asymmetric unit and information about the space group (and cell origin) are 

used to generate the entire unit cell content, which is then used as a building block 

for the progressive construction of the atomic list of each NC. Partially disordered 

or amorphous NPs can also be managed but, in this case, since the translational 

symmetry is broken, the starting building block (a unit cell) does not exist. Therefore, 

the user is asked to provide externally generated ascii files, each containing the 

complete list of the atoms (with label and cartesian coordinates) present in the 

desired nanoparticle, with suitable size, shape and defectiveness, to be directly used 

in the database calculation step. 

 

Debussy 
 

Debussy performs the DFA of the experimental pattern using the sampled 

interatomic distances previously calculated by Claude. In this step, initial parameters 

about the structure (Debye-Waller factors, s.o.f.s) and a starting microstructural 

hypothesis of the size distribution and of lattice strains are necessary to start the 

analysis. These parameters can be optimized by minimizing the difference between 

the calculated and the experimental pattern, using different minimization 

algorithms (named: simplex, bound optimization by quadratic approximation or 

simulated annealing).19,20 As mentioned in Paragraph 3.3, high quality and suitably 

corrected data are recommended. 

As anticipated, Equation 3.13 enables the user to calculate the XRPD pattern of a 

system of particles of equal size with a well-defined stoichiometry and Debye-Waller 

parameters. Despite this flexibility, the DSE, in the formulation set within Equation 

3.13, it is not able to reproduce the pattern of a population of differently sized, and 

shaped, nanoparticles, which is the normal case for all real samples. A solution to 

this problem is found by considering that each nanoparticle contributes individually 

to the total X-ray diffraction pattern. For this reason, if the sample is constituted by 
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sô particles with different size, shape or composition, the experimental X-ray 

scattering trace can be reproduced using a linear combination of DSE-calculated 

patterns, one for each particle and weighted by its fraction £9, as reported in 

Equation 3.28: 

 

!{ö§(,) =P£9!9(,)

•¶

9U?

 

									+,. 3.28 

 

In Debussy, the fraction £9  is normally obtained from a discrete distribution function 

with its own average value and dispersion. Nanocrystalline materials, and, for what 

matters in this thesis, semiconducting QDs are often deliberately produced with 

different shapes, spanning from nearly isotropic (spherical or cubic) NPs to those 

with a high shape anisotropy (nanorods, nanoplatelets, etc.). Therefore, Debussy is 

able to manage the most common polyhedral shapes, jointly to log-normal size 

distribution laws for single (size) or double (size and shape) growth parameters. The 

analytical description of these functions is reported in Equations 3.29 and 3.30. 

 

Monovariate log-normal size distribution 

 

£9(°9) = û
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								+,. 3.29 

where: 

û : normalization factor ensuring ∑ £99 = 1 

°9 : operating diameter 

〈°〉: average diameter of the population 

#〈©〉: standard deviation 

 

The refinable parameters, 〈°〉 and #〈©〉, address the average diameter of the 

particles in the sample and the variance of the distribution. 
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Bivariate log-normal size distribution 

 

£9Q(°9, åQ) = û
6>(Ø∞±∞FØF)

°9åQ
 

 									+,. 3.30 

Ø = Vln°9 − ln〈°〉 , ln åQ − ln〈å〉W  
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where: 

°9 and åQ: diameter and length of the NCs in the ab plane and along the c-axis of the unit cell 

o′ and µ′: transposed matrix 

〈°〉 : average diameter 

〈å〉: average length 

#〈©〉 and #〈ê〉: standard deviations 

k: correlation angle between the two growth directions 

 

The five refinable parameters, 〈°〉 , #〈©〉,	〈å〉, #〈ê〉 and k address the average size in 

the two perpendicular growth directions, the variances of the two “separate” 

distributions and the correlation between them. An average Aspect Ratio (AR) can 

be numerically derived therefrom. In particular, the refinement of the correlation 

angle k enables to investigate if the two growth directions are independent one of 

the other or positively/negatively correlated. This coefficient, which in 

monodisperse sample is nearly undefined, is particularly important for polydisperse 

samples, where a much more robust information can be extracted thanks to the 

larger number of different “populated” NP sizes. 

Additionally, the Debussy Suite makes it possible to refine phenomenological 

parameters of size-dependent laws using smoothly varying or stepped functions 

describing: 

1) homogeneous contraction/expansion of the interatomic distances; 

2) atomic site occupancy factors (s.o.f.s, toward extracting the correct size-

dependent NP stoichiometry); 
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3) atomic isotropic Debye –Waller factors. 

This is normally achieved by the DSE calculation, which contains size-dependent 

features, different for each NP in the database. 

Last but not least, the DSE modelling can be extended to polyphasic samples, by a 

linear combination of the total WAXTS pattern of each phase and using a suitable 

weighting scheme. Very simply, to address the different phase fractions, an 

additional scaling factor, ∂∑ factor is introduced, as shown in Equation 3.31: 

 

!{ö§(,) = P∂∑
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									+,. 3.31 

where: 

sô : number of particles per population 

sôπ  : number of phases 

∂∑: refinable scale factor 

 

A method for the calculation of the standard errors of the above-listed optimized 

parameters is implemented as an optional feature of the Debussy program suite 

(version 2.0) using numerical first and second derivatives of the £7 function at the 

refined minimum to evaluate the variance-covariance matrix, based on a robust 

pseudo-inversion algorithm that takes into account possible parameter correlations. 

This enables also the propagation of the errors to derived quantities, which are 

evaluated starting from the refined parameters. Furthermore, the minimization of 

a large number of structural and microstructural parameters that correlate, 

inevitably produce shallow minima. 

In conclusion, Debussy is able to compute a full DFA producing a calculated XRPD 

pattern of a powder-like ensemble of nanoparticles, extracting otherwise 

inaccessible information, thanks to the use of many computational tricks (not 

discussed here in detail) that drastically reduce the CPU time. Given such flexibility, 

in this Ph.D. thesis we found it possible to use the entire suite as starting tool, in 

which newly developed models and protocols for studying highly defective materials 

could be inserted. 
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3.5 Pair Distribution Function (PDF) Analysis 

 

As introduced in Chapter 2, DFA is not the only available total scattering approach 

able to extract information from an X-ray diffraction experiment. In line with the 

Patterson approach21 for crystalline materials, that provides a discrete map of 

interatomic vectors by Fourier transforming the integrated intensities of Bragg 

peaks, the 1D Pair (or Radial) distribution function (PDF) is a continuous function 

obtained by Fourier transforming the whole 1D X-ray diffraction total scattering 

pattern (see Figure 3.8).22 In PDF approach, before the Fourier transform, a series of 

operations/considerations have to be taken into account in order to obtain a high 

quality G(r) function which is fully representative of the sample.  

 
 

Figure 3.8. Graphical representation of different XRD characterization methods, their 

range of application and their mathematic relation. 
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These are listed hereafter: 

1. The WAXTS trace has to be collected with an appropriate experimental set-

up and very high energy photons, enabling the collection of intense enough 

radiation up to Q = 30 Å-1 or more. Such a large Q value limits truncation 

errors and other numerical effects in the “numerically dangerous” sin-

Fourier transform described below. 

2. The experimental (raw) X-ray diffraction patterns need to be suitably 

corrected (with the same criteria described in Paragraph 3.3), aiming at 

obtaining only the coherent diffraction signal of the sample. Thus, Compton 

scattering must be pre-evaluated, and cannot be added to the final model. 

3. The reduced experimental pattern must be normalized over the average 

scattering factors (as per Equation 3.32), according to the sample 

composition. Here, a pre-evaluation step, or an arbitrary assumption, is 

made. Fortunately, the final PDF trace is only marginally sensitive to a 

slightly wrong pre-determined sample composition. On the same line, 

uncertainties of similar magnitudes are also included when averaging 

atomic scattering factors in a non-elemental sample as, in the X-ray case, 

this is a crude, but unavoidable, approximation. 

 

 

G(á) =
!(á) − ∑ z9|n9(á)|79

|∑ z99 n9(á)|7
+ 1 

										+,	3.32 

where: 

á = 2<, 

z9 : elemental fractions of the atomic species i 

n9(á) : form factor of the atomic species i 

!(á): total scattered intensity in the reciprocal space 

 

S(Q) represents the intensity deviation from that of an ideal monoatomic gas of the 

same composition and reflects the changes of I(Q) due to an overall 

positive/negative interference of waves scattered by each atom, with an amplitude 

scaled to electron units. 

Since, at high Q, S(Q) tends to 1, a so-called reduced total scattering function F(Q) 
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(defined in Equation 3.33) that oscillates around zero, is often used. 

 

∫(á) = á[G(á) − 1] 

										+,. 3.33 

 

Only when the three conditions listed above in points 1-3) are satisfied, and the F(Q) 

function calculated (in the widest Q range), the experimental G(r) function can be 

obtained by Fourier transforming F(Q), as shown by Equation 3.34:  

 

ª(º) =
2
<

i á[G(á) − 1] sin(áº) )á

Ωæø¿

Ωæ™¡

 

										+,	3.34 

 

Worth of note, the integration limits of the Equation 3.34 (which ideally require the 

usage of the entire [0,¥) range), are restricted to the measured Q interval (áóöb - 

áó9•). Indeed, neither the lower nor the upper “ideal” Fourier transform limits can 

be experimentally accessed. While the minimum Q value available in the dataset has 

little consequences on the final G(r) function, severe truncation effects are seen if 

áóöb (generally to 25-30 Å-1) is too low. These truncation effects produce periodic 

ripples in G(r) which, in the worst cases, can be attributed to (manifestly non-

existing) interatomic distances. Additionally, the choice of the áóöb should be 

balanced with the need of reaching high Q values and the counting statistics of the 

collected data. Indeed, since the X-ray scattering factors decrease with Q, very poor 

data with high S/N at high Q are often collected. Thus, the usage of large 2D 

detectors (set in close proximity to the sample) are a good compromise to measure 

meaningful scattering data for PDF analyses. 

In the experimental G(r), the structural information of the particles analyzed is 

encoded; it represents the interatomic distances probability density as function of 

the distance r. Every peak of the G(r) profile, within a range º7 -  º?, contains 

information about a specific bond distance, its distribution and coordination 

number of an atomic specie. To obtain this information, each peak of the G(r) 

function can be interpreted by a direct analysis evaluating the peak center, width 
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and area by fitting the PDF peaks with Gaussian functions. Since Gauss’ curve is 

symmetric with respect to its maximum, the peak center is attributable to a definite 

average bond length while, its width is interpreted as a distribution of the 

interatomic distances of a specific “atom to atom” distance around its average bond 

length. The area of the gaussian represents the density of the interatomic distances 

within the range º7 -  º? of a specified atom pair. Therefore, normalizing the intensity 

against the scattering length and knowing which elements are involved, it is possible 

to calculate the coordination number (or the number of neighbors) of an atom 

around another one. 

One of the main advantages of PDF approach is the possibility to perform the 

analysis separately onto different portions of the real-space, r, enabling the study of 

the local structure (“small box modelling” – a low r investigation, on which Rietveld 

is completely blind) and/or of the long-range order using an atomistic description 

represented by the Equation 3.35. 

 

ª(º) + 4<º¬" =
1
º
P P

n(0)9n(0)Q
〈n(0)〉7Q9

&Vº − º9QW 

									+,. 3.35 

 

The idea of working in the direct space has been attractive since many years; 

accordingly, several PDF-programs have been released such as PDFgui23 and its 

successor DiffpyCMI.24 However, PDFs require well defined experimental conditions 

and (as for DSE analyses) scattering data are typically acquired only at specialized 

beamlines, optimized for very high-energy photons, up to 100 keV (with extremely 

reduced absorption by the sample) and often equipped with special sample 

environments. 

Since G(r) represents the “continuous” multiplicity histogram of interatomic 

distances of a crystal (weighted by the scattering power of the atoms), other 

important information can be sometimes extracted when dealing with 

nanocrystalline materials. Indeed, a small crystal contains a large number of short 

distances (low r range), but, for larger r values, the multiplicity of these interatomic 

distances tends to decrease. Beyond a limiting value, defined by the size of the 

nanoparticle, no interatomic distances are possible (while they would be present in 
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the bulk. Thus, the fading away of the G(r) in r-space should be indicative of the 

nanocrystal size.25 Unfortunately, in real samples, this information is partially 

blurred by the presence of polydisperse sizes and, more importantly, masked by the 

low sampling resolution (DQ) of the instrumental setups, tailored toward high Q’s, 

high intensity without carefully managing the inherent DQ values, known to heavily 

affect the experimentally derived PDF curve of even standard microcrystalline 

samples, such as elemental nickel, widely used as a standard. 

 

 

Conclusions 
 
DSE is a powerful tool for characterizing real materials in their post-synthetic 

environment. The Debussy Suite of programs, making an extensive use of 

computational tricks, is able to speed up the sometimes prohibitive computational 

time of the Debye Scattering Equation, and performs the DFA of WAXTS data using 

populations of nanocrystals with a high level of flexibility. Integrating the open 

source suite with appropriate complex atomistic models enables the 

characterization of any type of compositional or structural defects at the nanoscale. 

The use of the DSE approach is linked to high quality data collection and data 

reduction procedures that must take into account different experimental aspects. In 

the next Chapters, the construction of atomistic models of NCs having planar defects 

of the stacking fault type will be presented, along with the strategy for implementing 

these calculations in Debussy. The model has been tested and used for the 

characterization of faulted CdSe QDs and, with some modifications, on larger 

elemental nanoparticles with low(er) stacking fault probabilities. 
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4  
Defects in CdSe: from the Bulk to the Nanoscale 

 
 
  
The reduced size and the presence of various kinds of “core” defectiveness or surface 

reconstruction effects can have a strong direct or indirect influence on material 

(optical, magnetic, etc.) properties. The understanding of surface energy 

contribution in inducing structural defects is therefore a key-point in nanomaterials 

science, being it absent, or nearly negligible, in the bulk. This Chapter will be 

dedicated to the description and comprehension of defects in Cadmium Selenide, 

with a special focus on planar defects (stacking faults, SF), their origin and their 

impact on the XRPD trace. This Chapter serves as an introduction to the complex SF 

models elaborated during this PhD project; here, the origin of peak broadening and 

peak shifts is presented following the principles of classical diffraction theories and 

the pioneering data treatment and fault probability estimates originally presented 

by Warren. The limits of the classical theories in the identification and quantification 

of planar defects at the nanoscale will be highlighted, along with the need to 

elaborate new theoretical and numerical approaches for nanoscaled systems. Other 

microstructural features, such as surface and core strain and ion vacancies, are 

discussed, highlighting their relevance in deriving correct estimates of morphological 

parameters from X-ray diffraction traces. 
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4.1 Stacking Faults 
 

4.1.1 Polymorphism and Classical Theory 
 
When chemical species crystallize in two (or more) distinct crystal phases, 

polymorphs are formed. In the field of II-VI semiconductors, two stable crystal 

forms, zinc blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) may be isolated RT (obviously, one of 

them as a metastable phase, but which one is still under debate), but periodic or 

random intergrowths may also exist (possibly generating polytypic structures).1–3 As 

shown in the previous Chapters for nanostructured CdSe, by playing on 

thermodynamic and kinetic aspects during the nucleation, growth and, eventually, 

the isolation of QDs, it is apparently possible to obtain only (or, better, 

preferentially) one phase over the other.1,4,5  

From a structural point of view, the existence of the two polymorphs, as pure end-

members, can be explained by the simple 3D crystal building procedure, starting 

from a 2D lattice of nodes with hexagonal symmetry, where each node can equally 

be dressed by a noble gas atom, a metallic atom or, as discussed hereafter, a CdSe 

unit (normal to the plane). Extending this dense 2D packing along the third direction 

and targeting to the formation of a dense 3D lattices, parallel stacking of hexagonal 

planes requires the minimization of “empty” space (attributed to the volume of the 

interstitial cavity between ideally spherical atoms), a process which is governed by 

simple geometrical rules. 

Using the nomenclature introduced in 1949 by Jagodinzski,6 the first layer (A, used 

as a reference) is adjacent, in the third direction, to planes of the B and C type (not 

eclipsed with respect to A), but not to A-type ones. By periodically stacking layers of 

nodes or spheres with a ("#$)& sequence, an fcc cell of Fm-3m symmetry is 

generated, while the ("#)& sequence leads to an hcp cell of P63/mmc symmetry 

(see Figure 4.1). If, instead, the slightly more complex heteronuclear AB unit is used 

to dress the nodes (as in CdSe), lowering of the space group symmetry down to F-

43m or P63mc space group symmetry is observed. 

The small, chemistry-dependent, difference of the lattice energy of these two 

phases and their possibility to coexist in the same crystallite without introducing 
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massive distortions make the control of phase purity during synthesis and isolation 

a challenging task. In the following, in order to use a common crystallographic 

reference system, the cubic unit cell will be described in the trigonal setting, as 

shown in Figure 4.2. The transformation reported therein provides a lattice with a 

and b cell parameters coinciding, in length and direction, with those of the 

hexagonal unit cell, making all considerations on stacking sequences and on their 

effects on the XRD pattern much easier. 

During the crystallization process, it is however possible that hybrid defective 

structures (with planar defects known as stacking faults, SF) are formed. For bulk 

materials, and especially in metals, the presence of SF is strongly influenced by the 

thermal and mechanical history; at variance, in the (colloidal) synthesis of 

nanocrystals, which are not normally exposed to mechanical stress, the formation 

of stacking faults may be strongly influenced by the rapid quenching of the 

 

Figure 4.1. Different types of stacking of closed packed layers with hexagonal symmetry. 

On the left (a), the top view of the stacking and on the right (b) the side view. For both 

stacking, two different unit cells with the same a and b vector can be found that are 

representative of two systems with different symmetry. The green cell with trigonal setting 

can be used to reproduce a ZB form, while the red cell, with hexagonal symmetry, can be 

used as building block to reproduce a WZ form. 
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temperature of the suspension, as well as by surface energy contributions.  

Neglecting entropic contributions, the occurrence of SF into an ideal “defect free” 

crystalline structure can be associated to an increment of the system energy.7–9 This 

energy term, typically called Stacking Fault Energy (SFE), is generally measured in 

mJ/m2 and represents the energy required to introduce a single planar defect (of a 

specific type, vide infra) in the thermodynamically stable structure, normalized to 

unit area. Obviously, the SF probability is anti-correlated with the SFE, in that low 

SFEs promote a high density of displaced layers. In Table 4.1, the SFEs of fcc metals 

are reported,10 showing that they span well beyond one order of magnitude. 

Stacking fault energies have be estimated by studying the difference in lattice 

energy stabilization within the two “pure” polymorphs. This energy term is the 

result of three different contributions:9,11 

• Bond energy (BE) 

• Electrostatic (Coulomb Energy) (CE) 

• Band Structure Energy (BSE) 

 

' = −*+ 2⁄ + */ 2⁄ + 0 

1 = 0 − */ 2⁄ + *2 2⁄  

3 = *+ + */ + *2 

 

4 = −ℎ 2⁄ + 6 2⁄ + 0 

7 = 0 − 6 2⁄ + 8 2⁄  

9 = ℎ + 6 + 8 

 

Figure 4.2. Vectorial representation of the cubic cell transformation from the cubic setting 

to the trigonal (hexagonal) one. On the right, the new vectors of the trigonal cell are 

defined. During the transformation process, the hkl indices are transformed into HKL, in 

order to apply the selection rules for the estimation of the SF effects discussed in Paragraph 

4.1.2. 
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In elemental crystals, the CE contribution is zero, while it becomes the leading term 

in crystals with high(er) ionicity. Since II-VI semiconductors generally possess non-

zero ionic charges (Philips’ ionicity values fall above 0.6),12 some geometrical, 

though naïve, considerations may help in assessing which of the two polymorphs, 

WZ and ZB, is the thermodynamically stable one. As anticipated, the crystals are 

composed by two different atomic species and the nodes previously used to 

describe the stacking sequences (as in fcc or hcp metals) can now be dressed by A-

B units (e.g.: CdSe), oriented normally to the ab plane.  

As the small difference in the lattice energy of the two polymorphs is attributable 

to the contribution of the three terms, it becomes highly relevant to assess which of 

them differ the most. Likely, the coulombic contribution overwhelms the other 

terms: indeed, since the third nearest neighbor of an atom A is in an eclipsed or 

staggered configuration (with respect to atom B) in the WZ and ZB structures, 

Metal structure SFE (ISF) (mJ/m2) 

Rh fcc 320 

Ir fcc 499 

Ni fcc 187 

Pd fcc 225 

Pt fcc 393 

Cu fcc 56 

Ag fcc 34 

Au fcc 59 

Co hcp 27 

Al fcc 295 

 

Table 4.1. The table includes the thermodynamically stable crystal phases (column two) 

and their relative stacking fault energies (column three) for different metals. This table 

intends to show the high variability of the SFE (from 27 to 499 mJ/m2) as function of the 

element.  The reported values are taken from Ref 10 (N.M Rosengard and H. L. Skriver, 

Physical Review B, Volume 47, Number 19, 1993, 12870). 
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respectively (see Figure 4.3), a coulombic energy stabilization in WZ is expected.  

Starting from an ideal WZ c/a axial ratio of 1.633, contracting the lattice along the c 

crystallographic direction [0001] makes the coulombic interaction stronger and vice 

versa.11 Thus, one expects highly ionic materials to prefer the eclipsed (hexagonal) 

vs. the staggered (cubic) structure. Table 4.2 collects examples of some of the most 

investigated II-VI semiconductors (data refer to the bulk phase structure):11 

Following the above reasoning, it should not surprise that ZnO, having a significantly 

shrunk c-axis, crystallizes as a WZ phase thanks to a significant Coulombic 

stabilization. Here, the electrostatic component is highly predominant and the SFE 

is relatively high; accordingly, the pure ZB phase of ZnO has never been isolated in 

the bulk (though reports on its occurrence in thin films have appeared).13 For the 

other cases shown in Table 4.2, both ZB and WZ structures are reported in literature, 

 

Figure 4.3. Atomistic representation of a CdSe crystal portion in ZB (left) and in WZ phase 

(right). For each model, two projections are showed in order to well appreciate the 

differences in terms of stacking and interatomic distances. In this ideal model, the distances 

of the first and second nearest neighbor, don’t change contrary to the third one. The 

staggered atomic configuration (ZB) favor a larger distance between Cd and Se atoms and 

minimize their ionic interaction. On the other side, the eclipsed (WZ) configuration tends to 

minimize the interatomic distances of the third nearest neighbor in order to maximize the 

ionic interaction that can be increased contracting the c axis.  
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in line with the lower SFE values and less-distorted c/a ratios. Worth of note, these 

materials are more prone to the formation of SF, if compared to metals, for their 

much lower SFEs. 

However, the SFE represents the difference in energy between two stable 

configurations, both being minima in the transformation path of the faulted-to-

unfaulted crystal conversion; thus, this energy difference does not refer to the 

energy required to heal the SF, turning into a defect-free structure. Indeed, in order 

to restore the periodic crystal (here taken as the thermodynamically stable phase, 

or the absolute minimum in energy), the faulted plane has to be strained or “lifted”, 

overcoming an absolute activation energy barrier, the unstable stacking fault 

energy, or uSFE. Recent findings on metallic NPs revealed14,15 that, contrary to SFE 

values that strongly depend on the elemental composition, the uSFE seems to be 

nearly independent from it. This concept will be reconsidered in Chapter 6 to explain 

Composition Phase SFE (mJ/m2) WZ c/a  

ZnO WZ 100±20 1.603  

ZnS ZB £6 1.637  

ZnSe ZB 13±1 1.634  

ZnTe ZB 16±2 1.645  

CdS WZ 8.7±1.5 1.632  

CdSe WZ 14±5 1.635  

CdTe ZB 9±1 1.637  

  

Table 4.2. The table includes: the thermodynamically stable crystal phases (column 

two), the stacking fault energies (column three) and the literature c/a ratios for WZ 

polymorphs (column four) of II-VI semiconductor compounds with different 

composition. The table intends to show the low SFE values of these binary compounds 

compared to the metallic ones. Additionally, column four highlights the deviations from 

the ideal 1.633 value (up to 1.8%) corroborating the fundamental role of the internal 

electrostatic interaction in defining the thermodynamically stable crystal phase and 

the stacking fault energy. The SFE and c/a values are taken from S. Takuechi et al. 

Physica Statu Solidi A 171, 99 (1999).  
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our results on CdSe cQDs, the main object of this project. Worth of note, the actual 

uSFE barrier depends on the lateral extension of the faulted plane, i.e. by the size of 

the section of the nanocrystal at the fault position, which can be markedly different 

in different portions of a QD (see Figure 4.4). 

 

 

4.1.2 Stacking Fault Classification and Estimation of their Probability 
 
After the introduction on the SFE energetics and on their influence of the crystal 

stability, this paragraph is dedicated to the enumeration of different types of 

stacking faults and the description of a common strategy for their quantification, 

based on the classical theory of Warren.16 Historical developments in SF theory and 

their XRD data analysis will be presented in a next Chapter, when the SF model 

proposed in this thesis will be discussed. According to Warren, Jagodinzski’s 

nomenclature of the stacking sequence [ABC] can be alternatively described by 

introducing a “k” or “h” transition term.6 A transition is a label attributed to the third 

 

Figure 4.4. A qualitative representation of the actual uSFE and SFE relationship for 

nanoparticles with a single defect localized in a different portion of a QD and, consequently, 

with a different faulted area.  
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layer using, as a reference, the nature (in A,B,C terms) of the previous two. If the 

third layer is eclipsed with respect to the first one (as in ABA), the transition is called 

hexagonal (h), otherwise (i.e., if the layer is staggered), the transition is cubic (k). No 

other sequences are possible for closed packed crystals, all equally dense, though 

no periodicity is ever assumed. 

Three types of staking faults are known, easily recognized by the transition sequence 

(or stacking sequence):17,18 

• Growth (or Twin) Fault (TF or GF) …kkhkk… (ABCBA); 

• Intrinsic (or Deformation) Fault (ISF or DF) …kkhhkk… (ABCBCA); 

• Extrinsic (or Double Deformation) Fault (ESF or DDF) …kkhkhkk… (ABCBABC). 

 

Figure 4.5. Schematics of different types of stacking. a) regular cubic stacking built by a 

periodic repetition of ABC layers, represented by k transitions only. b) ESF is generated 

produced by alternating k and h transitions. c) ISF is produced by the presence of two 

consecutive hexagonal transitions within an overall cubic environment. d) TF generated by 

the presence of a single and isolated h transition, mirroring the sequences about the defect 

position. 
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From now on, growth, intrinsic and extrinsic SF terms will be used with the exception 

of twin fault, term peculiarly dedicated to elemental metals. 

Figure 4.5 pictorially shows the nature of the different stacking fault types and their 

labeling, in comparison with an ideally periodic fcc sequence (upper left panel). 

The insertion of planar defects of these types typically leads to modifications of the 

XRPD peaks (shifts and broadening), which depend on the hkl indices but follow 

complex rules.16  

According to diffraction theory, each observable peak in the XRD trace of a 

polycrystalline (powdered) material contains the contribution of all its “symmetry 

equivalent” reflections. For example, in an ideal and fully periodic fcc structure, the 

111 peak is composed by eight equal reflections, each of the same integrated 

intensity (neglecting anomalous scattering effects), position, width and shape (the 

number of symmetry equivalents may vary depending on peak indices, parity and 

Laue class); however, the introduction of a planar defect orthogonal to the [111] 

hkl Pure fcc u, b ISF shift ESF shift TF shift 

111 8 
2 (u) no no no 

6 (b) w v no 

200 6 6 (b) v w no 

… … … … … … 

311 24 

12 (u) no no no 

6 (b) w v no 

6 (b) v w no 

… … … … … … 

  

Table 4.3. The table includes the “shift” behaviors of Bragg reflections of elemental fcc 

crystals when affected by different types of stacking faults. The unbroadened reflections 

(when H-K=3n, see Figure 4) are not shifted being never affected by the SF phenomenon. 

The broadened reflections (when H-K¹3n, see Figure 4) are shifted (or not) depending on 

the planar defect type. 

Legend: no = not shifted; w shifted to the right; v shifted to the left 
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direction breaks their equivalence by separating them in two classes: 

• Two reflections (H-K = 3n, n = 1,2,3...) are not affected by SF (see Figure 4.2 

for the indices transformation from hkl to HKL) (u type, for unbroadened); 

• 6 reflections (H-K ¹ 3n, n = 1,2,3...) affected by SF (b type, for broadened); 

each of them exhibiting a specified peak broadening and angular shift. Table 4.3 

contains a summary of these feature, which depend on hkl type and parity. 

Table 4.4 and recent simulations also show that the introduction of a planar defect 

along the [111] direction, does not break the symmetry of the six equivalent 

reflections of h00 peaks, producing a symmetric peak with a well-defined 2: shift 

with a monotonic behavior (in terms of shift and broadening) with the stacking fault 

probability.18 Depending on the hkl reflection indices and the type of defects as 

summarized in Table 4.4, the resulting peak may be shifted and/or partially skewed. 

In 2002, Ustinov18 reported, for the simple case of fcc metals, how and how much 

the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks is affected by reflection 

inequivalence; significantly, the FWHM vs. the stacking fault probability trends were 

hkl 
Intrinsic SF Extrinsic SF Growth SF 

shift asymmetry shift asymmetry shift asymmetry 

111 no x no y no p 

200 w p v p no p 

220 no p no p no p 

311 no y no x no p 

222 no y no x no p 

400 v p w p no p 

  

Table 4.4. The table reports the impact on Bragg peak shape and broadening of elemental 

fcc crystals when affected by different types of stacking faults. The symbols in table highlight 

that the co-presence of broadened and unbroadened reflections (e.g. 111 ones) that 

constitute the same Bragg peak produces asymmetric peak traces. Contrarily, the presence 

of broadened reflections only (e.g. 200 peak), contributes to the shift of the peak maximum 

about which the peak trace is symmetric. 

Legend:  

no = not shifted; w shifted to the right; v shifted to the left 

p symmetric; x asymmetric with tails to the right; y asymmetric with tails to the left 
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found to be non-monotonic for all peaks, except the h00 family. For this reason, 

determination of the SF probability would be easy if peaks of this class only were 

used, enabling the SF type to be evaluated by the peak broadening and shift (if only 

one of these planar defects was present). However, the simultaneous presence of 

two or more SF types may generate peak broadening and asymmetries that are not 

easily interpretable; to give an example, the co-presence of ISF and ESF can be 

interpreted as a large number of TF.18 Indeed, each hkl reflection contributes to the 

peak shape with its own broadening and angular shift, determining the total, 

observable, peak shape and location. 

The classic method proposed in Warren’s book16 provides an estimation of the ISF 

probability, ;<, based on the experimental evaluation of the 2q angular shifts, as 

follows:16 

 

∆(2:) =
90√3;< tan:

DEℎF
E(G + H)

I(±)9F

K

 

										MN. 4.1 

where: 

;<  : ISF probability 

ℎF
E = ℎE + 6E + 8E 

(G + H) : (broadened and unbroadened) reflection multiplicity 

9F = ℎ + 6 + 8  

(±) : 9F = 3R → 0, 9F = 3R − 1 → −1, 9F = 3R + 1 → +1, R ∈ U 

(±) = −1,0, +1 

 

Thanks to Equation 4.1, peak shifts of an ideal fcc packing of spheres may be 

calculated using the numerical terms reported in Table 4.5. 

The ideal Bragg angle of the hkl reflection of a cubic crystal is easily calculated as 

follows: 

 

2:WXY = 2 sin\] ^
_√ℎE + 6E + 8E

2`X
a 

										MN. 4.2 

where l is the operational wavelength and `X is the cubic lattice parameter. 
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As the experimental peak shifts from ideal values can be estimated (provided that 

the instrumental resolution is adequate), Equations 4.1 and 4.2 enable the 

estimation of the ;< parameter; however, peak shifts can also appear as a 

consequence of lattice strain or instrumental errors. To avoid these annoying 

effects, combining two Equations of the 4.1 type, provide a robust method for 

evaluating the ISF probability value ;<. If the 111 and 200 couple is used (which are 

intense peaks in fcc metals), Warren’s formula reduces to:16 

 

∆(∆2:EFF − ∆2:]]]) =
−90√3;<

DE
b
tan :EFF

2
+
tan:]]]

4
c 

										MN. 4.3 

 

An example of this approach will be reported in the experimental section on CdSe, 

which, however, is not a simple case, as a number of additional peak broadening 

and shifting effects are present, on top on the poorly defined position of the 200 

peak (weak for intrinsic structural reasons). 

hkl ℎF
E I(±)9F

K

 (G + H) 
1

ℎF
E(G + H)

I(±)9F

K

 

111 3 6 8 1 4⁄  

200 4 -12 6 −1 2⁄  

220 8 24 12 1 4⁄  

311 11 -24 24 −1 11⁄  

222 12 -12 8 −1 8⁄  

400 16 24 6 1 4⁄  

331 19 24 24 1 19⁄  

420 20 -24 24 −1 20⁄  

422 36 36 24 1 24⁄  

511 27 -18 24 1 36⁄  

  

Table 4.5. The table reports all the values required to compute Equation 4.1. Legend and 

description of the parameters in table are discussed right after Equation 4.1. 
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All the previous considerations are valid when the extension of the crystal domain 

can be considered infinite. Since, in nanomaterials, this approximation vanishes, the 

evaluation of the SF probability using classical methods can only be applied in a 

qualitative way, mainly by detecting the presence of planar defects by observing 

experimental peak shifts. Another issue linked to nanomaterials, and related to their 

limited size, is the non-uniform extension of “atomic” planes. Indeed size, 

morphology and crystal orientation change, within the same QD, the area of the 

crystal sections normal to [111] and, as a consequence, also the absolute SFE (SFE ´ 

area), with measurable effects on the XRPD trace. For sake of simplicity, this aspect 

has been evaluated on elemental nanoparticles (fcc Pt clusters, discussed at the end 

of this PhD thesis), simulating the XRPD traces on platinum nanocrystals with 

different shapes.19 This study showed the effects of TF and ISF (with probabilities 

ranging from 0 to 2.5%) in nanocrystals with different morphologies, namely, 

spherical and cylindrical, the latter oriented with the [111] axis. The study revealed 

that peak shift and broadening heavily depend on the nanoparticle shape, or, in 

other terms, they are the trace of the finite, and very small domain size of the 

defective planes. The evaluation of a randomly positioned stacking fault within 

spherical NP confirms a monotonic peak broadening for the introduction of a TF and 

a monotonic peak broadening and shift introducing an ISF. This study also aimed at 

the evaluation of the observable peak shifts as function of the crystal shape. As 

depicted in Figure 4.6, depending on the different extension of the crystal domain, 

the effects on the XRPD pattern are not in line with Warren’s theory. This theory, 

derived for bulk materials, can in principle quantitatively predict the probability of 

an ISF; for a spherical nanoparticle, the entity of the peak shift of the 111 peak is 

more or less half of that of the 200 peak (see Figure 4.6b), in agreement with what 

proposed by Equation 4.1: i.e. shifts agree in absolute value and direction. If, 

however, a cylindrical cluster is considered, the relative shifts (shown in Figure 4.6 

d,e) cannot be calculated by Warren’s method. Since the extension of the planar 

defect depends of the crystal shape and location (central vs. peripheral), several 

simulations were performed for both morphologies. As expected, modifying the 

location of an ISF in a cylindrical cluster (where the area of all the transversal 

sections is equivalent), does not provide dramatic differences on the simulated 

diffraction trace. At variance, in spherical clusters, positioning the planar defect in 
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the nanoparticle center produces vivid differences, if compared with the effects 

generated from a fault located in the periphery of the cluster (see Figure 4.6 c,f). 

Summarizing, these considerations sanctioned the need of defining new, and 

advanced, SF models, developed specifically for nanomaterials, and to be 

numerically treated within a unified data analysis protocol, i.e. that implemented in 

the Debussy suite, where the Debye Scattering Equation is actively used.19 

In the recent past, alternative studies aiming at evaluating the SF probability in 

nanomaterials have been performed using WAXTS techniques (PDF20–22 and 

DSE19,23,24). In these works, WAXTS methods showed their enormous potential in 

characterizing stacking sequences and fault probabilities, but, due to high SF 

 

Figure 4.6. Effect on the XRPD pattern (111 and 200 peaks) of Pt nanoclusters with 

different morphologies. The simulations on top are performed on a spherical cluster with 

a diameter of 8.0 nm, while those at the bottom refer to cylindrical clusters (with base 

diameter of 2.0 nm and axial length of 10.0 nm). The first column shows the effects of 

different TF percentages (TF randomly located in the cluster), while the second one shows 

the effects of an ISF (TF and ISF randomly located in the cluster). The last column shows 

the effect of the localization of the SF in the two different morphologies, particularly 

evident in the spherical case. 
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percentages, the concomitant presence of strain and the extremely reduced size, 

their full characterization is still a challenging task. The use of configurational DSE, 

implemented by us in the Debussy suite, not only enabled the evaluation of all these 

aspects (including SF probability in the different morphologies and preferential 

localization of faults), but also allowed localized distortions and surface 

stoichiometry to be detected and fully quantified. 

 

 

4.2 Surface Aspects 
 
As introduced in Chapter 1, in very small nanoparticles, the surface plays a 

fundamental role starting from the synthetic aspects, to the stabilization of the 

particles crystal phase, and ending up with the material functional properties.25–28 

Central to the work of this Ph. D. thesis is the development of a method which can 

maximize the structural information that can be extracted via X-ray diffraction 

methods, using advanced WAXTS techniques. In this short section, I will briefly 

discuss a number of surface-related aspects, neglecting, for the moment, relevant 

issues related to ion vacancies and connectivity (briefly explained in Chapter 1 while 

presenting different aspects on the synthesis and material properties). In particular, 

I will draw the reader’s attention to surface disorder and other morphological 

aspects, like particles faceting. 
Semiconducting nanoparticles of the II-VI type are generally synthetized with a 

bottom-up approach, as this approach can guarantee a high degree of 

monodispersity.29 As anticipated in Chapter 1, the colloidal synthesis relies on the 

addition of different ligands that (apparently) boost the preferential formation of 

distinct phases and nanocrystal shapes. Ligands and, in general, the entire chemical 

environment during nanomaterials synthesis can have different effects on the 

nanoparticle structure (Figure 4.7) and stability and, consequently, on its properties. 

This is more than true in ultra-small nanoparticles, possessing a relatively large 

fraction of atoms on the surface, or shallowly buried below it. For example, 

uncharged metallic nanoparticles, lacking surfactants, possess exposed atoms with 

low-coordinated environments, which tend to preferentially bind to the metal core 
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(than to outer vacuum) and induce a visible surface contraction. At variance, as also 

found in oxidic materials, semiconducting colloidal NPs, often stabilized by a crown 

of charged ligands, result in non-stoichiometric nanocrystals,30,31 with ligand-

dependent contraction or expansion phenomena. 

The physical quantity that controls these effects is the surface free Gibbs energy 

that, in case of crystalline solids, is tensorial32 (i.e. it can vary as function of the 

crystallographic direction); its surface density (the surface tension f) is defined as 

the quantity of energy required to generate a unitary surface area at given 

conditions (V, T and n constant) during an elastic process (see Equation 4.4).32 

 

f =
gh

g"
 

										MN. 4.4 

where: 

gh  : Gibbs energy variation 

g"  : incremental surface area 

 

Figure 4.7. Experimental patterns of CdSe QDs with average diameter of 4.1 nm with 

different ligands at the surface. The solid blue line is referred to a sample with oleic acid 

at the surface. The solid red line is referred to the same sample after a ligand exchange 

with K2S. The two patterns are equivalent except for a contraction effect applied by the 

inorganic ligand layer. 
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With the aim of evaluating surface effects in isotropic nanoparticles and with the 

aid of homogeneous elastic deformation theory, a new parameter i (surface stress) 

is introduced, expressed as a first order expansion of f in g" as follows:32 

 

i = f + "
gf

g"
 

										MN. 4.5 

 

From i, it is finally possible to quantify the induced deformation in homogenous 

spherical particles expressed as cell contraction ∆` `⁄ , as function of the material 

compressibility 6 and its radius k (T constant).32 

 

∆`

`
= −

2

3

i6

k
 

										MN. 4.6 

where: 

6 = −
1

l

gl

gm
 

 

Equation 4.6 highlights the fundamental point of this mathematical analysis, 

revealing that the cell compression/expansion is always size dependent and has a 

maximum effect when k → nopq	rs	`R	`tru/ur8qwG8q, while tends to fade when 

k → 8`xiq	(HG86). If the crystal size controls the extent of the cell parameter 

variation, i, since generally 6 > 0, enforces the contractive or expansive nature of 

the distortion. In metals, i is positive and produces a contraction,33–35 while, in other 

ionic binary systems,	i can be negative, leading to a surface expansion.36 

In nanoparticles with anisotropic shapes, the occurrence of crystal faces, edges and 

vertices force to treat, as explained before, the surface tension quantity in a 

tensorial description. 

An alternative more complex model was proposed in 2005 by Qi and Wang33 for 

non-spherical metallic particles. In this work, it was estimated that a shape 

contribution accounts for ca. 10% of the resulting cell contraction/expansion 
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parameter with respect to the ideal spherical case. 

All these relaxation effects originate from changes of the interatomic distances 

within the sample and can be detected, and quantified, by WAXTS techniques if 

appropriate models are built. Unfortunately, the extent of this deformation is small 

and often hidden by the presence of polydisperse samples or of crystals with 

additional source of strain or defects. However, since the wide-angle region of X-ray 

scattering data, even on polydisperse samples, provides accurate “mass-averaged” 

cell parameters, small surface relaxation effects can be estimated using, for each 

NP, a crystal lattice distortion which follows a specific size-dependent law. One of 

these cases will be presented and explained in detail in Chapter 7, where highly 

polydisperse samples of Pt NCs were analyzed. For monodisperse samples, such as 

CdSe, where the XRPD pattern is the result of only a very limited number of clusters, 

this size dependent law can be detected evaluating the average cell expansion as a 

function of the crystal size. This approach enables the fruitful comparison of the 

results from different samples (of the same composition and synthetized with the 

same recipe), each possessing a different average crystal size. 

Another fundamental aspect of NPs surface is the tendency to form faceted clusters: 

this occurs because, during the synthesis, crystal growth is much faster on specific 

directions and reduction of the excess surface energy is at work. In the absence of 

externally morphology-directing agents (vessel surfaces, laminar flow, etc.), crystal 

symmetry imposes the final crystal shape, though a variety of morphology may 

belong to the same crystal class. For example, in a pure zinc blende CdSe (with cubic 

m-3m point group symmetry), low-indices facets belong to the 100, 110 and 111 

families. When 100 facets only (or 110 or 111) are exposed, platonic solids (cube, 

rhombododecahedron and octahedron) are formed, all highly isotropic. Other 

equally sized polyhedra can be formed, for example by merging 111 and 100 families 

of facets. Depending the different surface extension of these faces, regular, or less 

ideal cuboctahedra can be formed. 

However, when kinetic effects or, more importantly, the presence of defects break 

the point symmetry of fully ordered systems, then elongated crystal may form, with 

unexpected size dependent faceting and mismatching morphological/structural 

symmetry. Chapter 6, where SAXS methods will be discussed, will report on such 

important finding in our samples of nominal cubic CdSe symmetry. 
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Contrary to the surface relaxation, that can be estimated from the wide-angle 

region, this portion of scattering data is very marginally affected by faceting, its 

effect being barely visible for DSE-base simulations of single clusters and fading even 

for highly monodispersed (bur real) populations (see Figure 4.8). 

Despite the wide-angle region, for real samples, is blind to second-order 

morphological descriptors (here, faceting), by suitably positioning the beam-stop 

during a WAXTS acquisition, for monodisperse and very small nanoparticles the 

Porod section of the small angle scattering region becomes accessible. This part of 

synchrotron scattering data can be crucial for the determination of faceting since, 

even in dedicated laboratory SAXS instrument, the Porod region of the SAXS data 

may be rather noisy. Additionally, since DSE simulations are not restricted to any 

specific portion of the 2q range, it was used, to our knowledge, for the first time, to 

simulate the Porod region of the entire XRPD pattern using a population of faceted 

cluster. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8. DSE simulations of CdSe NCs populations, with a Gaussian noise < 1% added. 

The two traces (blue for faceted NCs, red for the regular prism) refer to the morphologies 

shown in the inset and present nearly identical features in the wide-angle region. 

Accordingly, only SAXS in the Porod region enabled the detection and quantification of the 

crystal faceting (discussed in Chapter 6). 
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Conclusions 
 
II-VI semiconducting materials and, in general, nanoparticles of any type may 

present a structural defectiveness that can be detected and quantified using the DSE 

approach. Starting from the classical theories on planar defects, we built atomistic 

model of nanosized clusters to assess the features made visible by DSE-based 

simulations and foresaw how to extract information on nanocrystal defectiveness 

from WAXTS data. Even if the WAXTS pattern ideally contains information from each 

nanocrystal in the ensemble, DSE derives statistically averaged values, but can also 

provide size-dependent information about stoichiometry, surface strain and, 

through the innovative characterization of the Porod region in the SAXS regime, on 

nanocrystal faceting. Given the enormous potential of the DSE in characterizing 

small (crystalline) nanoparticles, next Chapter will focus on the mathematical / 

geometrical / statistical construction of structural & microstructural models 

containing size, shape, strain, stacking fault and ion vacancy effects in a unified 

frame. 
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5  

Atomistic Models of Stacking Faults in II-VI 
Nanocrystals for WAXTS-DSE Characterization  

 
 
  
With DSE it is possible to treat models both in the configuration space (operating at 

the atomistic coordinate model level), and in the correlation space (operating at the 

atomic pair interatomic distance level). The high flexibility of configurational models 

in DSE analysis, permits the development of strategies for building nanoparticle 

models introducing, when desired, different kinds of defects breaking the symmetry 

along one or more crystallographic directions. This Chapter will be focused on the 

elaboration of a new DSE-based model, implemented in the DebUsSy program suite, 

for planar defects of the stacking fault type and developed, for binary II-VI and III-V 

nanoparticles, in the configuration space. Starting from known probabilistic 

approaches of the sequence generation of atomic planes in closed-packed crystal 

structures, the main steps for model building are detailed; moreover, a procedure 

for the optimization of the SF model is presented, based on reasonable assumptions 

which are valid for the real case of colloidal CdSe QDs. 
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5.1 Generation of Faulted NCs 
 

Due to the presence of a surface ligand shell, cubic (Zinc blende) CdSe nanoparticles 
are non-stoichiometric and, as they possess a relatively low SFE,1 are prone to 
internal defectiveness by the presence of “hexagonally” stacked layers in an overall 
cubic sequence. In addition, size and shape effects concur to distort the ideal WAXTS 
patterns of ZB CdSe NPs, as they can be presently synthetized using specific and 
tailored routes, with different morphologies2–4 and size/shape dispersion. 
Therefore, the study of this purportedly simple, but extremely complex system,5–7 
requires a high degree of flexibility, which a non-periodic crystal scattering theory 
only can tackle. 
Chapter 4 highlighted the possible occurrence, in several fcc or hcp metals and even 
in II-VI semiconductors, of planar defects, their different types and labeling and, 
particularly, their non-negligible effects on the XRD pattern.8 Since different stacking 
sequences produce different effects on the X-ray diffraction pattern, the 
individuation of a robust, efficient, fast and flexible strategy for sequence and 
nanocrystal generation is a crucial point for the atomistic model construction used 
in the DSE analysis. Synthetic processes, material composition and the presence of 
defects in nanostructured samples can slightly or drastically influence the particle 
morphology and its faceting. They can also induce isotropic or anisotropic strains, at 
a level which cannot be easily detected by conventional, or even high-resolution, 
microscopy techniques. It is worth of note that any model of defectiveness which 
can be introduced to cope with the experimental data is material dependent and a 
different, even if similar, treatment has to be considered for other nanoscale 
systems, even with the same composition. Accordingly, no standard or universal 
approaches, as those built in conventional whole-pattern profile programs (say, in 
the Le Bail, Pawley or Rietveld modes), can be normally employed.  
As previously mentioned, the DSE approach is used in: 

• the correlation space: operating at the atomic pair interatomic distances 
level; 

• the configuration space: acting at the atomic coordinates level. 
Modeling in each of the two spaces offers specific pros and cons; the major 
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differences may be expected concerning: 
• the CPU time; 
• the implementation of specific effects in the model; 
• differences in the refinement strategy. 

Directly working on the set of interatomic distances allows the SF information to be 
directly implemented in the Debye equation,9,10 making the stacking disorder (of a 
faulted structure representing the average over all the probabilistic configurations) 
a refinable feature within a reasonable CPU time. On the other hand, using the 
configuration approach offers a more intuitive and easier way to manage models on 
a chemical basis but different probabilistic configurations need to be managed. The 
configuration approach has been preferred over the correlation one in this work; 
however, a deeper analysis of pros and cons of each the two ways of using the DSE 
method would be fruitful. 
The DSE-based model here reported for the construction of faulted CdSe NCs is the 
result of a progressive improvement via a direct, mutual and cyclic interaction 
between the model and the WAXTS experimental data. Briefly, starting from a 
population of spherical clusters with a pure ZB structure, data misfits were gradually 
interpreted and minimized by improving the (progressively more complex) models, 
including effects produced by: 

• Stacking disorder and its nature; 
• Shape and crystal structure relative orientation; 

• Local or average anisotropic strain; 
• Stoichiometry; 
• Surface composition. 

The application of various models and the most important results will be presented 
in Chapter 6, fully dedicated to the characterization of ZB CdSe QDs and their size-
dependent structural properties. In this Chapter, the crystallographic and 
mathematical aspects of the NC model here developed will be presented. The 
construction of the faulted model is structured in five steps, to be iteratively 
repeated for every NC with different size and different stacking disorder 
sequence/entity, as follows: 

1. Step 1: Input required and coordinate transformation; 
2. Step 2: Sequence generation; 
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3. Step 3: Generation of a faulted lattice of nodes; 
4. Step 4: 3D windowing of a faulted lattice with the NC shape; 
5. Step 5: Dressing the lattice nodes with CdSe units. 

 
 

5.1.1 Step 1: Input and Coordinate Transformation 

 
Since we aim building a model of planar defects in ZB CdSe NCs, a minimal set of 
information is necessary, to generate, and compute, a large set of atomistic 
configurations for a population of NCs of increasing size and selected morphology.   
These are later suitably “merged” into single sets of interatomic 
distances/multiplicities representing, in a statistical manner, the real sample 
configurations. Information includes: 

• a, the lattice parameter of the pristine cubic cell; [Ideal periodicity] 
• Crystal chemical composition; [Stoichiometry] 
• Stacking disorder parameters; [Defectiveness] 

• Number of sequences to be generated;  
• Crystal morphology; [Shape] 
• Growth directions for anisotropic shapes; 
• The maximum particle extension (one parameter for isotropic or two 

parameters for anisotropic or core-shell morphologies) [Size]. 
 
In order to start the construction of faulted nanocrystals, the F-centered structure 
of ZB is transformed into a primitive trigonal cell, and fractional coordinates are 
mapped into Cartesian coordinates. This enable the generation of three distinct 
translation vectors, used for the construction of an aperiodic set of nodes (along z), 
not anymore representing a 3D lattice in the crystallographic sense. 
As shown in the Figure 5.1, the fcc cell of nodes with !" = $" = %" and & = ' =

( = 90° , can be easily transformed into a primitive trigonal cell defined by: 
 

,- = −,/ 2⁄ + 3/ 2⁄ + 0 

										56. 5.1! 
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3- = 0 − 3/ 2⁄ + :/ 2⁄  

									56. 5.1$ 

:- = ,/ + 3/ + :/ 

										56. 5.1% 

or:  

                     !; = $; = 	
√=

=
!"  ;%; = √3!";   & = ' = 90°; ( = 120° 

 

The fractional coordinates (@A, CA, DA) of any atom of a crystalline material can be 
transformed into Cartesian coordinates (@, C, D) by multiplying the vector F: =
(@A, CA, DA) by the orthogonalization matrix G , in order to obtain a vector with 
orthogonal coordinates H: = (@, C, D) as follows:11  
 

H: = GF: 

										56. 5.2! 

 
Figure 5.1. a) cell transformation from the F-centred cubic cell (in red) to the primitive 
trigonal cell (in green). Red, green and blue spheres represent the three nodes describing 
the shift of the A, B and C atomic planes along the plane perpendicular to the [111] 
stacking direction of the cubic cell.  b) reference system conversion from the fractional 
coordinates (red axes) to Cartesian ones (blue axes) (general case). 
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I
@
C
D
J = K

! sin ' $ cos (∗ sin & 0
0 1 $∗⁄ 0

! cos ' $ cos & %
RS

@A
CA
DA
T 

										56. 5.2$ 
where: 

cos (∗ =
cos & cos ' − cos (

sin & sin '
 

 

$∗ =
!% sin '

U
 

 

U = !$%V1 − cos &= − cos '= − cos (= + 2 cos & cos ' cos ( 
 
where !, $, % and &, ', ( are the cell parameters in the real space, while $∗, (∗ are 
the cell parameters in the reciprocal space. 
In this case, since the setting of the trigonal unit cell is hexagonal, the operation can 
be simplified as follows (see Figure 5.1b): 
 

I
@
C
D
J = K

!; $; 2⁄ 0

0 $;√3 2⁄ 0
0 0 %;

RS
@A
CA
DA
T 

										56. 5.2% 
 
From the matrix G in Equation 5.2c (adapted to a dimensionless cubic cell with edge 
lengths = 1) and its operation on the three versors of the WA, XA, YA reference frame, 
three dimensionless translation vectors ∆[, ∆\, ∆]. 
 

∆[ = S
√2 2⁄
0
0

T;  ∆\ = K
√2 4⁄

√6 4⁄
0

R;  ∆] = S
0
0
√3

T 

										56. 5.3. !; $; % 
 
and three dimensionless vectors defining the position of the three different types of 
planes (@a, Ca) at nodes 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 5.1 are obtained, from a generic cubic 
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cell with !" = $" = %" and a specific dimensionless unit cell with !	" = $" = %" =

1, as reported in Table 5.1. 
Once these vectors are obtained, it is possible to build a 3D lattice of stacked planes 
along the [111] crystallographic direction of the pristine cubic unit cell (the [001] 
direction of the trigonal setting). Before starting the process of lattice construction, 
the fundamental information about the stacking sequence is required. Accordingly, 
a sequence generation is implemented in the program that is treated in the next 
paragraph. 
 
 

5.1.2 Step 2: Sequence Generation 

 
During the second half of the XIX century, in pioneering works, several authors, such 
as Jagodzinski (1949-1954),12,13 Paterson (1952),14 Gevers (1954),15 Warren (1959),16 
Willis (1959)17 and Johnson (1963),18 developed methods for random sequences 
generation to deal with a wide range of planar defects. In 1965, Kakinoki19,20 
introduced an innovative and unifying method for the generation of any type of 
planar defect previously reported in the literature using a probability matrix. This 
method is able to produce correlated faulted sequences using probability 

(@, C) Cartesian coordinates of node 1 

b
@c
Cc
d = I

!; $; 2⁄

0 $;√3 2⁄
J b0

0
d = b0

0
d Dimensionless b0

0
d 

(@, C) Cartesian coordinates of node 2 

b
@=
C=
d = I

!; $; 2⁄

0 $;√3 2⁄
J e

1 3⁄
2 3⁄

f = I
!; 3⁄ + $; 3⁄

$;√3 3⁄
J Dimensionless I√2 3⁄

√6 6⁄
J 

(@, C) Cartesian coordinates of node 3 

b
@g
Cg
d = I

!; $; 2⁄

0 $;√3 2⁄
J e

2 3⁄
1 3⁄

f = I
2!; 3⁄ + $; 6⁄

$;√3 6⁄
J Dimensionless I5√2 12⁄

√6 12⁄
J 

 
Table 5.1. Cartesian coordinates of the nodes used to define the relative disposition of A, 
B and C planes in the trigonal system (!;, $;, %;). The rightmost columns are derived from 
the dimensionless cubic lattice with (!" = 	$" = 	 %" = 1). 
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coefficients based on h = 3(2ijc) building blocks with a variable number of 
previous layer extension s (s =1,2,3,4…). In simple words, s is the memory buffer 
influencing the occurrence of a defined probability upon stacking the s+1 layer. 
Using the Jagodzinski’s nomenclature of layers A, B and C, as presented in Chapter 
4, the simplest combination cases (s =1,2,3) of Kakinoki’s method are illustrated: 
 

e.g.: k = l m = n 
1)	o	 2)	p 3)	q 

 
e.g.:  k = r m = s 
1)	qo	 3)	po 5)	op 
2)	qp	 4)	pq 6)	oq 

 
e.g.:  k = n m = lr 

1)	pqo ≡ u  5)	qop ≡ u  9)	opq ≡ u 
2)	oqo ≡ ℎ  6)	pop ≡ ℎ  10)	qpq ≡ ℎ 
3)	opo ≡ ℎ  7)	pqp ≡ ℎ  11)	qoq ≡ ℎ 
4)	qpo ≡ u  8)	opq ≡ u  12)	poq ≡ u 

 
etc… 

 
where u and ℎ are cubic and hexagonal sequences. 
The h × h probability matrix, is constituted by h= elements called za{  defining the 

probability of a transition from the i-th to the j-th block for the case s = 3 as follows: 
 

 |}o G}o G|o }|o }Gp |Gp |}p G}p G|q }|q }Gq |Gq 
p}G 0 0 0 0 & 0 0 0 0 0 1 − & 0 

o}G 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 1 − ' 0 

o|G 0 0 0 0 0 1 − ' 0 0 0 0 0 ' 

q|G 0 0 0 0 0 1 − & 0 0 0 0 0 & 

qG| 0 0 1 − & 0 0 0 0 0 & 0 0 0 

pG| 0 0 1 − ' 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 

p}| 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 1 − ' 0 0 

o}| 0 0 0 & 0 0 0 0 0 1 − & 0 0 

o|} & 0 0 0 0 0 1 − & 0 0 0 0 0 

q|} ' 0 0 0 0 0 1 − ' 0 0 0 0 0 

qG} 0 1 − ' 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 

pG} 0 1 − & 0 0 0 0 0 & 0 0 0 0 
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or, in a contracted form: 
 u ℎ 

u & 1 − & 
ℎ ' 1 − ' 

 
Where: 
& : probability of the transition u → u 
1 − & : probability of the transition u → ℎ 
' : probability of the transition ℎ → u 
1 − ' : probability of the transition ℎ → ℎ 

 
za{ = 0 means that the transition is not permitted whereas za{ ≠ 0 means that 

transitions from cubic (k) to cubic or hexagonal (h) and from h to h or k are permitted 
(e.g:	zc,Ä corresponds to the not permitted transition p}G → }|o; zc,Å corresponds 
to the permitted transition p}G → }Gp). This model can be expanded for Ç = 4 or 
adapted in order to model one or more stacking faults type at the same time, 
increasing the number of possible transitions (from 4 to 8) of the different 
configurations of equal-size NCs. 
Following Kakinoki, four parameters (&, ', (, É) associated with specific transitions 
can be defined (Table 5.2). 
This method has been used in DSE analyses of fcc and hcp metals9,10 and 
implemented at the correlational level with &, ', ( and É adjustable parameters.  
Kakinoki's method is intrinsically best applied in combination with the DSE in the 
correlation mode. This can be found in a recent paper by Longo et. al.10, where the 

SF probability            transition SF probability            transition 

& uu → u 1 − & uu → ℎ 

' ℎu → u 1 − ' ℎu → ℎ 

( ℎℎ → u 1 − ( ℎℎ → ℎ 

É uℎ → u 1 − É uℎ → ℎ 

  

Table 5.2. SF probability parameters of Kakinoki’s s = 4 model and related cubic (k) « 
hexagonal (h). 
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authors introduced a frequency Ña = ∑ Ñ{za{{   of occurrence of the i-th block in the 

formalism of the Debye equation describing the faulted structure of nanosized Co 
particles, and provided the formulas relating the (refined) &, ', (, É parameters to 
the frequencies of different types of  transitions (for s = 3 and s = 4). 
In this Ph.D. work, the Kakinoki's approach has been adapted to be used for 
generating (a finite number of) independent sequences of layers during the 
atomistic model construction of NCs, which enabled the treatment of different 
types of faulting (GF, ISF, ESF, IG) at the configuration level. Nevertheless, the &, ', 
(, É parameters are expected to describe comparable faulted structures. 
The implementation of this approach at the configurational level was developed as 
the best compromise between the complexity of the model and the CPU time. 
Indeed, one of the main problems associated with the use of DSE is related to the 
extensive computational time. Therefore, the introduction of a large number of 
variable parameters (for Ç > 3), despite of their theoretical efficiency, is not 
recommended.  
As explained in Chapter 3, multiple computational strategies are used in Debussy to 
decrease the CPU time for the calculation of the interatomic distances and of their 
multiplicities. Nevertheless, for non-periodic structures, this CPU time drastically 
increases, especially when dealing with large clusters.21 Contrarily to the DSE 
approach working in the correlation space, that directly generates a “hybrid” 
structure containing different combinations of PDs, the approach working in the 
configuration space needs that a large enough number of clusters are generated, 
each of them with a well-defined sequence, and that the sampled interatomic 
distances  are calculated for each of them. Taking advantage of the equi-spacing of 
the interatomic distances provided by the gaussian sampling algorithm,22 after the 
generation of the sequences, the pseudo-multiplicities of the different 
configurations of equally-sized NCs are linearly combined into a single “hybrid” set 
to be used by the Debussy suite. 
In constructing the atomistic models of faulted sequences, the Kakinoki’s approach 
was adopted. However, for relatively large particles, this probabilistic approach is 
massively time consuming. In one of the materials object of this thesis (Pt NPs; 
Chapter 7) it was proved that, when the SFE is high and the probability of SF is low, 
i.e. within a few percent level (thus, reasonably, a nanocluster does not contain 
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multiple faults; see Chapter 7), the number of possible sequences can be drastically 
reduced by ~1 4⁄  by adopting some simplifying assumptions during the model 
construction.23 Unfortunately, for II-VI semiconductors, much larger SF probabilities 
(up to 30-40%) are reported in the literature, making such as simplified sequence 
generation protocol completely inappropriate. Accordingly, the use of the random 
approach becomes unavoidable. 
Inspired by Kakinoki, a finite number of sequences with a well-defined number of 
transitions is here generated using an iterative method (calling the right za{  when a 

specific i-th bloch is considered) and dealing with the different probability 
coefficients on the previous four layers (s = 4).  
According to Warren’s theory (see Chapter 4) and following the systematic analysis 
of the effects of the different faults proposed by Ustinov and Budarina (2002), it is 
possible to highlight the predominance of intrinsic (ISF) or extrinsic (ESF) fault by 
carefully analyzing the experimental data. As an example, our CdSe WAXTS traces 
emphasized the predominant presence of ISF. This is corroborated by the discussion 
presented in Chapter 6. Moreover, HRTEM images collected on 3.8 nm CdSe NCs 
shows also the occasional presence of growth faults. Accordingly, the “random” 
stacking sequence generation for CdSe materials has been developed in order to 
preferentially introduce ISFs and GFs, playing with the appropriate combination of 

 
Figure 5.2. Flowchart of the sequence generation using &, ', ( and	É parameters. The 
strategy of fixing ( = 1 limits the presence of IG that are reduced to zero, forcing the 
preferential formation of ISF, GF and a small statistical fraction of ESF. The algorithm used 
keeps anyway the possibility to introduce even IG in order to test eventual presence of a 
slight number of it in real samples.  
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the SF probability parameters presented in Table 5.2. 
For s = 4, the sequence generation can be produced using the scheme in Figure 5.2.  
Let’s consider a sequence where the i+1-th layer or transition has to be classified at 
given &, ', ( and É. As a practical example, taking as reference Figure 5.2, if the 
sequence of the i-th block is of the “ABCA” (“kk”) type, the probability & (given in 
input) is called and the subsequent layer is added as B (defining a k transition) or C 
(defining a h transition) according to the fact that & ≥ â or & < â respectively, 
where 0 ≤ â ≤ 1 is a random number. If a h transition is introduced, the new block 
is of the “BCAC” (“kh”) type; then the probability É (given in input) is called and the 
subsequent layer is added as B (defining a k transition) or A (defining a h transition), 
according to the fact that É ≥ â or É < â respectively, and so on. As a practical 
example, hereafter a single sequence of 15 layers is generated for & = 0.5, ' = 1.0, 
( = 0.8 and É = 0.5: 

“A B C A C A B C A C B A C A C” 
 

corresponding to following sequence in the Jagodzinsky formalism: 
“k k h h k k k h k k k h h”. 

Growth Fault 

uu
cjå
ç⎯è ℎ uuℎ

ê
→ u uuℎu

ë
→ u 

íìî = (1 − &)	É	' 

Intrinsic Stacking Fault 

uu
cjå
ç⎯è ℎ uuℎ

cjê
ç⎯è ℎ uuℎℎ

ï
→ u uuℎℎu

ë
→ u 

ñóìî = (1 − &)	(1 − É)	'      if     ( = 1 

Extrinsic Stacking Fault 

uu
cjå
ç⎯è ℎ uuℎ

ê
→ u uuℎu

cjë
ç⎯è ℎ uuℎuℎ

ê
→ u uuℎuℎu

ë
→ u 

5óìî = (1 − &)	É2	'(1 − ') 

  
Table 5.3. This table reports the calculation of the growth, intrinsic and extrinsic stacking 
faults probabilities within a stacking sequence generated with the SF parameters shown 
in Table 5.2. Based on these calculations, it is possible to drive the sequences generation 
aiming at introducing a preferential stacking fault type. 
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In order to produce a stacking sequence with the simultaneous presence of GF and 
ISF, while avoiding the presence of IG and reducing that of ESF, it is necessary to fix 
( = 1 and to combine the remaining probability coefficients as schematized in Table 
5.3. 
From the analysis and formulae shown in Table 5.3, one can derive that the presence 
of intergrowth (i.e. extended h layers) is null if ( = 1; in such condition, the ratio 
between GF and ISF probabilities is equal to: 
 

íìî
ñóìî

=
(1 − &)	É	'

(1 − &)	(1 − É)	'
=

É
(1 − É)

 

										56. 5.4 
 
Equation 5.4 also shows that É plays a fundamental role in preferentially introducing 
a GF or an ISF, as shown in Figure 5.3. 
Concerning the formation of ESFs, despite the fact that their presence cannot be 
completely avoided, their relative presence to GF and ISF is small and defined by: 
 

5óìî
íìî

=
É(1 − ')

1
 

										56. 5.5! 

 
Figure 5.3. (a) GF and ISF probability as function of ' and É parameters; colored dots 
correspond to the ' and É values in the legend. (b) Simulated patterns of ZB CdSe NCs 
containing planar defects; the colors of the solid lines correspond to the ' and É 
coefficients of dots with the same color in a. Simulations are obtained by merging 50 
sequences generated random; the black solid traces correspond to the unfaulted case. 
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In a practical example, using the results obtained in this PhD project, if ' ≅ 0.75 and  
É ≅ 0.60, the ratio is: 
 

5óìî
íìî

≈ 0.150 

										56. 5.5$ 
 
Thanks to these considerations, two predominant fault types can be taken into 
account in order to turn the complex problem of determining four parameters into 
the case of two probability variables, by forcing ( = 1 and fixing & = '. It is worth 
of note that, with this approximation, the stacking fault type ratios do not change 
and, at the same time, the presence of ESF, here treated as two consecutive GF, is 
not completely suppressed.  
At this point, taking the ' and É as independent and “optimizable” variables ranging 
between 0 and 1, a (öiõú × öùûü)  matrix of öiõú rows and öùûü columns is generated 

for each NC size. öùûü is equivalent to the number of stacked layers while  öiõú is 

relative to the number of sequences and both these integers are predefined and 
used as input. Every cell of this matrix contains, in the ij-th position the layer type 
(A, B or C) and therefore, information at the transition, as later explained within this 
section. 
The number of stacked layers öùûü is further calibrated to account for the NC size, 

as follows: 
 

öùûü =
†ccc
°ccc

;				°ccc =
%;
3

 

											56. 5.6!; 5.6$ 
 
where: 
†ccc: size of the NC along the 111 direction 
°ccc: interlayer distance along the 111 direction 

 
The öiõú × öùûü  matrix is generated any time the number of stacking layers along 

[111] is changed, i.e. for each NC size. 
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The output of this step is finalized to the production of two matrices: 
• Matrix of layers öiõú × öùûü  

 
	 öùûü

öiõú

⎝

⎜
⎛

o p q … o
o q o … p
o
o
o

q
p
p

p … q
o … o
q … o⎠

⎟
⎞ 

 
• Matrix of transitions öiõú × (öùûü − 2) 

 
	 öùûü − 2

öiõú

⎝

⎜
⎛

u … u
ℎ … u
u
ℎ
u

…
…
…

ℎ
u
ℎ⎠

⎟
⎞ 

 
 
The matrix of layers is used to construct a disordered lattice of nodes each of which 
will be dressed with the CdSe unit, while the matrix of transitions is used for the 
rapid identification of the transition at different levels within the NC. 
The nature of SF and the definition of the SFE suggest that a lower energy is required 
to introduce a planar defect in the structure when the section/area of faulted layer 
is small. In nanoparticles, the extension of the faulted plane may change as a 
function of the layer position and the NC morphology. For this reason, one might 
expect that the probability of introducing a SF is not homogeneous within the same 
cluster leading to a preferential concentration of faults in a portion of the NC. In 
order to manage this condition, the four SF probability parameters can be used to 
further restrict the defect to a specific location within the particle and to a specific 
extension. As explained in Chapter 4, since the effect of the SF probability has to be 
evaluated in terms of area of the faulted planes, this suggests that the localization 
of defects on planes with a restricted extension does not suffice to account for a 
high density of faults. 
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5.1.3 Step 3: Generation of a “faulted” Lattice of Nodes 

 
Once the information on the stacking disorder and translation vectors along the 
three cartesian directions for each plane type (A, B or C) is available, a faulted lattice 
of nodes (i.e. an aperiodic, but non-random, 3D disposition of points) can be built. 
The dimensionless translation vectors from Equations 5.3a-5.3c are firstly converted 
into physical translation vectors by multiplying them for the cubic cell parameter	!. 
 

∆© = !∆[;			∆™ = !∆\;			∆´ = !
∆]
n

 

										56. 5.7!; 5.7$; 5.7% 

 ∆© = S
!√2 2⁄

0
0

T;  ∆™ = K
!√2 4⁄

!√6 4⁄
0

R; ∆´ = S
0
0

!√3 3⁄
T 

						56. 5.8!; 5.7$; 5.7% 
 

∆Y, the interplanar distance, is divided by 3 because the trigonal unit cell contains 
3 layers of nodes in the [001] direction (see Figure 5.1a).  
A final required information involves the definition of the (@{, C{) coordinates of the 

initial nodes for the A, B and C planes of the material, which are obtained by 
multiplying the @a, Ca  coordinates of nodes in Table 5.1 by the cubic cell parameter	! 
of the material, as done in Table 5.4. 
By combing the translation vectors in Equations 5.8a-5.8c and the initial nodes 
position of A, B and C planes by fixing the starting nodes, a 3D disposition of nodes 
is generated through an iterative procedure where the position (@a, Ca, Da) of the i-th 
node is obtained as follows: 
 

S
@a
Ca
Da
T = ö¨∆© + öü∆™ + ö≠∆´: + ÆG,|,} 

										56. 5.9 

where: 
ÆG,|,}: appropriate bi-dimensional position of starting nodes for the different plane types 
ö¨, öü, ö≠: integer number of repetitions along x, y and z direction 
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 As described in Chapter 4, the presence of eclipsed or staggered conformations in 
binary compounds of the wurtzite/zinc-blende structure may involve a modulation 
of the interplanar distance of few tens of pm along z.1 This modulation is introduced 
in our model either as an average expansion/contraction effect (É%) or as a local 
effect at the u ↔ ℎ transition (ÉY). For this reason, three distinct interplanar vectors 
were considered:	∆´∞ = ∆´, ∆´: and ∆´± (u and f stand for unfaulted and faulted 

spacings, respectively), as follows: 
 

∆´: = K
0
0

≤!√3 + É%≥ 3⁄
R 

										56. 5.10 

	∆´± = S
0
0

! √3 3⁄ + ÉY
T 

										56. 5.11 
 
As for Equation 5.9, two new Equations (5.12 and 5.13) are written permitting to 
consider the extra spacings generated by the vectors ∆´: and ∆´±. 

Cartesian @, C position of layer A 

b
@¥
C¥
d = ! b

@c
Cc
d → 	ÆG = I

@¥
C¥
0
J = S

0
0
0
T 

Cartesian @, C position of layer B 

b
@µ
Cµ
d = ! b

@=
C=
d 	→ 	Æ| = I

@µ
Cµ
0
J = K

!√2 3⁄

!√6 6⁄
0

R 

Cartesian @, C position of layer C 

b
@∂
C∂
d = ! b

@g
Cg
d 		→ 	Æ} = I

@∂
C∂
0
J = K

5!√2 12⁄

!√6 12⁄
0

R 

  
Table 5.4. Cartesian coordinates of the nodes used as relative position of A, B and C planes 
derived for the material having cubic lattice parameter !. 
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a) In case of a homogeneous strain along [111] of the cubic cell: 
 

S
@a
Ca
Da
T = ö¨∆© + öü∆™ + ö≠∆´: + ÆG,|,} 

										56. 5.12 
 

b) In case of an anisotropic strain localized at the u ↔ ℎ transitions along the 
[111] of the cubic cell: 
 

S
@a
Ca
Da
T = ö¨∆© + öü∆™ + ö≠(Ñ(öD)∆´± + (1 − Ñ(öD))∆´∞) + ÆG,|,} 

				56. 5.13 
 
where: 
Ñ(ö≠): fraction of faulted layers up to a specific level ö≠, (ö≠ = 1,… ,∑), 	ö≠ being the 
positive integer addressing the layer position within the entire sequence of ∑ (faulted and 
unfaulted) layers 
 

Atomic planes along Z axis are stacked following the stacking rules proposed in 
Paragraph 5.1.2. 
 
 

5.1.4 Step 4: 3D windowing of Faulted Lattice with the NC Shape 

 
Once the entire set of nodes is completed, in order to reproduce the desired NC 
shape, a “cut” of the network of lattice nodes with a shape function becomes 
necessary. In Bragg’s theory, for a powder diffraction experiment, a diffraction peak 
is measured at a given 2qBragg, and contains the sum of all the symmetry-related 
contributions with (crystal-system and/or Laue Group-dependent) exchange or 
permutation of the hkl indices; accordingly, the crystal anisotropy, as well as the 
relative crystallographic axes orientation to the crystal shape, produce detectable 
differences, particularly in the case of highly monodispersed NCs and high 
intensity/high resolution WAXTS experiments. 
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For CdSe NCs, two different morphologies have been considered, spherical and 
prismatic. The spherical morphology does not require any re-orientation of the 
lattice of nodes with respect to the shape function. In contrast, in the case of prisms 
exhibiting {100} cubic faces, an appropriate re-orientation of the lattice nodes 
before the 3D windowing has to be managed.  
Indeed, the lattice of nodes is built by stacking the A, B and C layers along the [111] 
crystallographic cubic axis that is oriented parallel to the z-axis of the Cartesian 
reference system, to which the node coordinates refer to. However, to proceed with 
excising a prismatic shape out from the set of nodes it is convenient that the {100} 
are normal to the Cartesian axes of a rotated reference frame. 
This operation is performed by applying to the entire set of nodes two rotation 
matrices, before the shape cut and after setting the origin at their centre of mass. 
The geometrical transformation implies a rotation ∏ = −π 4⁄  around the z-axis and 

a rotation ∫ = −!â%ªÇ(1 √3)⁄  around the x-axis of the Cartesian reference system, 
where ∏ and ∫ are the angles of a spherical coordinate system having z as the polar 
axis. 
In matrix notation: 
 

S
@a
Ca
Da
T
≠ºAAc

= Ω]Ω[ S
@a
Ca
Da
T
≠ºccc

 

										56. 5.14! 
 

Ω] = S
cos(∏) − sin(∏) 0
sin(∏) cos(∏) 0
0 0 1

T  ;        Ω[ = S
1 0 0
0 cos(∫) − sin(∫)
0 sin(∫) cos(∫)

T 

								56. 5.14$; 5.14% 
 
After fixing the shape function S (S = 1 within the surface boundary, S = 0 outside), 
the new crystallographic orientation can be now cut. As we do not care of the 
absolute orientation of each nanocrystal in lab space (random orientation is 
inherent in the DSE modelling), only the crystal axes vs. the morphological 
descriptors are used, which simplifies the final model construction. 
Other aspects to be considered in the atomistic model are possible surface strain 
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and compositional variation, which can be heavily influenced by surface 
reconstruction (in naked clusters) of by disordering/dynamic effects brought about 
by the presence of external ligands or by specific synthetic conditions. Synthesis can 
presently control the formation of engineered systems with different compositions 
in the core and in the surface.24 For these reasons, slightly different windowing 
approaches can be used, in order to account for: 

• Homo Core-Shell Spherical NCs; 

• Homo, Core-Shell, Core-Crown, Sandwich prismatic NCs (including nPL). 
The parameters used for the shape cut will be duly discussed in Paragraph 5.1.6, 
since their actual values depend on the discretization of sizes and, therefore, on the 
NC growth step used for the population generation. 
Concerning surface strain phenomena, it is well-known that surfaces are heavily 
influenced by the different physico-chemical environment and, in some cases, by 
synthetic conditions. As more deeply described in Paragraph 4.2, in metallic systems 
several studies revealed that bare surface nanoparticles manifest a detectable 
contraction of the average unit cell upon decreasing the size, being this effect 
attributed to the presence of “dangling bonds”, well counterparted by stronger (and 
shorter) interatomic interactions between surface atoms and shallowly buried 
atoms within the nanoparticle.25 In colloidal semiconductors, where different types 
of ligands may be present at the surface, the average unit cell parameter is often 
found to increase upon decreasing size.24 This finding can be modeled by introducing 
expansion (or even contraction) of interatomic distances at the surface layers. To 
manage this distortion in our model, a coefficient of “surface” strain was defined as 
ói and applied to the nodes lying on the outer shell of NCs: 
 

ói =
hi,æ∂ø¿õ
h¡,æ,∂ø¿õ

 

										¬6. 5.15 
where: 
hi,æ,∂ø¿õ: strained CdSe bond length at the surface 
h¡,æ,∂ø¿õ: unstrained CdSe bond length in the inner core 
 

which requires an arbitrary criterium for defining the core/shell separation.  
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5.1.5 Step 5: Dressing the Lattice of Nodes with CdSe Units 
 

At this stage, the shape-cut set of nodes has to be expanded into an atomistic model 
containing specific atomic species at their “true atomic locations”. To do so, the 
nodes are simply “dressed” with the desired motif, here a suitably oriented CdSe 
dumbbell. The i-th node at the position defined by the vector √ƒ of coordinates @a, Ca  
and Da  is dressed by putting the Cd atom in the √ƒ position and the Se atom by 
subtracting the	h∂ø¿õ bond distance along the cubic [111] direction from the @a, Ca  
and Da  Cartesian coordinates. Since nodes lie on faulted and unfaulted planes, and 
may undergo additional strain, within each biatomic CdSe unit, the appropriate 
internuclear distance h∂ø¿õ changes for the different conditions. 
 

a) for faulted NCs without any additional strain along the [111] direction: 
• for “buried” core nodes (c): 

 

h¡,æ,∂ø¿õ =
%;
4
;					 h¡,≈,∂ø¿õ = h¡,æ,∂ø¿õ 

										56. 5.16!; 5.16$ 
• for surface nodes (s): 

 
hi,æ,∂ø¿õ = h¡,æ,∂ø¿õói;	hi,≈,∂ø¿õ = h¡,≈,∂ø¿õói 

56. 5.16%; 5.16° 
 

b) for NCs with homogeneous strain along [111]: 
• for “buried” core nodes (c): 

 

h¡,∂ø¿õ =
%; + É%

4
 

56. 5.17! 
• for surface nodes (s): 

 
hi,∂ø¿õ = h¡,∂ø¿õói 

56. 5.17$ 
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c) for NCs with strain along the [111] localized at the u ↔ ℎ transition: 
• for “buried” core nodes (c): 

 

h¡,æ,∂ø¿õ =
%;
4
;					 h¡,≈,∂ø¿õ = h¡,æ,∂ø¿õ + ÉD 

56. 5.18!; 5.18$ 
where ÉD = 3ÉY 4⁄  

 
• for surface nodes (s): 

 
hi,æ,∂ø¿õ = h¡,æ,∂ø¿õói;	hi,≈,∂ø¿õ = h¡,≈,∂ø¿õói 

56. 5.18%; 5.18° 
 
where subscripts for h stand for: 
%: core, Ç: surface, Ñ: faulted, ∆: unfaulted 

 
ÉD refers to the faulted-associated strain applied to the Cd-Se bond distance along 
the [111] direction. 
The final NC is now generated and ready for the calculation of the interatomic 
distances. 
 
 

5.1.6 Discretization of NCs Size for Mono- and Bi-variate Populations 
 
Simulating the XRD pattern for a single cluster with a well-defined size and using a 
single sequence is clearly not enough to describe the scattering trace measured for 
a real sample. The latter, indeed, may contain clusters of different sizes, each with 
its own number or mass fraction, and faults positioned in a statistical, or even 
preferential or correlated manner. To manage a population of faulted NCs, a 3D 
array was used to account different sizes, shapes and planar stacking ordering. In 
this 3D matrix, the i, j, k cell addresses two mutually orthogonal size parameters (for 
the i, j terms) and one “disordering” parameter (the k term). To better understand 
the strategy, the overall process is hereafter summarized, starting from the simplest 
case of an unfaulted population, when the k term is neglected, two situations can 
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be envisaged: 
• for isotropic shapes, such as variably-sized spheres or cubes (or even the 

unlikely set of prisms of fixed axial ratio or any shape replicated by a simple 
scaling factor), mono-variate populations can be encoded in a 1D matrix (a 
vector) of clusters, where the sequence addresses terms of progressively 
increasing size. 

• for shapes requiring bivariate populations (in the simplest cases, tetragonal 
or hexagonal prisms, or cylinders), a 2D array is required to describe the 
existence of two different (ideally independent) growth directions. The use 
of 2D arrays inevitably causes a large increase of the CPU time, which, in our 
experience, in database building may be tenfold or more. 

For the 1D case, the construction of a population of variably-sized clusters requires 
the definition of a “step”, related to the difference in size between clusters i and i+1 
in the overall sequence. We have adopted numerical protocols to compute 
“optimal” steps, the definition of which, however, may be morphologically 
dependent. In the simplest case of primitive cubic cells, the step along the three 
directions is equal to the length of the cube edge. If, instead, the cell is body or face-
centered, the step is calculated according to the volume of the primitive cell, of 
trigonal symmetry, which is two, or four, times smaller, respectively. If, instead, 
spheres are used, then the diameter (°iî« = 2âiî«) of the sphere of equivalent 

volume of the cubic cell (of volume U¡) is used. The following equations summarize 
the underlying algebra: 
 

U¡ = Uiî« =
4
3
πâiî«

g  

										56. 5.19 
Which, by rearranging, gives: 

°iî« = 2âiî« = (°a»c − °a) = 2…
3U¡
4π

 

= …
6U¡
π

 

 

										56. 5.20 
where: 
°a»c: diameter of the (i+1)-th spherical NC 
°a: diameter of the i-th spherical NC 
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For a bivariate population, two distinct directions require two independent growth 
parameters, one in the basal plane (ab) of a tetragonal or hexagonal prism (with 
a=b) and the other along :, where : is aligned with , × 3. A similar approach can 
be used for cylinders, where the growth step in ab is commensurate with the radius 
of the basal circle. In the present case, CdSe NCs were built as tetragonal prisms 
limited by cubic {100} faces, with steps determined according to the cubic rather 
than the trigonal unit cell. Therefore, the step in the ab plane is calculated according 
to Equation 5.20 (~6.82 Å) and the step along c is equal to the cubic parameter 
(~6.08 Å). When a population of faulted NCs is built, the third dimension (k) in the 
3D array refers to the stacking sequences, generated for equally sized and shaped 
NCs (thus with the same number of atoms). The set of distances of each member of 
this population are then linearly merged and used to compute a single set of 
sampled interatomic distances. Indeed, the properties of Fourier transforms include 
linearity, i.e. invariancy with respect to sum and multiplication operators. As a 
consequence, the XRPD pattern obtained by averaging those independently 
calculated for a set of n faulted clusters (with different stacking sequences) is 
mathematically equivalent to that calculated using a “hybrid”, “unphysical” cluster, 
where all the sequences used for the generation of the n clusters are ideally 
encoded. Thus, the pseudo multiplicities vector of the “equi-spaced” sampled 
interatomic distances of a hybrid structure are averaged before calculating the DSE 
pattern, enabling the fast calculation of a single XRPD trace at each i, j cell, avoiding 
summation of multiple patterns, one per each i, j, k atomic configuration. 
During the population building process, the actual stacking fault density, z¿ÀÃÕ  of 

each “hybrid” ij-th NC, (see Equation 5.21), is calculated as follows:  
 

z¿ÀÃÕ =
ö«ÃÕ

ö"ÃÕ + ö«ÃÕ
=

o«ÃÕ
o"ÃÕ + o«ÃÕ

 

										56. 5.21 

where: 

ö«ÃÕ: number of atoms of the NC ij at the hexagonal transitions 

ö"ÃÕ: number of atoms of the NC ij at the cubic transitions 

o«ÃÕ: total surface extension of layers at the hexagonal transition of the NC ij 

o"ÃÕ: total surface extension of layers at the cubic transition of the NC ij 
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and stored in a (Œœû¨ × –œû¨) matrix —ÆF, where Œœû¨ and –œû¨ are related to the 
size extention of the Nc in the ab and c directions, respectively (which are not 
necessarily equal).  
In a practical example, using the results obtained in this Ph. D. project, the —ÆF 
matrix (where Œœû¨ = 9, –œû¨ = 6, ' = 0.65 and É = 0.70) of 54 z¿ÀÃÕ  elements 

generated for the ZB CdSe QDs sample with nominal size 3.0 nm for a random 
stacking sequence and 50 different configurations is: 
 

 Œ = 1… Œœû¨ 

—ÆF
“ = 

–
=
1
…
–œ

û
¨  

0.000 0.000 0.000
0.252 0.252 0.261
0.301 0.301 0.291

				
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.272 0.297 0.286
0.284 0.281 0.280

				
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.292 0.306 0.305
0.281 0.282 0.283

 

0.289 0.289 0.291
0.333 0.333 0.331
0.312 0.316 0.318

				
0.295 0.288 0.301
0.328 0.327 0.326
0.317 0.317 0.317

				
0.303 0.302 0.302
0.325 0.324 0.324
0.316 0.315 0.314

 

 
 
considering the cluster with thickness in c of 0.6 nm unfaulted. For a better graphical 
layout, the transposed matrix —ÆF

“  (Œœû¨ × –œû¨) is proposed above. 
In this particular case, all z¿ÀÃÕ  entries are somewhat similar, given that the 

sequence generation in random mode smears out the stacking fault probabilities 
across the entire NC. If, instead, a localized fault model (giving priority to central 
layers; ' = 0.40 and É = 0.50) is assumed, a different —ÆF

“   matrix is obtained (as 
shown hereafter) where a definite trend of variations is observed. 
 

 Œ = 1… Œœû¨ 

—ÆF
“ = 

–
=
1
…
–œ

û
¨  

0.000 0.000 0.000
0.403 0.403 0.394
0.430 0.430 0.403

				
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.365 0.328 0.293
0.367 0.331 0.296

				
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.263 0.239 0.217
0.269 0.242 0.221

 

0.377 0.389 0.355
0.433 0.433 0.408
0.372 0.373 0.351

				
0.327 0.297 0.270
0.379 0.348 0.318
0.328 0.303 0.280

				
0.245 0.223 0.203
0.289 0.234 0.243
0.257 0.237 0.218

 

 
 
This information allows the calculation of the final probability of defects z¿À  taking 
in to account the weighted contribution of each NC as presented in the next 
paragraph (see Equation 5.23 of this Chapter). 
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5.2 Strategy for Model Optimization of NCs with Stacking 

Faults 
 

The sampled interatomic distances (SIDs) of the “hybrid” database are used by the 
Debussy program for the calculation of a simulated XRPD pattern. As described in 
Chapter 3, Debussy is able to refine morphological, structural and microstructural 
parameters by standard ”= minimization (Equation 5.22). 
 

”= =
∑ e

(ñ‘a − ñ¡a)
’‘a

f
=

÷
aºc

(∑ − ◊ + q)
 

										56. 5.22 

Where: 
ñ‘a and ñ¡a: observed and calculated pattern intensities at the i-th angular step 
’‘a: estimated standard deviation of the measured intensity 
∑: number of observation points 
◊: number of refined variables 
q: number of constrains 

 
In the standard approach, the refinement process is typically performed by using 
the encoded SID database. However, when non-uniform strain or disorder effects 
(like SF parameters) need to be refined, a new set of SID has to be calculated at each 
refinement cycle, at the cost of a larger CPU time. For faulted NCs, since each DB 
results from the averaging of several SF configurations, a much longer CPU time is 
required in calculating SID databases of hybrid structures having new SF parameters 
or strained Cd-Se distances. Each DB calculation is particularly slow (about 20 min 
for 3nm particles and 2h for 6nm particles), therefore it was necessary to define an 
alternative strategy for parameters optimization. 
Besides the extremely time-consuming calculation due to the large number of 
parameters, also large correlations among them have to be taken into account. A 
step by step refinement procedure was adopted, mainly suggested by the several 
tests performed on CdSe QDs which guided us to a reasonable and robust strategy 
for characterizing samples containing NCs with planar defects and other related 
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effects. The main refinement steps are summarized hereafter. 
 

a) Determination of size, size dispersion, faceting and shape by SAXS data 

 

A first point consisted in discriminating size effects from peak broadening generated 
by the planar defects. As portrayed in Chapter 2, SAXS is one of the most suitable 
tools to extract information about NP shapes, faceting, size and size dispersion, 
being the small angle scattering region unaffected by atomic-scale structural 
features. The determination of the average crystal size, size dispersion and shape by 
SAXS is fundamental, since the presence of morphologically anisotropic particles can 
selectively widen diffraction peaks hiding the real information on defectiveness. A 
strong advantage of using SAXS techniques in combination with DSE analysis is that 
size and shape model parameters from SAXS can be used as constraints during the 
refinement of morphology by DSE in the WAXTS range.  

 

Figure 5.4. Stacking faults parameter optimization. Different combinations of ' and É are 

explored via ”= minimization. The GoF=V”= surface in a) represents the obtained 
goodness of fits for different ' and É values by fixing all the remaining model parameters. 
A minimum was found at '=0.75 and É=0.80 corresponding to the best fit (green curve) in 
c). (b-d) DSE simulations of representative cases picked from the surface and showing 
different degrees of matching to the WAXTS data (black dots). 
 

Figure 5.4 reprinted with permission from (ACS Nano, 2018, 12 (12), pp 12558–12570) 
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b) Stacking fault investigation 

 

Once the information on size and shape has been retrieved, a population of faulted 
ZB NCs and their corresponding SID databases for different SF parameters is 
generated, aiming at exploring the space of ' and É SF parameters, as shown in 
Figure 5.4 and discussed in Paragraph 5.1.2. Initial values of the SF parameters and 
their range of variability are guessed from the analysis of peak shifts and broadening 
of WAXTS data. During this exploration, all the other refinable structural parameters 
(such as s.o.f., thermal parameters and isotropic lattice strains) and microstructural 
parameters (size and shape) were kept fixed. 
 

c) Final optimization 

 

Once all the parameters defining size, shape and fault probability of the NCs are 
defined within a good level of accuracy, a final refinement is carried out to relax: 
size and shape (that is, refined within limits) to SAXS values, s.o.f.s and thermal 
parameters and additional deformation of the CdSe bond distance, depending on 
the model adopted. Once the convergence is reached, the sample stacking fault 
probability z¿À  is calculated as follows: 
 

z¿À = ÿ ÿ ”a{z¿ÀÃÕ

{Ÿ⁄¤

{ºc

aŸ⁄¤

aºc

 

										56. 5.23 
where: 

Œœû¨: maximum index of NC size in the ab plane of the cubic ZB structure 

–œû¨: maximum index of NC along the c axis 
z¿ÀÃÕ: stacking fault probability of the ij-th NC 

”a{: refined mass fraction of the ij-th NC 

 
This permits to obtain precise information about the stacking faults effects, in 
particular in models where the SF is localized and the stacking fault probability 
cannot be easily estimated analytically. 
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Conclusions 
 
In this Chapter, a method to build atomistic models of ZB CdSe NCs with planar 

defects of the stacking fault type has been presented. Multiple configurations of 

faulted sequences are combined into a single set of sampled interatomic distances 

for each NC size of a population of NCs. This approach allows the computational 

tricks of the Debussy suite to be used and extended to the case of faulted NCs. 

The stacking fault parameters ' and É are optimized prior to other structural 

parameters and after a robust size and shape model is available from SAXS data. 

In this work, a strategy based on the step-by-step refinement was adopted to explore 

different stacking fault parameters combinations, based on a grid-search.  

In next Chapter, the application of this protocol to real samples of CdSe QDs will be 

presented. 
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6  
Characterization of Organic Ligand-Capped  

Zinc Blende CdSe QDs 
 

Adapted with permission from (ACS Nano, 2018, 12 (12), pp 12558–12570) 
Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society 

 
This Chapter is fully dedicated to the analysis of WAXTS and SAXS data collected on 
organic ligand capped Cadmium Selenide QDs in colloidal form possessing a nominal 
pure ZB structure. This Chapter intends to present and discuss the results of the 
structural characterization based on the models of faulted NCs and methods 
described in the previous ones; the entire scientific path undertaken during these 
three years of Ph.D. studies will be also highlighted. Indeed, together with the 
synthesis of CdSe colloids and their optical and surface characterization performed 
at ETH Zürich (Switzerland), I have focused my work on their complete structural and 
microstructural characterization, by developing ad hoc DSE-based models and 
algorithms, at the University of Insubria and To.Sca.Lab (Como, Italy).  
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6.1 Experimental 
 

6.1.1 Synthesis 
 

As described in Chapter 1, pure CdSe-based nanomaterials show interesting optical 
properties when the crystalline domain of these particles fall in the 2-6 nm range. 

Four samples in this size window were synthetized using as guideline the heat-up 

recipe proposed by Chen et al.1 for the preparation of nominally pure CdSe ZB NCs.1 

During the four syntheses, the environment conditions were kept unchanged for all 
the samples to increase the reproducibility. This means that even the heating 

mantel, the thermocouple, the stirrer and the three neck-flask used remained the 

same to avoid misalignment with the calibration of the thermocouple and changes 
of the local concentration of the precursors (due to a slightly different shape of the 

reactor or the different speed of the stirrer).  

The first step in the synthesis consisted in the preparation of the cadmium precursor 

and its dispersion in the high boiling solvent (1-octadecene, ODE). The values in the 
following are given for the preparation of CdSe NCs of ~ 5nm. 0,115g (1mmol) of 

CdO were added to a three-neck-flask with 1,5 mL (4 mmol) oleic acid (OA) and 32mL 

of ODE. Since water and moisture can interfere with the reaction, the flask was 

connected to a Schlenk line and its content stirred under lab vacuum at RT. After 
changing channel from vacuum to argon, the mixture was heated to 240 °C for 1h 

until the CdO was completely dissolved and the solution changed from reddish to 

transparent. In this step, the Cd-Oleate precursor for the NCs synthesis is formed. 

Since the reaction produces water, the solution was cooled down to 50 °C and the 
channel changed from the argon to the lab vacuum pump for 30 min.  

0.1g (1 mmol) of SeO2 were added to the solution and the whole mixture was heated 

to 240 °C ramping up at the rate of 20 °C /min. Once the reaction temperature was 
reached (slightly below 240 °C) under continuous stirring, CdSe NCs rapidly form and 

grow. This is manifested by the changing of color of the reaction mixture, turning 

from yellow to orange-red (within ca. 2 min) to brown (after 5 min), as shown in 

Figure 6.1. Worth of note, the color due to the electronic band gap is highly 
temperature dependent; the reaction was carried out at 240 °C but after stopping 
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the reaction, the NCs color loses the reddish hue.2 The NCs growth was stopped by 

rapidly cooling down the suspension using compressed air and cold water. 
Subsequently, the reaction mixture was washed to eliminate the ODE excess, the 

remaining precursors and smaller undesired clusters using a solvent/antisolvent 

procedure, with toluene as apolar solvent (10 mL) and ethanol as polar solvent. The 

amount of ethanol is not fixed because NCs with different size have a different 
solubility in the apolar matrix and a different amount of antisolvent is required. The 

ethanol volume is decided by the operator that manually drops the antisolvent in 

the apolar suspension until it becomes turbid, highlighting the precipitation of the 

largest fraction of NCs. At the very end, after three washing cycles, the 
nanocrystalline CdSe precipitate was dissolved in only 1 mL of toluene in order to 

obtain a highly concentrated sample, suitable for the WAXTS measurements. 

 

 
Figure 6.1. Synthesis of CdSe NCs described in Paragraph 6.1.1. Four pictures of the reactor 
were taken at different times. The figure intends to show the increasing average size of 
the NCs with time.  
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6.1.2 Conventional Spectroscopic Characterization 
 
Immediately after the synthesis, a series of routine analyses were performed in 
order to control the morphology of the nanoparticles (via Transmission Electron 

Microscopy), the average crystal size (using the Uv-Vis absorption spectroscopy and 

calibration curves based on TEM) and the crystal phase purity (using XRPD) as shown 

in Figure 6.2. All the four samples show a “spherical-like” morphology and an 
apparently pure cubic phase (XRPD). 

The most used analytical technique that indirectly provides information about the 

average NPs size is the absorption spectroscopy and the calibration curve 

correlating the position of the absorption peak maximum to the NC size. Every 
sample was diluted in toluene until a first absorption peak of absorbance ca. 0.1 was 

 
Figure 6.2. Post-synthetic characterization of CdSe NCs. TEM images of "#$%	'() −
3.8	./ showing a spherical-like shape (top right) and the XRPD pattern (top left) acquired 
on the same dried sample, from which the cubic ZB symmetry with apparently no WZ 
features is observed. At the bottom, the first absorption peak for the four samples in the 
legend (dots) and the simulated signals (solid red curves) obtained by using spherical NPs 
with sizes distributed according to a log-normal law and a size dispersion below 15%. 
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obtained; the measurements were performed in a quartz cell with 10 mm optical 

path. This experimental procedure reduces multiple absorption and other undesired 
effects such as oversaturation of the signal.  

The four absorbance signals, as expected, are shifted to the red for samples with a 

longer reaction time, meaning that the largest particles gradually appear darker or 

bluish. A “preliminary” size estimation can be extracted in two different ways. The 
first, and the easiest, consists in fitting the first absorption peak with a PseudoVoigt3 

function, extracting the position of its maximum and deriving the NPs size from the 

Jasieniak’s calibration curve (Equation 2.2).4 The second option, described in 

Paragraph 2.1.2, consists in the simulation of the 1st absorption peak by considering 
a complete distribution of NP sizes (in our case, according to a log-normal function). 

Comparable results on these approaches are reported in Table 6.1. The slight and 

expected misfits between the two methods highlight the limitation of considering a 

single size for this type of characterization, which can be slightly misleading as the 
size dependent band gap it is not linear.5 Worth of note, the highest misfit between 

the fitting and simulation approaches in determining the average particles 

diameters are attributed to the samples with the higher estimated size dispersion. 
From now on, the four samples will be labelled as: "#$%	'() − 3.0./, 

"#$%	'() − 3.8./,	"#$%	'() − 4.8./ and "#$%	'() − 5.8./.  

 

Sample 
Jasieniak’s calibration  Simulation 

Absmax (nm) < ( >5 (nm) < ( >6 (nm) 78 < ( >6⁄  

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ 540 3.0  2.9 0.08 
"#$%	'() − 3.8./ 575 3.8  3.6 0.10 
"#$%	'() − 4.8./ 604 4.8  4.6 0.13 
"#$%	'() − 5.8./ 624 5.8  5.8 0.08 

  
Table 6.1. Jasieniak’s calibration refers to the average NPs diameters calculation using 
Equation 2.2. 
The simulation refers to the average size and size distribution of the NPs obtained using 
Equation 2.4. 
< ( >5: average NCs diameter extracted from the first absorption peak maximum Absmax  
< ( >6 and 76: average NCs diameter and relative distribution obtained from the 
simulation of the entire first absorption peak. 
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6.1.3 Synchrotron X-ray Scattering Data Collection 
 
The colloidal suspensions in toluene of the four samples, were loaded into 
borosilicate capillaries with certified composition (Hilgemberg GmbH 0500), 0.8 mm 

in diameter and 0.01 mm of wall thickness. WAXTS data of these samples were 

collected using a wavelength of 0.56548 Å (22keV) at the Material Science Beamline 

(X04SA-MS4) at the Paul Scherrer Institut (Villigen, CH) with the procedure 
described in Paragraph 3.3. For the accurate determination of the beam energy and 

the correction of sample offsets, a silicon powder standard (NIST 640d, with :;= 

0.543123(8) nm at 22.5 °C) was used. Data were collected in the 0.5° - 120° range 

with eight repetitions and acquisition time of 20 seconds each. The data reduction 
procedure was applied as described in Paragraph 3.3.  

WAXTS data after reduction of the four experimental patterns, shown in Figure 6.3, 

confirm the absence of peaks from the WZ phase and a detectable progressive peak 
broadening upon decreasing the nominal size.  

 
Figure 6.3. Experimental WAXTS data collected on  "#$%	'() − 3.0./ (yellow solid line), 
"#$%	'() − 3.8./ (light red solid line), "#$%	'() − 4.8./ (red solid line), 
"#$%	'() − 5.8./ (dark red solid line) and t<=>%.% (green dashed line). The picture 
confirms the prevalent ZB features of the XRPD patterns and the high S/N with respect to 
the lab data. The progressive narrowing of the FWHM of Bragg peaks upon increasing the 
nominal average crystal size is clearly visible. 
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6.2 Preliminary Characterization 
 

6.2.1 The Detection of Stacking Faults in “Apparently” Pure ZB CdSe cQDs 
 

As described in Chapter 4, the presence of planar defects perpendicular to the cubic 
[111] direction, such as GF, ISF and ESF, strongly affects the peak width and, in the 

case of ISF and ESF, also the position of Bragg peaks. The peak displacement follows 

complex ,but well-known, selection rules (Warren, 1990),6 presented and discussed 

in Chapter 4. Starting from these considerations, a preliminary DFA analysis was 
performed on each of the four samples, using the Debussy program suite.7  

Databases of sampled interatomic distances were generated for unfaulted NCs with 

spherical shape; the unit cell parameter from bulk value was adopted (a = 6.077Å)8. 
Initial simulations were performed using the nominal size and the size distribution 

extracted from the UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy and Jasieniak’s calibration;4 this 

leaded to a remarkable difference in terms of peak broadening and position with 

respect to the experimental data (simulation as orange solid line in Figure 6.4). A 
second test (red solid line in Figure 6.4) was carried out by refining the NCs size and 

size distribution, in order to evaluate their deviation from nominal values, and by 

relaxing the ZB cell parameter (refined value a = 6.083 Å). The best match provided 

an average diameter of 2.4 nm (to be compared with the nominal value of 4.8 nm) 
and a dispersion of 38% (instead of 13%) for the "#$%	'() − 4.8./ sample.  

We than extracted the peak position ('?@A: the peak maximum in Q scale) from the 

WAXTS data shown in Figure 6.4; starting from Equation 4.2 we calculated the ideal 
position of Bragg peaks 'BCD for the refined ZB cell (a = 6.083 Å) as follows: 

 

'BCD =
4FsinJℎL=

M
 

NO. 6.1 
 

and consequently, the experimental shift ∆'?@A defined as '?@A − 'BCD.  

Following Warren’s theory and subsequent modifications, 9,10 diffraction peak shifts 

due to planar defects are not always linear when increasing the SF density. 
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Equation 4.1, describing the peak shift ∆(2J)V due to ISF, was here converted into 

∆'V as follows: 
 

∆'V = W
4F sinXJYZD + ∆JV\]^

_

M
` − 'BCD  

NO. 6.2 
 

and used to extract the ISF density aV for the "#$%	'() − 4.8./ sample. The aV 

value of 0.035 was obtained by using the GRG (Generalized Reduced Gradient) 

algorithm by minimizing the square differences between ∆'?@A and ∆'V. All the ' 

and ∆' values are listed in Table 6.2; ∆'?@A and ∆'V are also graphically shown as 

the inset of Figure 6.4 and show the major deviations on 111 and 331 peaks where 

opposite signs are found. These deviations suggest that effects are due not only to 

the presence of ISF, but also to the presence of differently strained CdSe bond 

 
Figure 6.4. WAXTS data of the "#$%	'() − 4.8./ sample (black dots) and Debussy fits. 
The orange solid line represents the pattern simulation of a defect-free ZB structure in 
spherical NCs having an average size of 4.8 nm and a size dispersion of 13%. The red solid 
line describes the simulation obtained by relaxing the parameters of the log normal size 
distribution, resulting in < ( > = 2.4 nm and 7 < ( >⁄  = 39%. The inset compares the 
deviation of the experimental positions of selected peaks from the calculated ones 
(∆'?@A), corresponding to a = 6.083 Å vs the calculated peak shift from Warren theory6 
(∆'V) using an aV= 0.035 (the description and meaning of aV  are reported in Chapter 
4). 
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distances along the different crystallographic directions, as will be explained in 

Paragraph 6.4. 
Since the presence of this “anisotropic” strain of CdSe is unexpected in ideal cubic 

structures, we associated this effect to the presence of WZ transitions in the crystals.  
 

 

6.2.2 PDF Analysis on “Apparently” Pure ZB CdSe cQDs 
 

In addition to the DSE analysis, thanks to the courtesy of  Prof. S. J. Billinge and Dr. 

F. Bertolotti, WAXTS data for PDF analysis were collected at the Brookhaven 
National Laboratory (BNL) synchrotron using a beam energy of 67 keV (M =

0.1834	Å) up to Q = 25 Å-1, for "#$%	'() − 3.0./, "#$%	'() − 3.8./ and 
"#$%	'() − 4.8./ QDs. Using the PDFgetX3 program, these data were Fourier 
transformed into the experimental G(r). 

Using the “small box model” approach implemented in the PDFgui software, the 

structural and microstructural analyses of CdSe particles with ZB structure were 

performed minimizing the mismatch between the experimental and calculated G(r) 

functions in terms of cd. The refined parameters are: cell parameter, size, atomic 

thermal displacement parameters and Se site occupancy factors. Results of these 

ℎL= 
Peak positions (Å-1)  Peak shifts (Å-1) 

'?@A 'BCD  ∆'?@A ∆'V  

111 1.7983 1.7946  -0.00890 0.00374 

220 2.9367 2.9306  0.00339 0.00608 

311 3.4338 3.4364  -0.00730 -0.00258 

400 4.1530 4.1444  0.0152 0.008553 

331 4.5183 4.5163  -0.00173 0.00196 

 
Table 6.2. The table shows the experimental ('?@A) and calculated ('BCD) peak positions 
of hkl peaks together with their experimental (∆'?@A) and calculated (∆'V) position shifts. 
The calculated shifts obtained using an aV = 0.035 do not match the experimental ones in 
terms of entity and, more significantly, of direction, revealing the presence of addition 
sources of peak shifts. 
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minimizations are reported in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 shows a systematic underestimation of NCs size, in agreement with what 

was obtained by the DSE analysis, and a small lattice expansion for low sizes.  This 

fact confirms that a defect-free ZB structure phase is not sufficient to properly 
describe the wide angle X-ray diffraction pattern of these QDs, neither in the 

reciprocal or the real space. Stacking defects need to be introduced for a deeper 

comprehension of the system. 

As reported in Chapter 3, PDF analysis can be analytically performed by direct fitting, 
providing the peak positions, widths, shape and intensities, enabling the estimation 

of possible deviations from the expected structure. The first five peaks of the 

experimental G(r) functions were individually fitted with Gaussian functions after 

 
Figure 6.5. PDF fits (green solid lines) of the "#$%	'() − 3.0./, "#$%	'() − 3.8./  
and "#$%	'() − 4.8./ samples vs the experimental G(r)s (black dots) obtained by 
monophasic ZB  spherical particles. 
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the subtraction of a linear baseline. Results of this analysis in terms of bond 

distances #e)f and FWHM of G(r) peaks are reported in Table 6.4. 
The average interatomic distance values (#e)) match those of the bulk ZB CdSe 

structure within 0.01 Å; in contrast, a high variability is observed in the FWHM of 

the different peaks. This evidence suggests a structural anisotropy, in agreement 

with what was found from WAXTS data by Warren’s theory. 
The interpretation and quantification of this anisotropy, together with the detail on 

the SF effects, required the development of detailed atomistic models of ZB NCs 

with planar defects and of a protocol of analysis (described in Chapter 5). This will 

be specifically discussed in the following sections. 

PDF refinement 

Sample :Z(Å)  < ( > (nm)  "#: $%  hij 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ 6.0927  2.51  1.33  0.169 

"#$%	'() − 3.8./ 6.0894  2.96  1.24  0.157 

"#$%	'() − 4.8./ 6.0845  3.36  1.30  0.154 

  
Table 6.3. The table shows the refined: ZB cell parameter :Z, the average NCs diameters 
< ( > , the NCs "#: $% stoichiometry and the weighted hij factor of the three CdSe QDs 
samples. The three PDF refinements highlight an average expansion of the cubic lattice and 
an underestimation of the average NC diameters, in full agreement with the preliminary 
DSE analysis. The analysis of the G(r) also shows the presence of a Cd excess attributable to 
the presence of the external layer of capping ligands.  

 Bulk ZB 3.0 nm 3.8 nm 4.8 nm 
Distance #e)f, Å #e)f, Å FWHM, Å #e), Å FWHM, Å #e)f, Å FWHM, Å 

Cd-Se 2.63 2.63 0.49 2.63 0.62 2.63 0.20 
Cd-Cd / Se-Se 4.30 4.30 1.06 4.30 1.28 4.30 1.09 

Cd-Se 5.04 5.05 0.53 5.04 0.70 5.04 0.69 
Cd-Cd / Se-Se 6.08 6.08 0.22 6.09 0.30 6.06 0.31 

Cd-Se 6.62 6.61 0.45 6.60 0.53 6.61 0.47 
  

Table 6.4. The table includes the average Cd-Se, Cd-Cd and Se-Se interatomic distance 
(#e)f) and relative distribution (FWHM) values extracted from the direct PDF analysis using 
Gaussian functions. 
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6.3 Morphological and Surface Investigation of ZB CdSe 
NCs 
 
As presented in Chapter 4, the effects of stacking faults on the measured scattering 

trace are partially hidden by morphological (size and shape) features. Indeed, since 

particles with a high density of planar defects do not maintain a cubic symmetry, 

their shapes may be non-perfectly isotropic. 
In order to investigate the actual morphology of the four CdSe samples, we resorted 

to SAXS experiments and data analyses.  In addition, a brief paragraph is included 

for DNP-NMR experiments performed on the "#$%	'() − 3.8./ sample. This 
innovative spectroscopic method was used to corroborate the information on 

crystal surface and to extract a qualitative information on core and surface disorder. 
 
 

6.3.1 Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Experiments and DSE-Based Modeling  
 
SAXS measurements on the set of CdSe samples investigated in this Ph.D. project 

were performed at the iNano center of the Aarhus University, thanks to the courtesy 

of Prof. J. S. Pedersen and Dr. F. Bertolotti (Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies). 
The experiments were performed on the same solutions used for the X-ray 

synchrotron data collection at SLS (1:1 diluted with toluene), using an X-ray gallium 

source (M=1.340 Å) on a Bruker AXS NanoSTAR instrument equipped with homebuilt 
scatterless slits.11,12 The suspensions were injected and guided into a quartz capillary 

inside a high vacuum chamber; data were subtracted from the capillary and solvent 

contribution of scattering before the analysis. As described in Chapter 2, the DSE 

can be used with atomistic models of appropriate size and morphology7 to 
reproduce the small angle scattering signal of particles. Beyond the DSE approach, 

SAXS data were also fitted using analytical form factor models (by Prof. J. S. 

Pedersen).13 In this paragraph, only the results obtained with the DSE (that agree 

with those obtained using the form factor model) will be discussed. Best fits from 
analytical form factor for spherical and prismatic models are shown in Figure 6.6. 

The main advantages of using the DSE for fitting SAXS data are here summarized in 
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three points: 

a) the population of NCs has the same discretization for SAXS and WAXTS; 
b) the same size-distribution law (taken as log normal, Equation 3.30) can be 

used for SAXS and WAXTS data analysis; 

c) the atomistic models used for fitting SAXS data and their validation in the 

WAXTS region jointly permit to determine the orientation of the crystal 
structure with respect to the exposed facets. 

Despite that anisotropic shapes are often reported for the most studied WZ NCs, 

justified by the point group of the hexagonal structure,14,15 deviations from isotropic 

shapes in ZB CdSe NCs are usually investigated in nPLs and nRDs but  less frequently 
reported in QDs.16 Starting from these considerations, SAXS data were initially 

analyzed considering NPs with spherical shape; later, a more complex model was 

introduced by considering NPs with prismatic morphology exhibiting two long 

(equally sized L1 = L2) and one short (L3) edges.  
To this goal, bivariate populations of atomistic models with different faceting were 

built in order to detect: 

a) size and shape anisotropy; 
b) size dependent faceting. 

 
Figure 6.6. Log-Log plot of SAXS data and best fits on "#$%	'() − 3.0./, "#$%	'() −
3.8./  and "#$%	'() − 4.8./ samples using the analytical form factors describing a 
sphere (a) and a prism (b). 
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The investigated morphologies are summarized in the scheme below, where the 

conditions for the different faceting are also quoted: 
 

 

 Prismatic exposing facets  Faceting conditions 

1) 

 

{100} |l| ≤ :;  |n| ≤ :;  |o| ≤ p 

2) 

 

{111} |l| + |n| + |o| ≤ # 

3) 

 

{110} 
|l| + |n| ≤ %	

 |l| + |o| ≤ %	

 |n| + |o| ≤ % 

 
Where: 
:, p, #, %: thresholds for faceting; only atoms satisfying the conditions set above belong to 
the NC 
|l|, |n|, |o|: atomic Cartesian coordinates referred to the centre of mass 

 

 

The three described morphologies were tested on CdSe QDs of increasing size. For 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ and "#$%	'() − 3.8./ the best fit was obtained using a 
prismatic shape with only {100}, exposed facets and aspect ratios rs rt⁄  ca. 0.7. 

Upon increasing the size, the same morphological model leaded to a progressively 

increasing misfit for  "#$%	'() − 4.8./ and "#$%	'() − 5.8./ samples. In these 

cases, different morphologies including new facets ({111} and {110}) and constant 
ratio u{t;;} u{ttt}⁄  or u{t;;} u{tt;}⁄  did not provide convincing results, as shown in 

Figure 6.7 for "#$%	'() − 5.8./. This figure also highlights that only a suitable 
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combination of morphologies 1 and 2 significantly improves the fit at larger sizes.  
Since the idea of NPs with the same size and same faceting is only an approximation, 

the need of introducing additional faceting when increasing size suggested us to 

build populations of prismatic NCs with increasing edges, but constant threshold # 

= 2.5 nm cuts. This inevitably produces NCs with {100} facets only for NPs of 
equivalent diameter smaller than ~4 nm. This strategy enabled to a satisfactory 

match of both the SAXS signal and the Porod region of the WAXTS pattern of the 

four samples (see Figure 6.10). The results of these refinements are reported in 

Table 6.5. 
From the values reported in Table 6.5, considering their size distribution, one can 

derive that the 10% of NCs of the "#$%	'() − 3.8./ sample are truncated. For 

"#$%	'() − 5.8./, the number of truncated NCs drastically increases to 92%, with 

{111} facets accounting the 20% of the total surface area in the most frequent NC 
and about 75% in the largest. Despite this huge number of truncated NCs, in the 

wide-angle region, the precise information on faceting is lost (see Figure 4.8), being 

hidden by size dispersion and faulting effects. Accordingly, the structural and 
microstructural analysis in the wide angle region was performed using the prismatic 

morphology exposing {100} facets only. 

 
Figure 6.7. Log-Log plot of SAXS data and fits on "#$%	'() − 5.8./ QDs using 1, 2, 3 
morphologies with constant areal ratio ux%:{ttt} ux%:{t;;}⁄  for morphology 2 and 
ux%:{tt;} ux%:{t;;}⁄   for morphology 3. 
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6.3.2 DNP-PASS-PIETA-NMR studies on 113Cd nuclei 
 

DNP-PASS-PIETA-NMR was here used to investigate surface and core modification 
of the chemical environment17,18 in a preliminary, still exploratory study; to this 

purpose, the "#$%	'() − 3.8./ sample was analyzed by this method. As 

described in Paragraph 2.2.3, this analysis requires a specific sample preparation in 

order to maximize the signal enhancement. 15µL of a saturated colloidal suspension 

of NPs in toluene were mixed with 7.5µL of TEKPol (50mM) in TCE (1,1,2,2 

tetrachloroethane) and mixed with a low amount of standard mesoporous silica, 

with certified pore diameter of 15nm. The grainy (solid) phase is later packed in a 

certified sapphire rotor (3.2 mm of diameter) and subjected to measurement. A 
comprehensive understanding of DNP-NMR method, pulse scheme, strategy and 

experimental parameters is out of the scope of this Ph. D. project; the interested 

reader can refer to the available literature.18 
Since this 113Cd NMR analysis was performed to compare signals detected on 

clusters with similar composition but different shape and crystal phase, here, the 

DNP-PASS-PIETA signals of the  "#$%	'() − 3.8./ and of a CdSe nanoplatelets 

from a different synthesis (nPLs 1.5 nm thick and 15-20 nm wide) are compared. For 
both samples, two signals are detected: 

a) Core Cd atoms: Cd is tetrahedrally coordinated to four Se atoms, 

b) Surface Cd atoms: Cd is coordinated to nSe atoms and mOleate residues 

(n+m=4), 

Sample rt = rd (nm) 7t rt⁄    rs (nm) 7s rs⁄    AR 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ 3.34 9.4%  2.42 11%  0.724 
"#$%	'() − 3.8./ 4.08 8.5%  2.92 10%  0.716 
"#$%	'() − 4.8./ 4.64 7.1%  3.48 10%  0.750 
"#$%	'() − 5.8./ 5.20 10%  3.76 22%  0.724 

  
Table 6.5. The table includes the refined values of rt = rd, rs edges and relative 
dispersions (7t and 7s) of the CdSe QDs samples described in the DSE simulations by 
truncated prisms with d=2.5 nm (see texts). The NCs aspect ratio (AR), defined as rs/rt, 
is reported in the last column. 
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that well describe the different chemical environment of the Cd core (buried into 

the NP), if compared to the surface Cd atoms. An interesting feature of the raw data 
is the different broadening of the two signals. With reference to Figure 6.8, the 

broadening of the core signals of quasi-spherical QDs and flat nPLs seems to be 

comparable. Differently, the surface peak of QDs, with respect to that of the nPLs, 

is significantly broader, skewed and shifted to lower 113Cd isotropic chemical shifts.  
 It is known from the literature that ZB CdSe nPLs expose {100} facets only19  while 

the ZB CdSe QDs are considered roughly spherical, and expose both {111} and {100} 

facets.20 For this reason, the broadening and shift for the 113Cd signal of the surface 

Cd peak was attributed to the different faceting of the two systems (QDs possessing 
a higher “surface versability”). However, the SAXS analysis reported in a previous 

paragraph revealed a negligible amount of exposed {111} facets in "#$%	'() −

3.8./ sample; consequently, the hypothesis of a broader peak due to the different 

faceting vanishes, corroborating the hypothesis of a larger structural disorder at the 
surface of QDs compared to the nPLs. 

The hypothesis a surface disorder in QDs can be attributed to the high density of SF, 

 
Figure 6.8. Overlaid 113Cd DNP-PASS-PIETA-NMR on "#$%	'() − 3.8./  and CdSe nPL 
(1.5 nm thick). The solid grey lines refer to the QDs NCs while the blue one to the nPLs. The 
broad peak tail in QDs at -311 ppm suggests a surface disorder attributed to the presence 
of discontinuous surfaces generated by the SF (work still in progress for nPLs). 
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generating a structural diversity of Cd atoms at the surface. The chemical 

environment of the buried Cd in faulted NCs should not significantly change (even 
in the presence of strain, not easily detectable by NMR), while, at the local level, 

surface Cd atoms may show displacements which cause the NMR to broaden. 

Whether this hypothesis is viable, can only be proven after the DSE complete 

analysis of SF in CdSe nPLs (work in progress). 
 

 

6.4 Structural and Strain Analysis of faulted ZB CdSe NCs 
 

6.4.1 Random vs Localized stacking fault model 
 
Once the SAXS region of the diffraction pattern was explored and precious 

information about the crystal-size and morphology obtained, the second step of the 

refinement strategy reported in Paragraph 5.2 was performed, the goal of which is 

disentangling size from fault effects in WAXTS data. When faults or other 
deformations occur at the nanoscale, their effects on the diffraction pattern strongly 

depend on the defect location or orientation with respect to the NCs structure and 

morphology.21 Therefore, two distinct models of planar defects distribution were 

examined:  
a) A random model: with an equiprobable density of SF along the [111] cubic 

direction of the NCs, regardless of the fault localization in the sequence; 

b) A localized model: with preferential occurrence of hexagonally faulted 

layers within a limited number of planes (five in this case), localized in the 
central portion of the NCs. 

The case in which the faulted layers are preferentially localized in the peripheral 

regions of the colloidal CdSe QDs was not considered here, since their effects on the 
powder diffraction pattern is by far too weak, as also demonstrated elsewhere,21 

due to the limited extension on these planes and not in line with the remarkable 

peak shifts and broadening observed in the CdSe experimental data. 

The optimization conditions for the two models are summarized below, their 
construction being extensively reported in Chapter 5.  
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Random model (RND) 
 

For each NCs size a fixed number of sequences (50), characterized by a different 

stacking of layers along the [111] cubic direction of the ZB structure, has been 

generated for all samples. This number was estimated as the best compromise 
between the computational time and the minimum number of repetitions necessary 

to minimize the differences in the calculated DSE patterns, upon changing the 

sequence of planes for constant SF probability and length of the sequences.  

This number was obtained by evaluating the agreement factor  hj of the average 
DSE simulation (z@) against an ideal reference one (z{{{), computed using a very 

large number of sequences (999, threshold	hj~10|d), as shown in Figure 6.9: 

 

hj = }
∑ (z�,@ − z�,{{{)�

d

∑ (z�,{{{)�
d  

										NO. 6.3 
 
Where: 

z�,{{{: intensity at the i-th 2q angle of the simulated pattern of a faulted NC using 999 

sequences (reference) 

z�,@: intensity at the i-th 2q angle of the simulated pattern of a faulted NC using l sequences. 

 
The a, Ä, Å and  Ç parameters, introduced and discussed in Chapter 5, were used as 

input for the sequence generation. These parameters can vary from 0 to 1 and 

describe the probability of the different types of transitions within the CdSe ZB 
layers stacked along [111]. According to some preliminary analysis of the 

experimental data, the presence of intergrowths of WZ in ZB (i.e. a number of more 

than two consecutive h layers within a single sequence) was initially excluded, due 

to the absence of peaks belonging to the WZ structure in the CdSe synchrotron X-
ray data. For this reason, jointly to the need of reducing the hyperspace of all the 

possible quadruplets (in other terms, the CPU time), the Å value, that describes the 

probability of finding a “regular” k layer after two h transitions (ℎℎ → L), was set 

equal to 1 in the sequence generation step.  
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Additional tests demonstrated that by relaxing Å below 0.7 in our DSE simulations 

produces indeed inconsistent results with the experimental data. For sake of 

simplicity, in the search of the best SF probability, another constraint (a = Ä) was 

used, meaning that the probability of introducing a hexagonal transition is not 
dependent on the configurations of the two previous transitions but only on the 

preceding one. A 2D map of the GoF parameters in the Ä and Ç coordinates was 

explored, following a grid search strategy, in the range 0.5 < Ä < 	1.0		and 0.0 <

Ç < 1.0, with a step of ±0.05, as shown in Figure 5.4 of Chapter 5.  
 

 
Figure 6.9. The figures report the DSE simulations generated by merging 999 (black 
traces), 50 (blue traces) and 25 (red traces) sequences of layers for spherical CdSe NCs of 
2.7 nm (a) and 6.1 nm (b). The two plots intend to graphically show, for a small and a 
larger NC, the misfits between the “ideal” trace generated by averaging 999 sequences vs 
the ones generated merging 50 and 25 sequences in a RND sequence generation case. 
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Localized model (LOC) 
 
Restraining the localization of the h faulted planes, within the regular ...kkk... ZB 

sequence, in the central part of the CdSe clusters maximizes their effects in the 

corresponding DSE pattern.21 For this reason, the number of sequences for the 

localized model has been increased to 100 with respect to the random model where 
the defect effects were “diluted” throughout the whole NCs volume; again, this 

number was identified as the minimum number of repetitions necessary to have 

negligible differences (hj~10|d) between the averaged DSE pattern of a single size 

NC with 100 different sequences, given the same SF probability and number of 
layers.   

Within the five layers centered at ÑDCÖ 2⁄  (where ÑDCÖ	is the total number of layers 

of each NC of the bivariate population), the strategy followed to generate 100 

sequences for each NC size is the same described for the random model, in terms of 

SF probability parameters (a, Ä, Å, Ç) and constraints applied to the model.  
In this case, the ranges of SF input parameters eventually explored for optimizing 

the SF % for each sample were: 0.25	 < Ä < 0.45		and 0.40 < Ç < 0.60, with a step 

of ±0.05. 

 

The final best b and d values of all samples for both the RND and LOC models are 

quoted in Table 6.6. The d values from the RND model suggest that the majority of 

planar defects in our CdSe NCs are of the GF type and that there are no significant 

differences among the different samples in terms of amount of GF and ISF. The b 

Sample 
RND 

 
LOC 

Ä Ç Ä Ç 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ 0.65 0.70  0.40 0.50 

"#$%	'() − 3.8./ 0.70 0.80  0.35 0.50 

"#$%	'() − 4.8./ 0.75 0.80  0.40 0.50 

"#$%	'() − 5.8./ 0.75 0.60  0.30 0.50 

  
Table 6.6. The table includes the Ä and Ç values that minimize the GoF values of each 
sample upon exploration of the SF parameters hypersurface, as shown in Figure 5.4.  
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and d values of the LOC model, referred to the 5 central planes, are numerically 

different and not directly comparable to the RND ones. In both cases, in our 

construction they are not influenced by the layer extensions, which indeed have a 

significant influence on the effect on the diffraction peaks. In order to quantify the 
total amount of planar defects also accounting for the plane extension, the total 

fault percentages ($Ü% = à6â × 100) was computed for all CdSe samples as 

follows: 

 

$Ü% = ã ã c�å ç
uY

uY + uZ
é
�å

× 100

åèêë

åít

�èêë

�ít

	 

									NO. 6.4 
 

Where: 
c�å is the final mass fraction of each ij-th NC for a population of e × ì NCs; 

uY and uZ,  are the areas of the h and k planes within the ij-th NC. 
 

The SF% values for the localized model are reported in Table 6.7; they indicate that 

larger SF% are found at smaller sizes. This finding will be later discussed. 

For both the random and localized SF models, the Simplex algorithm22 was used to 

optimize the initial structural and microstructural model parameters against the 
experimental data, after the exploration of the SF probability hyperspace. The 

information derived from Small Angle X-ray Scattering was used to restrain the NCs 

shape and the average sizes (La and Lc) and standard deviations (sa and sc) of the 

bivariate lognormal size-distributions. The final best fits are shown in Figure 6.10 

and Figure 6.11.  
 

 
Ligands coverage 
 
A list of additional structural refined parameters includes: i) the Isotropic Debye-

Waller factors were refined for four independent “atomic” species (Cdcore, Cdshell, 

Secore, Seshell); ii) the site occupancy factor (s.o.f.) of Se atoms located on the shell at 

the NCs surfaces and of Cdcore atoms.  
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For the "#$%	'() − 3.0./  sample a value Cdcore = 0.86 was found suggesting the 

presence of Cd vacancies in the core. Metal vacancies in chalcogenides QDs are not 
new and has been reported in many papers; their occurrence is often invoked in the 

description of cation exchange reaction mechanisms.23  

In our analysis, the presence of Seshell and Cdcore vacancies enabled the estimation of 
the average stoichiometry, given as an overall Cd:Se ratio in Table 6.7 and, more 

importantly, a physically-sound ligand coverage values 〈p〉, also reported in Table 

6.7. The values are computed according to charge balance considerations involving 

the total number of Cd2+ and Se2- of each NC within the population and the presence 
of oleate ligands at their surface (see ref.24 for further details), as follows: 

 

p�å =
2Ññó,�å − 2Ñ6?,�å

u8òôö,�å
 

											NO. 6.5: 

〈p〉 = ã ã p�åc�å

åèêë

åít

�èêë

�ít

 

										NO. 6.5õ 
Where 
p�å: coverage of the ij-th NC 

c�å: Number fraction of the ij-th NC 

Ññó,�å: number of Cd atoms of the ij-th NC 

Ñ6?,�å: number of Se atoms of the ij-th NC 

u8òôö,�å: Surface area of the ij-th NC 

Sample 
GoF 

 Cd:Se 
Coverage 

(nm-2) 
 SF% 

LOC RND 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ 2.44 2.66  1.29 4.0  31.9 

"#$%	'() − 3.8./ 2.99 3.19  1.13 2.7  28.3 

"#$%	'() − 4.8./ 6.20 7.08  1.17 3.9  25.3 

"#$%	'() − 5.8./ 2.80 2.89  1.15 4.0  24.5 

  
Table 6.7. The table includes the GoFs relative to the DSE refinement using the localized 
(LOC) and random (RND) models. In orange, the stoichiometry and ligand coverage values.   
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6.4.2 CdSe Bond Distance Strain 
 

Despite the introduction of a large density of planar defects into the atomistic 
model, the new calculated positions of the peaks, shown in Table 6.2, (especially for 

the 111, 311 and 331 peaks) do not perfectly match those in the experimental 

traces, as shown in Figure 6.12.  
This finding of a persistent, size-dependent, misfit was interpreted as due to an 

additional relaxation of the Cd-Se bond distance along the stacking axis. To manage 

this relaxation in our atomistic CdSe model, an additional strain (Ço) was applied 

 
Figure 6.10. a) SAXS data collected on the four samples here investigated, and best fits 
obtained using our DSE based approach. The insets represent the most representative NC 
of the population showing the size dependent faceting appearing over 5nm of crystal 
extension. b) Simulation of the Porod region of the WAXTS pattern using the same 
morphology used for fits in “a)”, showing the excellent agreement of the same models on 
two different portions of scattering data. c) DSE-based best fits of the "#$%	'() − 3.0./ 
(green solid line) and "#$%	'() − 5.8./ (red solid line). d) Graphical representation of 
the information retrieved from SAXS and WAXTS data. 
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along the [111]-cubic direction. Ço was applied to the interlayer distances, when 

transitions of the L → ℎ and ℎ → L types occur (Figure 6.12). The option of locating 

this strain at the ℎ transition only was tested and excluded, since it provided too 
large unphysical CdSe bond distances of 2.84 Å. 

The Ço strain was tested on both localized (LOC) and random (RND) models, leading, 

in both cases, to a better agreement of the DSE simulations to the experimental 

data. The GoF values are given in Table 6.8 for all samples. Worth of note, the strain 
is always positive and size-dependent for both models (see Figure 6.12b). 

 
Figure 6.11. DSE-based best fits and 2D size distribution maps of "#$%	'() − 3.8./ (red 
solid line) and "#$%	'() − 4.8./ (orange solid line) versus the WAXTS experimental 
pattern (black dots). 
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The DSE analysis reveals that for the localized (random) model, upon increasing the 

NCs size, a progressively smaller axial Cd-Se interatomic distance at the L → ℎ and 
ℎ → L transitions is found, from 2.71 Å [3%] (2.74 Å [4%]) for the "#$%	'() −

3.0./ down to 2.67 Å [1.6%] (2.68 Å [2%]) for the "#$%	'() − 5.8./. The 

numbers in square brackets refer to the relative changes with respect to the bulk 

reference CdSe value of 2.63 Å.8 To go deeply into the comprehension of this 
anisotropic strain, an additional test was performed, consisting in refining 

independently the a and c parameters of the trigonal lattice by assuming the 

 
Figure 6.12. a) Experimental 111 diffraction peak of the four samples (black dots) and best 
DSE fits obtained without (red difference curves) and with (blue difference curves) the use 
of the additional anisotropic strain of the Cd-Se bond distance along the stacking direction. 
b) Size-dependent anisotropic strain (Ço) modelled at the L → ℎ and ℎ → L transitions for 
the localized model. c) Graphical representation of the local relaxation of the Cd-Se bond 
distance along the [111] cubic direction applied to the "#$%	'() − 3.0./ (exaggerated 
for better rendering). 
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breaking of the cubic symmetry in faulted ZB NCs. A relaxation along c of 1% was 

obtained, in line with a previous article published by Wu et al.25 data in which, using 
EXAFS, the authors report an evident axial expansion of the c axis in WZ CdSe QDs. 

The GoF values are comparable to the localized models. Despite that our result 

matches the description of Wu, we consider the presence of an isotropic strain 

within the cubic system less probable than the anisotropic one, since it implies 
relaxation also far away from the transition planes. Therefore, despite WAXTS is not 

able to discriminate between a homogeneous strain or a localized one (in proximity 

of the planar defects), the localized strain model is here preferred.  The treatment 

of Wu on WZ CdSe QDs also highlights the presence of a compressive strain normal 
to the stacking direction. In our data, this compression was not detected, and Cd-Se 

distances do not show significative changes of the initial bulk value.  

 

 

Sample 
      GoF  

 
Cd-Se distance (Å) 

 RND LOC [110], [111]u [111]f 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./  2.39 2.24  2.633 2.711 

"#$%	'() − 3.8./  2.95 2.89  2.633 2.686 

"#$%	'() − 4.8./  6.11 5.90  2.633 2.666 

"#$%	'() − 5.8./  2.68 2.70  2.632 2.662 

  
Table 6.8. The table includes the GoF values and the refined Cd-Se atomic distances of 
the best LOC model. Cd-Se interatomic distances along the [111] at the L → ℎ and ℎ →
L transitions are labelled as [111]f, while the others (at the L → L and ℎ → ℎ transitions 
along the [111] and [110]) are labelled as [110], [111]u. 

 

 

Table 6.8 shows a systematic, even if small, GoF improvement of the LOC model for 
samples with smaller average sizes and values converging to those of the RND model 

for larger sizes. These results can be interpreted considering the relative values of 

SFE and the uSFE. As explained in Paragraph 4.1, the SFE represents the energy 

difference between a stable unfaulted crystal and a stable faulted system, whereas 
while uSFE represents the energy barrier (uSFE>>SFE) to be overcome to heal the 

fault (in this case the ℎ transition). A recent study on fcc metals revealed that the 
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uSFE is nearly independent from the material composition.26,27 In analogy with this 

finding, a large uSFE is expected for CdSe materials and would explain (using Eyring’s 
equation) their faulted structural stability (at the atomic level) over years, despite 

the fact that they possess a very low SFE value of ca. 14mJ/m2.28 Since the actual 

uSFE is strongly dependent on the faulted plane area, we infer that the peripheral 

layers of smaller clusters (ca.5 layers for the "#$%	'() − 3.0./) self-heal with a 
minimal energy contribution, explaining why the LOC model prevails on the RND 

one in reproducing the experimental data at smaller sizes.  

Another important information extracted from the DSE analysis is shown in Figure 

6.13 and refers to the size dependent SF probability that well correlates with the 
anisotropic strain Ço. 

In order to better understand the driving force of this strain, a size-dependent 

contribution from surface stress was considered. Inspired by what presented on PbS 

QDs in ref,24,29 we correlate the average cubic lattice parameter of the four QDs 
samples with NCs diameter D, using Equation 6.6. 

 
Figure 6.13. SF% and anisotropic strain (Ço) applied in the [111] cubic stacking direction, 
as function of the average crystal diameter D. The reduction of the SF% upon decreasing 
the average size and the same trend for Ço suggest the incisive role of the SF in generating 
this strain. 
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:úù8 = :; ç1 −
Ω

(
é 

											NO. 6.6 
Where: 

:;: bulk CdSe ZB lattice parameter [:; = 6.066(3)Å] 
Ω = 4Å 3ü⁄ : depends on the surface tension Å and the bulk modulus B. 

 

As shown in Figure 6.14, a negative surface tension Å=-4.86 eV nm-2 was found (for 

the bulk modulus of 53 GPa).30,31 The isotropic relaxation generated from the surface 

tension thus corresponds only to the 0.3% of the bulk CdSe distance for the 
"#$%	'() − 3.0./ sample and confirms that the high strain detected (3%, ten 

times larger than that calculated as surface contribution) is driven by stacking fault 

defectiveness. 

Eventually, the LOC model produced the high-quality fits displayed in Figure 6.10 
and 6.11. Additionally, the sizes of NCs agree with the size and size dispersion values 

derived by SAXS within ±0.1	./ (see Figure 6.15a). Despite the evolution of the 

 
Figure 6.14. Size dependence of the “pseudo”-cubic cell parameter calculated from the 
cell volume obtained refining a and c independently. The red points were fitted using a 
size dependent law7 where Ω=-0.019(2) and :;=6.066(3)Å (Å=-4.86 eV/nm2 ; B=53 
GPa).30,31  
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crystal faceting upon increasing the average NCs size, the aspect ratio remains 

practically unchanged. By deriving the average size and size dispersion of “spherical 
equivalent” populations (〈(?°〉), these diameters were compared with those 

extracted by Jasieniak’s formula.4 All size values are given in Table 6.9. 

In order to account for an additional (uniform, regardless the hkl indexes) 2J-
dependence of the peak broadening, an isotropic microstrain distribution 

parameter (¢YZD = (#YZD − #;,YZD) #;,YZD⁄ ), describing the modulation of the lattice 

spacings, #YZD, with respect to the reference value, #;,YZD, as a probable 

consequence of the local strain distribution) was introduced in the reciprocal space 
to the final DSE model pattern, following a tan(J) dependence of the Gaussian 

peaks broadening32 and optimized in the final models of faulted NCs. The best value 

has been identified as ¢ = 0.6% for all the samples, independent from the NCs size. 

 
 

6.4.3 Size and Morphology by Considering SAXS and WAXTS Analysis 
 

Figure 6.15b shows how the average crystal size estimation proposed by the 

TEM/UV-Vis absorption calibration by Jasieniak,4 underestimates the size extracted 

by scattering techniques for NCs smaller than 5 nm.33 This can be attributed to 
different factors such as: 

a) The difficulty of TEM to analyse ultra-small particles, since their surfaces are 

not well defined; 

b) The inaccurate size estimation by UV, which strongly depends on the size 
distribution (as shown in Table 6.1); indeed, both N• and ¢  values are size-

dependent and markedly non-linear. 
Physically reasonable values are also found for the Isotropic Debye Waller factors 

Biso (reported in Table 6.10). The Cd and Se values inside the core remain nearly 

constant, while refined values for the shell atoms are higher. This is in line with the 

expected higher mobility at the surface and occasional substitution of surface atoms 
by the organic ligands. 

The esd of the refined parameters have not been provided because the refinement 

strategy of CdSe QDs was based on the application of restraints to morphological 
parameters; this case is not currently treated in the Debussy routine implemented 
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for the calculation of the esd’s and the available program code is not able to provide 

physically-sound values. Future work in this direction is planned. Moreover, the 

information on the parameters provided with this work is not accessible by 
alternative programs with or without their uncertainties. This sentence does not 

intend to decline their importance but contrarily to admit that a strategy to calculate 

them in different cases and capture their meaning within this approach is still a 

challenging task.  
The uncertainties of SF% values are not computable since the SF parameters were 

not refined but optimized using a grid search; therefore, the full determination of 

the curvature of the hypersurface about the minimum cannot be performed. On the 

 
Figure 6.15. a) average sizes of the prismatic NCs refined in the small angle region (green 
dots) and in the wide-angle region (blue dots) and relative size dispersion. b) Diameters of 
NCs from this work (blue dots) are compared with the sizing curves proposed by Jasieniak 
(blue solid line) and Yu (red solid line). 
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other hand, the grid search highlights the visible quality change of the fit varying the 

SF parameters with a step of ±0.05 during the sequence generation, meaning that 
the method can quantify SF with acceptable precision. 

 

 

Sample 
ü�8¶ surface (Å2)  ü�8¶ core (Å2) 

 
s.o.f. surf 

Cd Se Cd Se Se 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ 3.50  -  1.20  1.16   0.00  

"#$%	'() − 3.8./ 1.60  2.51   1.10  1.20   0.50  

"#$%	'() − 4.8./ 2.00  2.40   1.10  1.11   0.30  

"#$%	'() − 5.8./ 2.00  2.47   1.14  1.10   0.27  

  
Table 6.10. The table reports the final refined values of thermal parameters and site 
occupancy factors of the four samples. In orange, the thermal parameters referred to the 
atoms buried into the crystal core; in blue, the ones at the surface that justify surface 
mobility phenomena and different chemical environment. 

 
 
 

Sample rt = rd (nm) 7t rt⁄    rs (nm) 7s rs⁄    AR 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ 3.260 9.3%  2.42 9.1%  0.74 
"#$%	'() − 3.8./ 4.010 6.8%  2.82 11.7%  0.69 
"#$%	'() − 4.8./ 4.610 7.1%  3.420 10.6%  0.74 
"#$%	'() − 5.8./ 5.16 7.0%  3.71  21.9%  0.72 

Sample 〈(?°〉 (nm) 7 〈(?°〉	⁄    Deviation from Jasieniak (nm) 

"#$%	'() − 3.0./ 3.65 6.8%  0.65 
"#$%	'() − 3.8./ 4.47 6.1%  0.67 
"#$%	'() − 4.8./ 5.17 5.9%  0.37 
"#$%	'() − 5.8./ 5.70 8.7%  0.10 

  
Table 6.9. The table includes the final refined values of size and size dispersion of the four 
samples. All the samples are composed by cuboid NCs with an aspect ratio of ca. 0.7 nm. 
In green, the “spherical equivalent” sizes and size distributions to be compared with those 
extracted from the TEM/UV-Vis absorption calibration curve proposed by Jasieniak.4 
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Conclusions 
 
As discussed in the Chapter 5 and here demonstrated in Paragraphs 6.1 and 6.2, 
conventional X-ray diffraction methods of analysis are not sufficient to characterize 
nanosized materials and, in particular, systems with a high density of defects, like 
CdSe QDs. Despite the fact that WAXTS patterns encode information about crystal 
structure, size, shape and defects, retrieving robust information from the high Q 
region (1-8 Å-1) only may be a challenging task, since size and size distribution effects 
strongly correlate with those due to the presence of defects. The key point in 
characterizing nanosized systems, especially the one here presented, is the use of 
combined techniques that facilitate to discriminate size and defects contributions in 
the WAXTS pattern. To achieve this goal, a unified model of NCs can be used to 
reproduce both the low Q region of the diffraction pattern (that is insensitive to the 
atomic-scale structure) and the high Q region. The information about size and 
morphology retrieved from SAXS analysis is used as restraints to optimize the model 
in the high Q region, containing details about defects type and their density. This 
approach enabled us to unveil unpredicted features of CdSe NCs of nominally pure 
ZB phase. The analysis of the SAXS pattern revealed a non-isotropic prismatic 
morphology and a size dependent faceting. The use of this precious information 
made it possible to quantify the SF density and their localization; the presence of an 
anisotropic strain along the stacking direction (cubic [111]) was also obtained. As 
explained in Chapter 1, the characterization of the surface chemistry and the 
structural defectiveness represent the key point in understanding and improving 
optical properties of CdSe QDs. Since the optical properties and the band gaps 
strongly depend on the bond strength, detecting strain relaxation of the Cd-Se bond 
distance (as done here) may be of high impact to improve the optoelectronic 
properties and to inspire new synthetic procedures by modulating and controlling 
strains and defects.  
Another remarkable aspect highlighted in this Chapter is the successful use of the 
DSE versus the simpler PDF approaches available in the literature. In this respect, we 
note that the analysis in the reciprocal space gives to the analyst robust and 
immediate “directional” information about the NCs shape (particularly when 
markedly anisotropic) and/or bond-distance strain on the diffraction trace owing to 
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the relation between crystallographic directions and diffraction peaks. Shape and 
bond-distance strain information are contained in the PDF as well, as PDF results 
from the Fourier transform of the reciprocal space diffraction pattern, but the precise 
interpretation of these features in PDF signal is more difficult owing to the loss of 
information about crystallographic directions. This aspect was the key-point for the 
introduction into the DSE model of the additional and anisotropic strain along the 
[111] direction. Moreover, compared to state-of-art treatment of faulted structures 
by PDF analysis, the model of stacking faults here treated by the DSE method allowed 
different types of faults (mainly GF and ISF, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5), to be 
considered, stacked and localized within the single NC model, leading to a highly 
detailed characterization of SF in CdSe QDs, not to mention the possibility to perform 
a study using a population of NCs with different morphologies. 
Last but not least, the model here developed for CdSe faulted NCs will be further 
used, once improved and adapted to characterize engineered nanomaterials of the 
II-VI (CdSe@CdSe core shells, etc.) and III-V semiconductors (GaN, InP) classes aiming 
at extending the comprehension of the role of defects on their optical properties. 
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7  
Stacking Faults Modeling in Elemental Solids: 

An Example for an Alternative Strategy 
 
 

Adapted with permission from (Acta Cryst. A72, 632-644) Copyright (2016) IUCr 

 
Despite advanced experimental and data analysis methods for a complete 

microstructural characterization of metal chalcogenide nanocrystals have enabled 

us to extract outstanding results on CdSe based samples, the use of this approach 

for the characterization of planar defects in larger NPs is extremely time consuming. 

Indeed, the need to build, and analyze, a much larger number of faulted nanocrystals 

where the number of independent sequences exponentially grows with size, makes 

the Debye Scattering Equation-based method previously describe highly 

inappropriate. However, materials possessing relatively high Stacking Fault Energies 

are characterized by a low SF density and, thus, only a limited number of planar 

defects, within the same nanocrystal, is statistically possible. This is particularly true 

for metals showing SFE’s higher than 100 mJ m-2, a value 6 to 10 times higher than 

for CdSe nanocrystals. Accordingly, we developed an alternative method for the 

computation of sampled interatomic distance databases of faulted metals, and 

considerably reduced the number of the to-be-generated sequences, shifting from a 

random sequences generation approach to a controlled one. 

This method was applied in the study of platinum nanocrystals embedded in a 

mesoporous silica matrix, a particularly complex system due to the simultaneous 

presence of a practically amorphous material and of a multimodal population of 

nanocrystalline Pt. In this case, robust complementary information on size and shape 

of the nanocrystalline portion from other techniques (SAXS, UV-Abs) was not 

available, or of limited usage (TEM, HRTEM). 

In this Chapter, several aspects and approximations in the sequence generation 

protocol will be discussed and results on experimentally measured WAXTS data from 

tailored syntheses of Pt nanocrystals performed at variable temperatures. 
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This study is part of a larger research project entitled “Metal-Organic based 

Nanoparticles Arrays with Large Induced Shape Anisotropy (MONALISA)”, co-funded 
by Fondazione CARIPLO (Project No. 20110289), shared by University of Insubria, 

the Italian CNR and the University of Bologna. Here, the mesosized channels of the 

SiO2 matrix, organized in parallel bundles, were taken as 1D nano-reactors. In such 

a way, we aimed at growing metallic nanoparticles with a large shape anisotropy, 
with a potential increase of the properties linked to their 2D ordering, 

supplemented by a possible collective effect.1,2 However, despite the geometrical 

constraints imposed by the silica mesopores, metallic nanoparticles can also form 

at the surface of the porous matrix. In the absence of this templating effect, more 
isotropic NPs can be formed, likely (also) with sizes well above the diameter of the 

pervious silica channels. Under this hypothesis, and on the basis of the direct 

analysis of our WAXTS data, the need of studying much larger (than CdSe) 

nanoparticles became soon evident. However, since the calculation of the SID of 
non-periodic (i.e. defective or faulted) NCs severely increases with its diameter D 

(up to !" for truly amorphous NCs), the generation of databases suitable for our 

WAXTS analysis, with two independent growth directions and using a random 
approach, turns into several days, or even weeks, of CPU time on our available UNIX 

servers.3 For this reason, a strategy for reducing the calculation time was sought and 

is hereafter proposed. 

 
 
7.1 An Alternative Approach to SF Treatment in DSE 
Analysis 
 
As anticipated in Chapter 3 and in the preceding paragraph, the calculation of the 

SID of defective NPs more-than-linearly increases with the particle diameter. Why 

this occurs, it is easy to understand: particularly in the database calculation step, 
but, to some extent, also in the Debussy refinement), these computations strictly 

depend on the number of atoms (proportional di D3) present in the nanoparticles. 

For example, in the model construction of CdSe, four different chemical species 
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were introduced, Cd and Se, each split for “core” and “surface” location, thus 

enabling the use of separate structural parameters (say, s.o.f.s and Debye Waller 
factors) to address their different stereochemical environments. This 

differentiation, however, does not affect the length of the SID database 

construction; indeed, partitioning of the entire set of interatomic distances of an 

ideal elemental NP into a summation of the sets of interatomic distances for each 
couple of atoms does not change the overall number of distances to be computed. 

However, the occurrence of elemental NPs (described by a single atomic species) 

slightly reduces the CPU time in the DSE-refinement step, as the number of refined 

parameters is reduced. Such a small CPU-time, is, anyway, barely significant, as the 
rate determining step of the whole analysis still resides within the construction of 

the entire SID database. This said, we found that the clue to significantly reducing 

the CPU time is limiting the number of sequences required in order to obtain, after 

merging, a hybrid configuration representative of a real sample. To better illustrate 
our approach, the following section presents an alternative strategy for SID 

database generation for the investigation of planar defects in large(r) metallic 

nanoparticles with low SF probabilities. 
 

 

7.1.1 A Controlled Strategy to SID Database Generation 
 
When the probability of SF is as low as a few percent, as typically found in several 
metallic NPs,4–7 a new strategy for sequence generation can be used, which 

successfully replaces the random generation mode with a controlled one. Assuming 

that only one fault is present per NC at most, a pre-defined SF probability can be 

obtained weighing faulted (f) and unfaulted (u) sequences. Despite this assumption 
can appear severe for real samples, the probability to find a NC with more than one 

planar defect becomes significant only in large-enough NCs, that is with more than 

50 layers (ca. 12.5 nm) for fcc platinum NCs with a SF probability of 2%, and with 
more than 100 layers (ca. 25 nm) for a SF probability of 1%. Thus, for smaller NCs, 

this assumption becomes even more valid. Once, within this assumption, the 

pseudo-multiplicities of the interatomic distances of all possible sequences are 

obtained, a hybrid set can be derived by combining them linearly and producing a 
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set of SID representative of the “average” faulted structure. A further advantage 

intrinsic in this approach is the reduction of the number of independent sequences, 
if symmetry considerations are included. The following paragraphs explicit in 

algebraic form our new overall protocol of SID construction. 

 

Given a NP with # layers stacked along the [111] direction of a cubic structure, it is 
possible to allocate a planar defect in position $ in a region defined between 3 and 

# (in a general case, a planar defect needs at least 4 layers to be identified). With a 

simple %& rotation operation, passing through the center of the crystal and normal 

to [111], it is possible to obtain the same crystal where the defect is located at the 
# −$ + 1 position. Therefore, the number of sequences to be generated 

decreases from # −	3 to +, a number significantly lower than those used in Chapter 

6 for CdSe (typically, 50 to 100 sequences). 

 

+ =
# − 6 + .

2 + 1 

										01. 7.1 
where: 
# : number of layers 
. = $45(#, 2)  
 

It goes without saying that, within this treatment, NPs with # < 6	must be 

considered unfaulted. While this may not be necessarily true, we are here 

considering very tiny nanoparticles (with [111] column length near 1 nm) which 

contribute very little to the overall scattering. Equation 7.1 reveals how in the 
largest particles examined in this study (# = 50) the number of sequences is only 

23 per defect type (e.g.: ISF). Of higher relevance, different databases, each 

representing a different SF probability, do not need to be (re)-calculated by 

generating new sets of nanoparticles. Indeed, they can be easily obtained by linearly 
combining the already-generated sequences (diluting, using unfaulted 

configurations, the contribution of faulted ones).  

In the present case, a statistically robust information on (TEM-based) particle size 

distribution, on which the preferential “geometrical” location of the defects within 
the NP can be effectively tested by analyzing the experimental WAXTS pattern, was 
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absent. Therefore, not being possible to derive such information from our 

intrinsically complex scattering data, the (reasonable) choice of equally probable 
configurations was made. This approximation is apparently in disagreement with 

what discussed in a previous Chapter; as presented therein, the SFE differently acts 

in differently-sized sections of finite (non-cylindrical) NPs. As SFEs need to be 

multiplied by the extension of the displaced atomic layer), SF are 
(thermodynamically) more favored for peripheral layers with smaller sections 

(particularly for large SFEs). Additionally, and at variance with the previously 

discussed CdSe QDs, our nanocrystalline Pt samples have been subjected to high-

temperature annealing for prolonged time, possibly overcoming the activation 
energy (uSFE) necessary for a faulted NC to heal some “wounds”. This aspect is 

corroborated with the results of this study, later discussed, that show a moderate 

decrease of the SF probability upon the thermal treatment. 

Using unlocalized faults and the validity of equiprobability assumption, and in order 
to compute SID databases with a well-defined SF probability, the pseudo-

multiplicities of the + faulted sequences have been weighed with those of a precise 

number of unfaulted NCs, using the approach described below. 
For sake of simplicity, we considered that each fault type (TF or ISF) represents a 

single defect, a feature attributed to one layer only, even if the deformation fault is 

the result (of the mismatch) of two consecutive layers in hexagonal transitions. This 

simplification does not change the use and the interpretation of the stacking fault 
probability term, but simply enables its use in a general way, i.e. by addressing the 

occurrence of a planar defect, independently of its nature. 

Let the ISF or (TF) probability within an ordered fcc elemental crystal along the [111] 

direction be defined by <. Since this probability can be modulated (i.e. lowered) in a 
SID database by combining faulted with unfaulted nanocrystals, when only faulted 

NPs are merged its maximum value, i.e. <, is obtained. Additionally, the assumption 

of introducing a single defect only per NP, at a given <, intrinsically sets a limit to the 

its maximum size, !=>?. For example, if <@AB  is the probability of a deformation 
fault, then: 

!=>? =
5CCC
<@AB

 

										01. 7.2 
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where 5CCC is the interlayer distance along the [111] direction (0.24 nm for 

elemental platinum). Thus, values of <@AB  near 1% provide an upper limit of !=>?  = 
ca. 24 nm. [Worth of note, for CdSe ZB QDs, typically possessing < values in the 0.2-

0.3 range8,9 and an interlayer distance of 0.34 nm10, the only well-represented 

particles would be those with d < 2.0 nm, making this approach wholly unsuitable to 

ultra-small, highly defective NPs].  
In the following, a set of faulted (D: the number of faulted NPs) and unfaulted (E: 

the number of unfaulted NPs) nanoparticles, with # layers each, will be considered. 

Thus, independently of their nature, they are all equally sized and contain the same 

quantity of Pt atoms. According to its definition, <@AB  can be taken as the ratio 
between faulted layers and the total number of layers (#FGF), as in Equation 7.3. 

 

<@AB =
#H
#FGF

=
#H

#H + #I
 

										01. 7.3 
 
where: 
#H : number of faulted layers 

#FGF : total number of layers 
#I : number of unfaulted layers 

 

Since unfaulted layers are also present in faulted structures, the total number of 
layers unaffected by faulting, #I, is given by the sum of the N layers of unfaulted 

NPs and the number of unfaulted layers in faulted ones (#I = #KK + #IL). 

Therefore, rearranging Equation 7.3 it is possible to obtain Equation 7.4. 
 

#H = <@AB#KK + <@AB#IL + <@AB#H 

										01. 7.4 
 

where: 
#IN  : number of unfaulted layers in unfaulted NCs 

#IL  : number of unfaulted layers in faulted NCs 

#H : number of faulted layers in faulted NCs 
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After dividing each term per #, Equation 7.4 can be rewritten into Equation 7.5. 

 
#H
# =

<@AB#KK + <@AB#IL + <@AB#H
#  

										01. 7.5 
 
Since: i) the number of unfaulted layers derived by the set of faulted NPs is #IL, with 

#IL = D(# − 1); and ii) the number of unfaulted layers derived by the set of 

unfaulted NPs is #IN , with #IN = E#, Equation 7.5 can be rearranged into Equation 

7.6. 

 
#H
# = <@ABE +

D(# − 1)
# + <@AB

#H
#  

										01. 7.6 

 
As the number of defective NPs is equal to the total number of stacking faults (#H =
D), from Equation 7.6 one derives that: 

 

E =
#H

<@AB#
(1 − <@AB#) 

										01. 7.7 
 

Considering that at least 3 layers on each side of the NP are necessary to define the 

presence of a SF, Equation 7.7 is finally transformed into Equation 7.8, which 
provided U, i.e. the number of unfaulted NPs to be merged with the faulted ones. 

 

E =
(# − 6)
<@AB#

(1 − <@AB#) 

										01. 7.8 
 

Using Equation 7.8, a software program merging all the possible faulted 
configurations for a defined < and size #, was written, and following Equation 7.9, 

provided the sampled interatomic distances dataset for each < and # values. 
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PQ!= =
∑ PQ!S
TL
SUC + E(PQ!I)

E + D 	 

									01. 7.9 
where: 
PQ!= : SID merged and representative of the SF% < 
+H : number of faulted configurations 

 

Once all the SID databases are obtained, the DebUsSy program has been used as 

presented in a following paragraph. 

 

 

7.2 Experimental Section 
 

7.2.1 Synthesis, Microscopy and Synchrotron X-ray Data Collection. 

 
The synthesis of the silica-platinum nanocomposites prepared for the MONALISA 
project were performed at the University of Insubria and University of Bologna. 

Mesoporous silica of the MCM-41 type was prepared according to the literature 

(Zukalsa et al. 2007)11 using simple aqueous or hydro-alcoholic solutions. These 
materials, prepared as fluffy powders, were characterized by BET porosimetry and 

conventional powder diffraction analysis. These analyses (gathered in Figure 7.1) 

provided an average size of the pores of 3.7 ± 0.2 nm (BET), set in parallel bundles 

with a periodicity of ca. 4.2 nm (XRPD). The small difference between these values 

is in agreement with the relatively this size of the silica walls, separating the, so far 

empty, channels. 
After testing their successful preparation, the silica powders were impregnated for 

12 h with a highly concentrated acetone solution of high nuclearity platinum 

carbonyl clusters of the Chini type12, namely [#XKY]&[[.C&(%\)&Y]. The solvent was 

removed under mild vacuum and the resulting solids were heated in order to 
remove the carbonylic fraction from the precursors and to promote their 

aggregation into Pt nanoparticles with high shape anisotropy (Figure 7.2). 
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In order to monitor the possible differential crystal growth due to distinct thermal 
treatments, three different annealing conditions (8h) were used: 423 K, 473 K and 

523 K. From here on, the three samples grown under different temperature 

conditions will be labelled with [.@P^\& − 423_, [.@P^\& − 473_ and 
[.@P^\& − 523_. 

Thanks to the high contrast between silica and platinum-rich materials, TEM images, 

collected the IMM Institute of the Italian CNR in Bologna by Dr. A. Migliori, showed, 

in all samples, the presence of both spherical and elongated metal NPs (Figure 7.3). 
However, these TEM images were devoid of any type of structural information and, 

most importantly, no statistically robust information about size, size-distribution 

and mass fraction of the two different populations (labelled hereafter as “small” and 

“large” ones) could be obtained, also because the silica matrix limits the attainable 

 

Figure 7.1. The solid blue line represents the experimental XRPD pattern of the 

mesoporous silica MCM-41 (data collected in the lab with a Bruker D8 Advance 

diffractometer). Three peaks can be easily distinguished, attributed to the 10, 11 and 20 

reflections of a planar hexagonal lattice with a = 4.2 nm. The solid red line represents the 

pore width distribution of the SiO2 estimated via BET porosimetry. 
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spatial resolution in TEM analyses. 

The three thermally-treated powdered nanocomposites and the pristine silica 

matrix were measured by synchrotron X-ray diffraction methods at the material 

science beamline of the SLS-PSI facility, using the protocol described in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 7.2. The three steps of Platinum NP synthesis. The mesoporous silica MCM-41 was 

impregnated with the acetone solution of Pt precursor (a). After the impregnation, the 

solvent was removed under mild vacuum, in order to eliminate the solvent and to deposit 

the Pt precursors within the amorphous matrix before the thermal treatment and to avoid 

undesired violent boiling phenomena that may potentially expel the metallic NPs from the 

silica matrix (b). The thermal treatment removes the carbonyl component of the precursor 

and favors the aggregation and growth of anisotropic NPs inside the channels (c). 

 

Figure 7.3. TEM pictures of [.@P^\& − 423_and [.@P^\& − 473_. Both pictures 

suggest the presence of elongated, or 1D-aggregated, particles inside the amorphous 

matrix (shown by arrows). The low definition of the pictures is a consequence of the 

attenuation of the beam caused by the silica matrix. 
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Thanks to the high scattering power of platinum nanoparticles, thin capillaries (with 

a bore of 0.3 mm only and a nominal wall thickness of 0.01 mm) of G50 glass were 

used as sample holders. The beam energy used was set to 20	`ab (0.62049	Å) and 

data were collected in the entire 5-120° (2d) range (see Figure 7.4). To properly 

account for the silica matrix contribution in our DSE analysis, the scattering trace of 

the pristine, untreated MCM-41 silica was added to the signal modeled by the 
DebUsSy program.13,14 The data analyses of the platinum NPs were then performed 

directly on the nanocomposite WAXTS patterns, without subtracting a (suitably 

scaled) amorphous silica component. 

 
Figure 7.4. “Reduced” experimental WAXTS patterns of the three silica/Pt nanocomposites 

prepared with the different thermal treatments described in the text. The peak separation 

in these plots, easily attributed to their different widths and shapes, makes it possible to 

appreciate the differential growth of the nanoparticles: the higher the temperature, the 

larger the NPs. In the inset, the raw signals of the [.@P^\& − 423_ sample, of the 

capillary and of the sample environment contributions, necessary for the data reduction, 

are shown. 
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7.2.2 The Need of a Tailored Data Analysis Protocol for the ef@ghij 
Nanocomposites 

 
As described in Paragraph 7.1, the characterization of faulted elemental 

nanoparticles is not straightforward, and requires the sequential introduction of 

models of increasing complexity to fully account for evidences of mismatch between 
the observed and calculated patterns. After several test performed on simple(r) 

models, the final one used to fully match the experimental WAXTS patterns of these 

samples included: 

1) The definition of multiple (isotropic or anisotropic – in this case, cylindrical) 
populations; 

2) The need of introducing an additional contribution to scattering, modeled 

by a Chebyshev polynomial, and accounting for the presence of a further 

(unknown) amorphous component; 

 
Figure 7.5. DSE simulation of a monovariate population of faulted spherical NPs. The 

presence of an excess of intensity at the 200 peak and the additional evident mismatch of 

the 111 peak suggested us to introduce anisotropic NPs shapes, elongated along the [111] 

direction (possibly driven by the stacking sequence of triangular Pt3 units within the Chini 

type precursor). 
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3) A size dependent law for the cubic cell parameter of spherical NPs, known 

to vary with size, which becomes particularly relevant for polydisperse 
systems; 

4) The optimization of the ISF probability term, <@AB. 

Starting from simulations grounded on SID databases calculated for faulted 

spherical Pt NCs only and observing a clear misfit in the 200 and 111 peaks (see 
Figure 7.5), in line with TEM observations and with the goal of the Pt NPs syntheses, 

we initially resorted to the introduction of an additional population of 

morphologically anisotropic metal NPs. 

In this case, since the shape anisotropy is likely directed by the templating agent, 
the bivariate databases do not require equal extensions in two normal growth 

directions (as normally done for truly bivariate, and polydisperse, populations), but 

they can be limited, in the cylindrical approximation, to base values equal, or similar, 

to the diameter of the channels of the mesoporous silica. 
Despite the introduction of the two populations, this fit required an additional, and 

very wavy, background component, modeled by a Chebyshev polynomial with 30 

coefficients. Whether this component bears any significant value, and is physically 
interpretable, a d-PDF (differential PDF) analysis15 was performed on the different 

spectral components, using PDFgetX3 program.16 Accordingly, the sample, the total 

background, the MCM-41 silica matrix traces and the additional amorphous 

contribution, described phenomenologically by a polynomial approximation 
function (shown in Figure 7.6a) were converted into PDF signals (shown in Figure 

7.6b). These calculations are mathematically legitimate as the Fourier transform 

integral is a linear operator, transparent to adding and scaling the different 

components. 
Taking advantage from the separation in the reciprocal space of these four signals, 

we interpreted each d-PDF curve by correlating their peak positions with the (set of) 

interatomic distances present in the different components. The low-r peak (falling 

near 1.6 Å), present in the first three traces, is easily assigned to the Si-O distances 
of the silica amorphous matrix, whereas the intense peak at 2.7 Å (absent in the 

silica component) well matches the typical intermetallic distance found in bulk Pt 

and in the Pt precursors as well. The clear presence of this 2.7 Å peak in the PDF 
calculated from the phenomenologically-derived trace of an additional amorphous 
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component (see red curves in Figure 7a,b) can then be attributed to the presence of 

sub-nanometer Pt clusters, apparently trapped in the smallest pores of the 
amorphous silica. This hypothesis is further corroborated by the fact that all the 

three samples clearly manifest the occurrence of this fraction and a polynomial 

“correction” with the same shape and structure is needed for obtaining a 

satisfactory match. 
As explained in Chapter 4, the reduced size of the NPs under study can produce 

surface strain effects that differently affect the cell parameters of the NCs within 

the same population. In this work this strain was modeled, for the isotropic 

(spherical) fraction, by a size dependent law (vide infra); at variance, for the 
anisotropic population, since more complex (and unknown) strain effects may be at 

 

Figure 7.6. WAXTS scattering patterns in reciprocal space (a) and its sin-Fourier 

transformed PDFs (b) (423K sample). The black lines represent the experimental traces of 

the entire sample. From the PDF curves, two low-r predominant peaks can be highlighted 

(corresponding to the Si – O distance of the silica matrix and to the Pt – Pt one of the 

nanocrystalline fraction). The green lines represent the total background calculated during 

the DSE refinement. The d-PDF trace contains the same two peaks, highlighting the 

presence in the amorphous portion of both the metallic and silica components. The solid 

line in panel a is the experimental trace measured on a pure silica matrix. As expected, its 

analysis in real space confirms the presence of the Si-O peak at 1.6 Å and the absence of 

the Pt component. The red line in panel a is the calculated Chebyshev polynomial (rescaled 

for a better graphical representation). Its d-PDF on the right shows a clear peak at 2.7 Å, 

revealing the presence of an additional Pt fraction, attributable to the incomplete 

decomposition of the Pt precursor.  
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work, a simplified model with a representative average cell parameter was used for 

all nanoparticles. Equation 7.1013 shows the functional dependence of the strain 
model implemented in the DebUsSy suite for the size-dependent law for the cubic 

cell parameter kl of spherical NCs, where factorization into two distinct terms 

enables the evaluation of two different (possibly countercorrelated) physico-

chemical effects. 
 

kl = (1 + mC) n1 −
m&

! + m&
o 

										01. 7.10 
 

Indeed, the two refinable parameters, mC and m&, can be easily interpreted by 

studying the limits of the function kl at ! → 0 and ! → ∞ , hereafter reported: 
 

lim
u→v

kl = (1 + mC) 

										01. 7.11 
lim
u→w

kl = 0		if  m& ≠ 0 

										01. 7.12 
 

Shortly, mC represents the deviation from the reference cell parameter encoded in 
the database in correctly reproducing the cell parameter of the bulk structure. This 

acts only as an overall scaling factor, e.g. for experimental artifacts or differential 

temperature conditions. At variance, m& plays the most important role since its sign 
determines the compressive (m& > 0) or expansive (m& < 0) nature of the strain of 

the NPs upon reducing the particle size since: 

 
z
z! kl =

m&(mC + 1)
(! + m&)&

 

										01. 7.13 
or, neglecting the small difference between ! and ! + m&:  

 
z
z! kl =

m&(mC + 1)
!&  

										01. 7.14 
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Typically, metal NPs contract by lowering their sizes in order to saturate their 

surface dangling bonds or in other terms, by surface tension effects;17–19 on the 
contrary, in binary systems (oxides, sulfides, etc.), the presence of ligands or of 

hydrogen atoms saturating surface sites, typically induces a slight expansion.20 

The DSE analysis confirms that, upon lowering the crystal size, platinum NPs 

contract (numerical results are synoptically collected in next paragraph, dedicated 
to the comparative analyses of the three samples – see Table 7.1). 

Worth of note, the SF probability cannot be automatically minimized by the 

DebUsSy suite within an iterative algorithm; a sampling strategy which actively uses 

SID databased generated with different SF probabilities was therefore used. This 
strategy is somewhat similar to that presented for the CdSe samples, where the 

minimization of the goodness of fit parameter was achieved upon varying the { and 

| coefficients within restricted, but physical meaningful, numerical boundaries. 

Several parallel refinements, each with a different ISF probability, were performed 
with a 0.25% step, aiming at identifying the best agreement between the simulated 

trace and the experimental data.  

As later witnessed (see Table 7.1), we here anticipate that the SF probabilities of the 
different samples fell in the 1.5 - 2.0 % range, with a minimal dependence at 

different annealing conditions. As we have cannot distinguish different SF 

probability values in spherical and cylindrical NCs, identical values were assigned to 

the two populations. This choice is further motivating by the following analysis. 
Indeed, we found that, beyond issues related to the exploration of the parameter 

hyperspace and convergence efficiency, attributing the entire SF percentage to one 

population (and not to the other) makes the initial approximation of having only one 

fault per nanoparticle unsustainable. This is clearly exemplified by the [.@P^\& −
423_ case, which provides a “best” fit with a 2.0% SF probability. If, in an ideal 

example, a 50:50 (weight percent) of NPs from the isotropic and cylindrical 

population was present, attributing the entire SF percentage to one class only, 

would indeed raise the effective SF probability value to 4%, limiting a maximum size 
to 25 (and not to 50) layers (i.e. to 6, and not 12 nm). The consequence of this 

approach would make many, if not most, of the NPs (those larger than this limit) 

unsuitable for the set approximation. 
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7.2.3 Comparative Structural and Microstructural Analysis 
 

This paragraph presents in a synoptic manner the results obtained from the 

structural and microstructural characterization of three Pt@SiO2 samples, prepared 

from the same original batch, and annealed in different conditions to probe their 
behavior under different thermal stimuli. With reference to the parameters 

introduced in Paragraph 7.2.2 and quoting numerical values from unfaulted NPs as 

starting point, graphical outputs are shown in Figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9, while 
numerical results are listed in Table 7.1. 

Figure 7.7 shows, for the [.@P^\& − 423_ sample, the co-presence of the two 

populations and their contribution to the total pattern (see Panel a). Therein, panels 

b and c portray the two populations used for the best fit. The confined size of 
cylindrical NCs in the basal plane, perpendicular to the [111] direction, produces 

significantly broader traces that strongly contribute to the peak tails. This 

contribution is very similar to the broadening effect generated by the presence of 

planar defects and is magnified, in case of unfaulted models, by decreasing the 
effective spherical fraction weight percentage. This can be easily observed by 

comparing the pertinent size values collected in Table 7.1 for the faulted/unfaulted 

models, where the latter are systematically smaller. Thus, correctly treating the SF 

model significantly influences the determination of the average crystal size. 
The analysis of the parameter evolution in parallel refinements also indicated that 

the weight percentage and the average size of the spherical fraction are heavily 

correlated, and that the size underestimation in the faulted model of [.@P^\& −
523_ (see last column un Table 7.1) can be attributed to such effect.  

Analyzing the average crystal sizes of the two distinct populations suggests that, for 

all three samples: i) the spherical crystals were grown outside the templating matrix; 

ii) the cylindrical fraction, the basal crystal sizes of which ( 〈!>~〉Ä,ÅÇÉ  ) perfectly 

match the size of pores of the nanoreactors, is likely grown inside the silica channels. 

The comparative analysis shows that the higher temperature treatment favors the 
formation of larger spherical crystalline domains (Figure 7.8.a). For anisotropic 

crystals, one can appreciate the preferential crystal growth along the c axis (with a 

large distribution of lengths) with the ab bases of more or less constant size (see 

Figure 7.8.b).  
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Sample [.@P^\&
− 423_ 

[.@P^\&
− 473_ 

[.@P^\&
− 523_ 

                                                         Unfaulted model  

GoF 3.41 3.05 3.06 
〈kl〉ÑÖÜ(nm) 0.3916(3) 0.3921 (4) 0.3921 (1) 

〈kl〉ÅÇÉ(nm) 0.3919 (-) 0.3920 (-) 0.3919 (-) 

〈!〉Ä,ÑÖÜ, mÄ,ÑÖÜ (nm) 5.29 (2), 1.5 (1) 7.82 (2), 2.5 (1) 9.33 (2), 3.22 (9) 

〈!>~〉Ä,ÅÇÉ, m>~,Ä,ÅÇÉ (nm) 1.5 (1), 0.6 (4) 2.1 (3), 1.1 (4) 2.2 (3), 1.1 (3) 

〈áÅ〉Ä,ÑÖÜ, mÅ,Ä,ÅÇÉ (nm) 5.70 (2), 3.08 (5) 6.99 (1), 2.41 (8) 6.70 (1), 2.94 (6) 

〈áÅ〉Ä,ÅÇÉ 〈!>~〉Ä,ÅÇÉ⁄  3.75 3.34 3.06 

%äÑÖÜ 39.1 32.0 27.4 

                                                          Faulted Model 

GoF 2.76 2.62 2.57 
〈kl〉ÑÖÜ(nm) 0.3918 (2) 0.3919 (1) 0.39195 (7) 

〈kl〉ÅÇÉ(nm)† 0.3919 (-) 0.3920 (-) 0.3919 (-) 

<@AB 2.0 1.5 1.5 
〈!〉Ä,ÑÖÜ, mÄ,ÑÖÜ (nm) 5.79 (2), 1.5 (1) 8.08 (2), 2.0 (1) 9.03 (2), 3.56 (7) 

〈!>~〉Ä,ÅÇÉ, m>~,Ä,ÅÇÉ (nm) 1.7 (1), 0.6 (3) 2.2 (2), 1.0 (3) 2.2 (2), 1.1 (2) 

〈áÅ〉Ä,ÑÖÜ, mÅ,Ä,ÅÇÉ (nm) 5.16 (2), 3.18 (5) 6.49 (1), 3.22 (6) 5.73 (1), 3.01 (5) 

〈áÅ〉Ä,ÅÇÉ 〈!>~〉Ä,ÅÇÉ⁄  3.0 2.9 2.6 

%äÑÖÜ 43.3 39.4 38.3 

  

Table 7.1. The table presents relevant structural and microstructural features derived 

from the Debye Function Analysis for samples [.@P^\& − 423_, [.@P^\& − 473_ and 
[.@P^\& − 523_.  
Uncertainties of the refined variables are derived using the curvature of the å& 

hypersurface about the minimum. 
〈kl〉: refined average cubic cell parameter (Å) 
〈!〉: refined average diameter 
〈!>~〉 and 〈áÅ〉: refined average size parameters in ab and along c 

m?: refined diameter/length variance 

Subscripts “sph” and “cyl” refer to the shape of the nanocrystals, while M to mass based 

distribution.  
† Unrealistic uncertainty values likely due to the severe correlations and unsuitability of the 
constant-strain model for anisotropic shapes. 
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Figure 7.7. Graphical outputs of the Debussy program related to [.@P^\& − 423_ 

sample. a) Best fit (green solid line), [.@P^\& − 423_ experimental data (black dots), 

MCM-41 silica experimental data (light blue solid line), calculated background (dark blue 

solid line) and difference profile between calculated and experimental data (solid red line). 

The inset shows the individual contributions of the spherical (purple solid line) and 

cylindrical (blue solid line) population used to simulate the XRPD trace. b) Number (blue) 

and mass (red) size distribution of the spherical population. The black solid line refers to 

the size-dependent lattice strain calculated on the basis of eq. 7.11. The black dashed lines 

represent the standard deviation from the refined size dependent curve. c) Number and 

mass size distributions of the cylindrical fraction. The plot highlights the presence of 

elongated NCs with sizes of the basal plane that fit with the pore size of the host. 

 
 

The DSE analysis reveals also that a thermal treatment with higher temperature not 

only promotes the formation of anisotropic crystals with higher aspect ratio (AR), 

but it is also able to increase the weight fraction of anisotropic vs. spherical NPs.  

This observation is counterintuitive, as this would mean “surface” NCs entering the 
pores. An alternative option, more in line with what observed before, would be the 

additional aggregation/sintering of residual (still isolated, as per the d-PDF results) 

fragments, attaching themselves to the anisotropic NPs preformed (in the silica 

channels) at lower temperature.  

 
Figure 7.8. Mass fraction distributions of the three Pt@SiO2 samples, extracted from the 

DSE-refinements. On the left (a), the spherical distribution and on the right (b), the 

cylindrical distribution plotted as a 2D colored map (with Dab and Lc coordinates). The 

picture shows the increase of the average crystal size of SPH NPs grown outside the 

templating agent and the formation of an anisotropic component that does not 

significantly change the aspect ratio upon the thermal treatment. 
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Another fundamental aspect is described in Figure 7.7.b, where the size dependence 

law of the isotropic lattice strain (Equation 7.10) is presented (for	[.@P^\& − 423_ 

mC = 0.184 ∙ 10éè and m& = 0.521 ∙ 10é&). [A similar analysis was performed on all 

three samples]. The mC value does not significantly change the literature cell 

parameter reported for metallic Pt [3.9236(6) Å]21, while the effect of m& is 
particularly noticeable for spherical NCs with ! < 10nm. Since, for [.@P^\& −
423_, the polydispersity of the spherical fraction ranges from 4 to 8 nm, the average 

cell parameter 〈kl〉ÑÖÜ must be calculated following a mass-weighted formula, as in 

Equation 7.15: 

〈kl〉ÑÖÜ = ê åÄ,S

uëíì

SUC

kl,S  

										01. 7.15 
Where: 
åÄ,S: mass fraction of the i-th NC 

kl,S: cubic cell parameter of the i-th NC (Å) 

 
Figure 7.9. Plot of the Goodness of fit values of the best fits for the three Pt@SiO2 

nanocomposites, obtained at different (fixed) stacking fault probability values. These 

points quantitatively represent the match between the experimental and calculated 

patterns upon increasing the deformation fault percentage (% ISF in the abscissa) in 0.25% 

steps. The minima of the curves indicate the most probable % ISF value, which decreases 

upon annealing at 473 K and 523 K. 
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In the three samples, the deformation fault probability, plotted in Figure 7.9, was 

estimated as described in section 7.2.2. The trend of the GoF indicators vs. the 
stacking faults probability values shows evident minima with a reasonable 

sensitivity of 0.25%. Figure 7.9 also quantitatively shows how the increased 

annealing temperature slightly reduces the SF probability from 2.0 % for the 423K 

sample to lower values (1.5 %) for the [.@P^\& − 423_  and [.@P^\& − 523_  
ones. Increasing the annealing temperature can provide the energy required to 

restore, in defective systems, the thermodynamically stable form (the ideally 

periodic crystal) or, alternatively, promote the formation of a structure with a lower 

percentage of planar defects. Whether one or the other process occurs (or both), 
cannot be derived from our analysis.  

 

 

Conclusions 
 
Despite the presence of: i) a complex hybrid system, ii) the unavailability of 

experimental techniques providing robust complementary information that can 

assist the DSE analysis and iii) the large average size of the nanocrystalline fractions, 

WAXTS techniques can still provide meaningful structural and microstructural 

information on nanosized metal samples. The quantitative derivation of the stacking 

fault probabilities and of the surface relaxation parameters was made possible by 

introducing physically-sound assumptions and approximations. This approach is 

justified by the necessity of reducing the CPU time to reasonable values, without 

significantly altering the results of our analysis. The use of a controlled stacking fault 

generation approach enabled the derivation of structural and microstructural 

parameters during of crystal growth of Pt NPs under different thermal annealing 

conditions. Combining DSE analysis with PDF calculations (and particularly the d-PDF 

on the wavy “background trace”) provided unambiguous evidence that the 

additional amorphous fraction must be attributed to incomplete Pt atoms 

aggregation, due to partial decomposition of the precursor, a high-nuclearity 

carbonyl cluster. 
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General Conclusions 
 
 
 
The work presented in this thesis successfully reached the objectives prefixed in 

Chapter 1. This three years long experience permitted to increase my knowledge on 
II-VI semiconductors, in particular on CdSe-based materials. The period spent 

abroad, among ETH in Zurich, permitted to improve my skills on colloidal synthesis 

and to understand the importance of kinetic and thermodynamic effects in guiding 

the crystal phases (ZB or WZ) and shape. Furthermore, I had also the opportunity to 
be involved in NMR projects on CdSe materials permitting to explore new advanced 

techniques for surface characterization on nanomaterials. The need of high-quality 

data for the Debye Function Analysis contributes to the increase of my knowledge 

on synchrotron radiation and WAXTS measurements on colloidal solutions. This 
experience has been maturated in two beamtimes dedicated to luminescent 

materials at the MS beamline of the PSI.  

A model of NCs with planar defects to be implemented in the Debussy suite has 

been developed and used to characterize a set of CdSe-based samples of increasing 
size. This model was conceived to have a high degree of flexibility, permitting to 

generate atomistic models of NCs with different stacking fault probabilities. Since 

the stacking fault behavior in nanostructures is size, material and phase dependent, 
a further degree of flexibility has been introduced into the atomistic model in order 

to manage fault-induced isotropic and/or local anisotropic strains together with 

surface vacancies and thermal disorder. Despite the potentiality of the WAXTS DSE-

based model, the fit of SAXS data has been integrated, in order to disentangle the 
size-induced peaks broadening from the defects-induced ones. The synergic use of 

the complex atomistic model into atomic-scale structure sensitive and insensitive 

region of the X-ray scattering data, permitted to unveil, within reasonable 

computational time, new features on morphology, surface and core defects of CdSe 
samples. 

An investigation on stacking fault probability for metallic material has been 

proposed as well. The larger particle sizes, together with the lower probability of 

stacking faults in these samples, pushed to the development and use of an 
alternative simplified method for planar defects characterization. In this case, the 
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complementary use of the Debye Scattering equation and the differential PDF, 

permitted the understanding of the system by and large.  

Both cases of application of the DSE here presented remarked the need of using 
complementary techniques in nano-system characterization, since the complexity 

of the analyzed system and the information extracted with the DFA method may be 

not robust enough and lead to weaker results. 

Moreover, this thesis permitted to develop a protocol to investigate CdSe-based 
NCs. As explained in Chapter 1, the importance in understanding the morphology 

and faceting, together with atomi-scale structural and microstructural features 

represent a key point to understand physical phenomena and improve the optical 

efficiency of II-VI semiconductors. 
Future work will be addressed to the study of more complex engineered CdSe-based 

systems with higher potential for applications. A first step will be done towards the 

understanding of CdSe NCs which underwent a ligand exchange process from 

organic (Oleate) to inorganic ligands (K2S, K4SnS4, K6Sn2S7). In particular, the study 
will be addressed to the role of the ligand in modifying the surface structure and 

how this can affect the stacking fault percentage and the strain by them induced. 

Further steps will be moved towards more efficient heterosystems, such as core-
shells, in order to understand the role of the shell on the photoluminescence 

properties. 
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